Quiz [1]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If I … a cake, will you bring some wine?".
- a) make
- b) will make
- c) had made
- d) would be making

Quiz [2]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Would you like a coffee before … back to work?".
- a) you go
- b) to go
- c) you had gone
- d) you will go

Quiz [3]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "The bank usually … at 8.20".
- a) opens
- b) open
- c) opening
- d) is opening

Quiz [4]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "By this time next week we … the new computer system".
- a) will have installed
- b) have installed
- c) will have been installing
- d) will installing

Quiz [5]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "The notebook … in the office yesterday evening, but now it's gone!".
- a) was
- b) were
- c) aren't
- d) be

Quiz [6]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Where did they all … after the party?".
- a) go
- b) gone
- c) went
- d) going

Quiz [7]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Whatever job you have, for your first days at work try to wear something clean, smart and simple. You need to look as if you … an effort, even if the actual job entails getting your hands and face dirty, or wearing overalls".
a) have made
b) have done
c) are made
d) are done

Quiz [8]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "In the era of the European Union and of the single currency, … it still make sense to maintain national boundaries?".
a) does
b) do
c) has
d) is

Quiz [9]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Last year, 3.8 billion people … the Live8 concert".
a) watched
b) looked
c) were viewed
d) seen

Quiz [10]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "The employees were told that they would receive a pay rise when the new budget …".
a) had been approved
b) was being approved
c) will be approved
d) would be approved

Quiz [11]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Leading historian Robert Bryan called for an investigation into the contamination of the National Archives, after the 'Daily Mirror' reported that forged documents … in".
a) had been smuggled
b) to be smuggled
c) were smuggling
d) will have been smuggled

Quiz [12]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "… last week that the Prime Minister had ordered the Home Secretary to limit the cost of the new identity cards".
a) It was revealed
b) It has been revealed
c) It had revealed
d) They revealed it

Quiz [13]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Are these men really … for a single group?".
a) working
b) works
c) worked  
d) work

Quiz [14]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If the accounts department ... the error, we would have found ourselves in a difficult situation".
   a) hadn't noticed  
   b) wouldn't have noticed  
   c) wouldn't notice  
   d) didn't notice

Quiz [15]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "He ... in his office when the fire alarm went off".
   a) was working  
   b) had worked  
   c) has been working  
   d) worked

Quiz [16]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I really like ... to foreign countries".
   a) going  
   b) seeing  
   c) visit  
   d) travel

Quiz [17]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "It may be necessary to ... taxes some time next year".
   a) raise  
   b) rise  
   c) hire  
   d) heighten

Quiz [18]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "They ... us with stationery for the last ten years".
   a) have been supplying  
   b) are supplying  
   c) could supply  
   d) supply

Quiz [19]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "... do you like your job?".
   a) Why  
   b) What  
   c) Where  
   d) Who

Quiz [20]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "I am no longer satisfied with my job, and I would really like to find something more ...".
   a) challenging  
b) suited  
c) exhausting  
d) attracting

Quiz [21]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "The insurance pays ... the medical bills".
   a) all  
b) a  
c) so  
d) every

Quiz [22]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "Are there ... CDs in stock?".
   a) any  
b) of  
c) this  
d) a

Quiz [23]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "If the goods are faulty on arrival, you are entitled to receive a ...".
   a) refund  
b) reimburse  
c) repay  
d) return

Quiz [24]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "The Government's ... priority is the improvement of public services".
   a) top  
b) large  
c) most  
d) mainly

Quiz [25]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "Door-to-door ... will involve a 10% surcharge on the price of the purchased goods".
   a) delivery  
b) expedition  
c) invoice  
d) posting

Quiz [26]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "You can invest your money in stocks and ...".
   a) shares  
b) bears
c) hedges

d) dividends

Quiz [27]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "For tax purposes, declared annual ... should also include interest on investments and revenue from rented properties".

a) income
b) yield
c) salary
d) wage

Quiz [28]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "There will soon be wireless computers in ... office".

a) every
b) both
c) all
d) whole

Quiz [29]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "Daniel writes for a ... newspaper".

a) Dutch
b) Sweden
c) France
d) Germany

Quiz [30]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "The department ... he works for will soon be closed".

a) that
b) where
c) it
d) what

Quiz [31]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "... a scanner in the office?".

a) Is there
b) Is here
c) There are
d) Are they

Quiz [32]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "I've been trying ... with him all week, but he's never in the office and his mobile always seems to be busy".

a) to get in touch
b) contacting
c) to answer
d) getting hold

Quiz [33]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "The office … open on Saturdays".
a) is not  
b) it isn't  
c) aren't  
d) do not

Quiz [34]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "I work … Ministry of Foreign Affairs".
a) at the  
b) in  
c) to the  
d) at

Quiz [35]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "Visiting Poland … a visa, but now it's no longer necessary".
a) used to require  
b) were used to require  
c) are used to requiring  
d) used requiring

Quiz [36]  
Choose the correct phrase to complete the following sentence: "By 1999 the FBI had doubled their personnel and tripled their budget, but they knew it was not …".
a) nearly enough  
b) enough big  
c) well enough  
d) enough of them

Quiz [37]  
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "When she lived in the centre, she … the bus to work".
a) would often take  
b) was often taking  
c) often was taking  
d) used take often

Quiz [38]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "On Fridays, public offices … early".
a) usually close  
b) usually are closing  
c) is usually closing  
d) closes usually

Quiz [39]  
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "I am not familiar with this technology yet so I am going to … research on it".
a) do some  
b) make  
c) make a
d) do any

Quiz [40]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "I like …".
- a) playing volleyball
- b) the playing volleyball
- c) to play the volleyball
- d) play volleyball

Quiz [41]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "The report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change concludes that global warming over the past five decades … by natural variations alone".
- a) cannot be accounted for
- b) cannot explain it
- c) cannot have caused
- d) cannot be due

Quiz [42]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "On September 11, 2001, Al-Qaeda … to bypass the U.S. counterterrorism structure".
- a) was able
- b) can
- c) could
- d) is capable

Quiz [43]
Choose the correct phrase to complete the following sentence: "The Prime Minister returned to Scotland …".
- a) last night
- b) last afternoon
- c) the evening of yesterday
- d) tomorrow morning

Quiz [44]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "Her beauty owes more to …".
- a) art than nature
- b) art than the nature
- c) the art than the nature
- d) the art than nature

Quiz [45]
Choose the correct phrase to complete the following sentence: "Egypt is the most exciting country …".
- a) I have ever visited
- b) I never went
- c) I ever been
- d) I have never gone

Quiz [46]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "John and Mary are away this week; … at a conference in Paris".

a) they're
b) there's
c) theirs
d) there are

Quiz [47]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "Ian McNabb is a Scottish writer; … from Glasgow".

a) he's
b) is
c) come
d) he come

Quiz [48]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "I love Munich. It's a really lively and exciting place, and the people … friendly".

a) are very
b) they are a lot
c) they are more
d) are much

Quiz [49]
Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the following sentence: "Their children don't get any exercise. They just watch television …".

a) all day
b) ever
c) every time
d) each time

Quiz [50]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "We have allowed our competitors to get the upper hand for too long, it's time we … hitting back with a really good advertising campaign".

a) started
b) start
c) will start
d) can start

Quiz [51]
Fill in the blanks with the right words: "I'm sorry … your absence … the inauguration of Brenda's exhibition".

a) about; from
b) for; from
c) about; at
d) that; at

Quiz [52]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "That isn't your desk. It's …".

a) hers
b) your
Quiz [53]
Choose the correct option to fill the gap in the following sentence: "I can't work with Paul! If you ask … to do something, he always refuses".
   a) him
   b) for his
   c) that he
   d) to him

Quiz [54]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "My manager … about the deadline for the report".
   a) discussed
   b) told me
   c) spoke
   d) informed me

Quiz [55]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "Apart from three months when I went travelling in my early 20's, I have never lived … from home".
   a) abroad
   b) away
   c) far
   d) apart

Quiz [56]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "They asked for additional … so that they could finish the report".
   a) new
   b) feedback
   c) information
   d) data

Quiz [57]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "The Germans … the most beer".
   a) do
   b) drink
   c) make
   d) produce

Quiz [58]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "If we knew more about the problem, we … solve it".
   a) can
   b) might be able to
   c) would be able to
   d) could
Quiz [59]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "I'm tired because I've been working ...".
  a) hardly  
  b) too much  
  c) hard  
  d) deeply

Quiz [60]
Which modal verb CANNOT be used to fill in the blank? "Mark isn't at work today so I think he ... be ill".
  a) can  
  b) may  
  c) might  
  d) must

Quiz [61]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "I arrived at the meeting really late yesterday ... in a traffic jam on the outskirts of Milan for hours".
  a) after to be stuck  
  b) after getting stuck  
  c) after having been stuck  
  d) because I got stuck

Quiz [62]
Which modal verb CANNOT be used to fill in the blank? "All MPs ... think carefully about their words, today of all days".
  a) need  
  b) should  
  c) ought to  
  d) must

Quiz [63]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "I've ... an appointment with the dentist next week, because I'm really worried about the state of my teeth".
  a) done  
  b) made  
  c) fixed  
  d) arranged

Quiz [64]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "Don't forget to ... the lights before you leave the office".
  a) knock out  
  b) switch off  
  c) turn off  
  d) put out

Quiz [65]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "He suggested ... more staff".
a) to hire
b) that we hired
c) hiring
d) that we should hire

Quiz [66]
Which verb form CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "Professor Brown's plane … at 22.00 tomorrow evening".
 a) arrive
b) will arrive
c) arrives
d) is arriving

Quiz [67]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "Why is the USA … in Africa?".
a) intending
b) interested
c) investing
d) involved

Quiz [68]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "The NATO phonetic alphabet … about 1955 and is approved by the International Telecommunication Union".
 a) is old
b) goes back to
c) was created in
d) dates from

Quiz [69]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "We must try to … them from taking us to court".
a) avoid
b) prevent
c) deter
d) stop

Quiz [70]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "I always have a … in the morning before I go to work".
a) breakfast
b) cup of coffee
c) bath
d) shower

Quiz [71]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "She works …".
a) enough hard
b) very hard
c) quite hard
d) too hard
Quiz [72]
Which of the alternatives CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "The view from the mountain top was …".
- a) surprised
- b) amazing
- c) very impressive
- d) magnificent

Quiz [73]
Which underlined word is NOT correct in this context? "Did you notice that the supermarket on the corner is offering MP3 players at very reasonably prices?".
- a) reasonably
- b) notice
- c) players
- d) corner

Quiz [74]
Which underlined word is NOT correct in this context? "Did you find the film moving?". "No, I'm afraid I didn't. I thought it was so slow and annoyed that I nearly fell asleep".
- a) annoyed
- b) nearly
- c) moving
- d) asleep

Quiz [75]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "The matter of my talk today will be How to avoid social injustice in the workplace".
- a) matter
- b) avoid
- c) talk
- d) workplace

Quiz [76]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "He was involved in a minor car incident last week and has broken his leg in three places".
- a) incident
- b) involved
- c) broken
- d) places

Quiz [77]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "Their house in the country is in ruins. It has obviously been inhabited for a very long time".
- a) inhabited
- b) country
- c) obviously
- d) ruins

Quiz [78]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "I went to the library to buy John’s birthday present, but I couldn’t find the novel I wanted to give him".

a) library
b) novel
c) find
d) present

Quiz [79]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "Professional male, tall, slim, and with athletic build seeks outgoing female partner in her twenties, who enjoys communicating and has varied interests. A pretentious sense of humour is required".

a) pretentious
b) twenties
c) varied
d) build

Quiz [80]
Which underlined word or phrase is NOT appropriate in this context? "Accommodation offered on lovely old-fashioned country farm with extravagant views and excellent facilities. Prices range from £50 to £100 per night".

a) extravagant
b) old-fashioned
c) range
d) facilities

Quiz [81]
Which underlined part is NOT appropriate in this context? "I read an advice on the front door about not smoking anywhere on the premises".

a) advice
b) anywhere
c) premises
d) front door

Quiz [82]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "Six Persian kittens looking for a home. Beautiful, five-week-old grey and tabby kittens with very morbid fur. Highly affectionate and loving. Please ring".

a) morbid
b) affectionate
c) grey
d) highly

Quiz [83]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "This phrase is nearly six lines long. I suggest that you shorten it or split it into two".

a) phrase
b) split
c) shorten
d) nearly

Quiz [84]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in this context? "I'm not inviting Bob to our house again. He spilt his coffee all over the pavement and I just couldn't get the marks off the carpet".

a) pavement
b) carpet
c) spilt
d) marks

Quiz [85]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "What do you do?".

a) I'm an engineer
b) I like playing football
c) I'm fine, thanks
d) I'm working

Quiz [86]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "Did you get the job?".

a) Yes, I did
b) Yes, I get it
c) Yes, I have got
d) Yes, I got

Quiz [87]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "How old is this theatre?".

a) It's 40 years old
b) Yes, it's old
c) It's got 40 years
d) It's 40 year

Quiz [88]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "Are you ready?".

a) Yes, I am
b) Yes, I do
c) Yes, I ready
d) No, I not

Quiz [89]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "Do your parents live in Spain?".

a) No, they don't
b) Yes, they are
c) No, he doesn't
d) Yes, we do

Quiz [90]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "When do you play squash?".

a) On Friday afternoons
b) Last Friday afternoon
c) On the afternoons of Friday
d) Friday the afternoon

Quiz [91]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "When did you come back from lunch?".
a) An hour ago  
b) For an hour  
c) It's the hour  
d) Since an hour

Quiz [92]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "Can I speak to the director, please?".

a) Certainly, sir. Just a moment  
b) Sure, sir. Don't mention it  
c) Certainly, sir. Please, moment  
d) Certainly, sir, if I can

Quiz [93]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "Where is the next candidate?".

a) He's waiting in the corridor  
b) He can wait in the corridor  
c) He waits in the corridor  
d) He's waited in the corridor

Quiz [94]
Choose the correct answer for this question: "What's the weather like in August?".

a) It's always hot and sunny  
b) No, it isn't cold  
c) Yes, it's very nice  
d) It's nice and rainy

Quiz [95]
Which one of the underlined parts of the sentence is NOT appropriate? "Located on a peninsula among the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay, the city of San Francisco is very compact, hilly, and scenic".

a) among  
b) hilly  
c) the city of  
d) on

Quiz [96]
Which one of the underlined parts of the sentence is NOT appropriate? "In Zimbabwe, many civil servants, especially teachers taking up new posts in rural areas, have recently received security vetting forms designed to control if they have any criminal record".

a) control  
b) vetting  
c) taking up  
d) any

Quiz [97]
Which underlined part is NOT appropriate in the following context? "The people at head office are always frantic busy, drawing up reports and flow charts, and making appointments to confer with one another".

a) frantic  
b) always  
c) another
Quiz [98]
Which underlined element is NOT appropriate in the following context? "Generations of my family have lived in this house since three centuries".
a) since  
b) have lived  
c) of  
d) this

Quiz [99]
Which underlined word is NOT appropriate in the following context? "A small tourist port called Portofino, on the north-west coast of Italy, was at the news recently".
a) at  
b) called  
c) recently  
d) of

Quiz [100]
Which underlined element is NOT correctly used in the following context? "The Long Walk by Stephen King is definitely the better of all his books".
a) better  
b) by  
c) definitely  
d) all

Quiz [101]
Which underlined word or phrase is NOT correctly used in the following context? "In Venice, the nine-hundred-years old St. Mark's Basilica presides over a giant public square that has changed little since the days of Casanova and Vivaldi".
a) years old  
b) since  
c) over  
d) that

Quiz [102]
Which underlined part is NOT appropriate in the following context? "The Health and Safety at Work Act is the statute which has the widest impact on working conditions, its aim being to secure the healthy, safety and welfare of all workers wherever they may be employed".
a) healthy  
b) its aim being  
c) welfare  
d) may

Quiz [103]
Which underlined word or phrase is NOT correct in the following context? "Given modern informatic technology, it is not necessary for the administrative part of the Civil Service, as opposed to its policy-making sections, to be located in London, within easy distance of its political master".
a) informatic  
b) to be located  
c) policy-making
d) as opposed to

Quiz [104]
Which underlined element is NOT appropriate in the following context? "Mary switched off the lights, put on her coat, went out from the house and got in her car".
   a) from
   b) on
   c) off
   d) her

Quiz [105]
Choose the correct question for this answer: "I'm fine, thanks".
   a) How are you?
   b) What are you?
   c) Who are you?
   d) Where are you?

Quiz [106]
Choose the correct question for this answer: "She's a film director".
   a) What does your sister do?
   b) What job your sister does?
   c) What job does your sister?
   d) What does your sister work?

Quiz [107]
Choose the correct question for this answer: "No thanks. I'm on a diet".
   a) Would you like some chocolate?
   b) Are you like some chocolate?
   c) Do you like some chocolate?
   d) Have you liked some chocolate?

Quiz [108]
Choose the correct question for this answer: "He's tall and thin, with glasses and a moustache".
   a) What does he look like?
   b) How is he?
   c) What does he like doing?
   d) What is he like as a person?

Quiz [109]
Which is the correct answer for this question? "What's your sister like?".
   a) She's very friendly
   b) She looks like me
   c) She likes reading
   d) She likes me

Quiz [110]
Which is the correct answer for this question? "Where's the nearest drugstore?".
   a) Opposite the cinema
   b) Close the cinema
   c) Next the cinema
d) In front the cinema

Quiz [111]  
Which is the correct answer for this question? "How was your trip?".  
a) We flew well  
b) We did a good flight  
c) We have a good flight  
d) We made a good flight

Quiz [112]  
Which is the correct answer for this question? "Will computers take over the world?".  
a) They might  
b) They would  
c) They had  
d) They are going

Quiz [113]  
Choose the correct option to complete this question: "Where ... you born?".  
a) were  
b) are  
c) did  
d) do

Quiz [114]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "... do Bono Vox and Michael Stipe have in common?".  
a) What  
b) Where  
c) How  
d) When

Quiz [115]  
Choose the correct auxiliary or modal verb to complete this question: "... you like to come to China with me next month?".  
a) Would  
b) Do  
c) Will  
d) Did

Quiz [116]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "I'm sorry. I didn't understand your name. Can you ... your surname please?".  
a) spell  
b) writing  
c) tell  
d) syllable

Quiz [117]  
Choose the correct word to complete this question: "What is the name of the first bridge ... the river Thames?".
a) across
b) along
c) among
d) through

Quiz [118]
Choose the correct option to complete this question: "Is there … airport in Mantova?".
a) an
b) the
c) a
d) some

Quiz [119]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "What is your book …?".
a) about
b) by
c) matter
d) subject

Quiz [120]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "Why don't you tell … what happened next?".
a) us
b) to us
c) we
d) our

Quiz [121]
Choose the correct verb form to complete this question: "Have you ever … a poem?".
a) written
b) wrote
c) writing
d) write

Quiz [122]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "Would it be … for you to see me tomorrow?".
a) possible
b) fit
c) successful
d) available

Quiz [123]
Choose the correct reply to this statement: "George has got a new hairstyle!".
a) Yes, his hair is horrible
b) Yes, his hairs are horrible
c) Yes, his hair are horrible
d) Yes, his hairs is horrible

Quiz [124]
Choose the correct reply to this statement: "I can't find my white cat anywhere".
a) It's sleeping under the bed
b) There is it under the bed
c) Neither I can
d) It never sleeps on the bed

Quiz [125]
Choose the correct reply to this statement: "I ate too much at breakfast".
a) So did I
b) Neither I did
c) Neither did I
d) So I did

Quiz [126]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Who plays squash with Carol?
b) Who does play squash with Carol?
c) Who play squash with Carol?
d) Who Carol plays squash with?

Quiz [127]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Don't leave children in the house on their own
b) Don't leave children in the house on theirs own
c) Don't leave children in the house on themselves
d) Don't leave children in the house on them own

Quiz [128]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Good friends help each other
b) Good friends help them other
c) Good friends help themselves
d) Good friends help their others

Quiz [129]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) James is meeting his boss after lunch
b) James meet his boss after lunch
c) James meets his boss after lunch
d) James has a meeting his boss after lunch

Quiz [130]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Why don't you come with me to the concert?
b) Why do you not coming with me to the concert?
c) Why do you not stay with me to the concert?
d) Why you not come with me to the concert?

Quiz [131]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) What did you do last summer?
b) What you did last summer?
c) What did you last summer?
d) What do you did last summer?

Quiz [132]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Where did you grow up?
b) Where you did grow up?
c) Where did grow up you?
d) Where you grew up?

Quiz [133]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Have you ever studied history?
b) Had you ever been studying history?
c) Have you ever been studying history?
d) Did you ever study history?

Quiz [134]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) How long has it been raining?
b) How long time has it rained?
c) For how long has it rained?
d) How long is it since it has rained?

Quiz [135]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Andrew told us that he had sold his stereo
b) Andrew said us that he had sold his stereo
c) Andrew told us he have sold his stereo
d) Andrew told to us that he had sold his stereo

Quiz [136]
Choose the correct sentence.
a) Who are we waiting for?
b) Who we are waiting for?
c) For who are we waiting?
d) Who for are we waiting?

Quiz [137]
Complete the sentence correctly: “I don't think … on this Website is exact”.
a) the information
b) the informations
c) an information
d) information

Quiz [138]
Complete the sentence correctly: “My sister and … are … holiday”.
a) I; on
b) me; in
c) I; in
d) me; at

Quiz [139]
Complete the sentence correctly: "All the rooms are fully equipped … business meetings".
  a) for
  b) to
  c) at
  d) with

Quiz [140]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Do you know … who can speak Chinese?".
  a) anyone
  b) if anyone
  c) if someone
  d) there is someone

Quiz [141]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Mark and Joe … squash together two or three times a week".
  a) play
  b) played
  c) were playing
  d) are playing

Quiz [142]
Complete the sentence correctly: "I'm quite lazy, so I … much at weekends".
  a) don't do
  b) 'm not doing
  c) can do
  d) wasn't doing

Quiz [143]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Bryan … very cooperative at the moment".
  a) isn't being
  b) not is
  c) not be
  d) won't be

Quiz [144]
Complete the sentence correctly: "I wonder who …; do you know that man?".
  a) Margie is talking to
  b) Margie is talking
  c) is talking Margie
  d) is Margie talking to

Quiz [145]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Why … some furniture for our flat?".
  a) don't we get
  b) we not get
  c) don't get we
  d) we don't get
Complete the sentence correctly: "Don't eat all the cherries, ...?".
   a) will you
   b) do you
   c) shall you
   d) don't you

Complete the sentence correctly: "There are ... things I like more than staying in bed late on weekends".
   a) few
   b) a few
   c) some
   d) no

Complete the sentence correctly: "I regret ... you that the bill is now overdue".
   a) to inform
   b) that I inform
   c) informing
   d) I inform

Complete the sentence correctly: "We ... our hotel room. Can we change it?".
   a) don't like
   b) didn't like
   c) are not liking
   d) not like

Complete the sentence correctly: "Bob ... me this week".
   a) hasn't phoned
   b) hadn't phoned
   c) didn't phone
   d) hasn't been phoning

Complete the sentence correctly: "... swimming when you were little?".
   a) Did you use to go
   b) Did you used to go
   c) Were you going
   d) Were you used to going

Complete the sentence correctly: "Frank ... in Glasgow for over a year now".
   a) has been working
   b) works
   c) is working
   d) had been working
Complete the sentence correctly: "... Anne at the airport tomorrow?".
   a) Is anybody meeting
   b) Will somebody meet
   c) Shall nobody meet
   d) Does anybody meet

Complete the sentence correctly: "Liz ... be 35. She looks much younger than that".
   a) can’t
   b) mustn’t
   c) needn’t
   d) doesn’t have to

Complete the sentence correctly: "It's time ...".
   a) they left
   b) that they leave
   c) they leave
   d) they should leave

Choose the alternative which means the same: "That can’t be true".
   a) That is impossible
   b) Possibly that is true
   c) That may not be true
   d) Possibly that is not false

Choose the alternative which means the same: "She's never spoken to me before".
   a) It's the first time she's spoken to me
   b) It's the first time she's spoken
   c) She can't speak when I'm present
   d) She doesn't like speaking

Choose the alternative which means the same: "I think Judy has gone out with Ian".
   a) Judy is probably out with Ian
   b) Judy went out with Ian
   c) Judy and Ian usually go out together
   d) I don't know where Judy is

Choose the alternative which means the same: "Kelly was still doing her homework when we arrived".
   a) Kelly hadn't finished her homework when we arrived
   b) Kelly was about to do her homework when we arrived
   c) Kelly was finishing her homework when we arrived
   d) Kelly hadn't done any homework before we arrived
Quiz [160]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "Would you rather we phoned him?".**  
 a) Would you prefer it if we phoned him?  
b) Do you think it's better to phone him?  
c) Do you want to phone him?  
d) Do you think we should phone him?

Quiz [161]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "We didn't have anything else to give her".**  
 a) We gave her all we had  
b) We couldn't give her anything  
c) We didn't want to give her anything else  
d) We didn't want to give her too much

Quiz [162]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "We didn't see anything strange in the street".**  
 a) We saw nothing strange in the street  
b) It was strange not to see anything in the street  
c) The street was not strange  
d) There was no stranger in the street

Quiz [163]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "Remember to lock the car doors when you park".**  
 a) Don't forget to lock the car doors when you park  
b) Remind me to lock the car doors when you park  
c) Remember locking the car doors when you park  
d) Don't forget you locked the car doors when you park

Quiz [164]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "I wouldn't go to Norway in January if I were you".**  
 a) I think January isn't a good time to go to Norway  
b) If you go to Norway in January, I won't come with you  
c) You might go to Norway in summer  
d) I go to Norway at other times of the year

Quiz [165]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "I wish they had listened to my advice".**  
 a) They should have listened to my advice  
b) They might not have listened to my advice  
c) I hope they will listen to my advice  
d) They had to listen to my advice

Quiz [166]  
**Choose the alternative which means the same: "I wish I had a new car".**  
 a) I haven't got a new car  
b) I'm sure I'll find a new car  
c) I don't think my car is new  
d) I'll never have a new car

Quiz [167]
Choose the alternative which means the same: "She couldn't have found a better job".

a) It's the best job she could have found
b) Perhaps she didn't find a better job
c) She wasn't able to find a good job
d) She should have looked for a better job

Quiz [168]
Choose the alternative which means the same: "The flat was upside-down; the thieves must have left in a hurry".

a) I think the thieves left in a hurry
b) The thieves didn't have to leave in a hurry
c) The thieves needn't have left in a hurry
d) The thieves were obliged to leave in a hurry

Quiz [169]
Choose the alternative which means the same: "My sister had to change a tyre by herself".

a) My sister was obliged to change a tyre by herself
b) My sister needed to change a tyre by herself
c) My sister should have changed a tyre by herself
d) My sister had a tyre to change by herself

Quiz [170]
Choose the alternative which means the same: "A leopard isn't as strong as a lion".

a) A lion is stronger than a leopard
b) A lion is less strong than a leopard
c) A leopard is stronger than a lion
d) A lion is as strong as a leopard

Quiz [171]
Put in the right preposition: "George is leaving here ... three days".

a) in
b) from
c) on
d) around

Quiz [172]
Put in the right preposition: "Does your work require you to negotiate ... other people, or are you essentially independent and free to do as you please?".

a) with
b) over
c) to
d) on

Quiz [173]
Put in the right preposition: "I'm driving ... France".

a) to
b) for
c) at
d) over
Quiz [174]
*Put in the right prepositions: "He made his escape by jumping … a window and jumping … a waiting car".*

a) out of; into  
b) over; into  
c) up to; out of  
d) between; into

Quiz [175]
*Put in the right preposition: "We're ashamed … what we've done".*

a) of  
b) about  
c) on  
d) for

Quiz [176]
*Put in the right preposition: "I'm going back … Romania".*

a) to  
b) at  
c) for  
d) in

Quiz [177]
*What is the right translation? "Non è ancora venuto".*

a) He has not come yet  
b) He has no more come  
c) Instead he has not come  
d) He didn't come

Quiz [178]
*What is the right translation? "Non mi scrive dal giugno scorso".*

a) He hasn't written to me since last June  
b) He didn't write to me since last June  
c) He hadn't written from last June  
d) He hasn't written to him since last June

Quiz [179]
*What is the right translation? "Sono le due meno venti".*

a) It's twenty to two  
b) It's twenty past two  
c) It's twenty for two  
d) It's twenty minus two

Quiz [180]
*What's the right translation? "Andammo alla festa per divertirci".*

a) We went to the party to enjoy ourselves  
b) We went to the party and enjoyed ourselves  
c) We went to the party for enjoying ourselves  
d) We went to the party while enjoying ourselves
Quiz [181]
What's the right translation? "Ci congratulammo tutti con lei".
a) We all congratulated her
b) We all congratulation to her
c) We all have congratulate her
d) We all gave congratulations to her

Quiz [182]
What's the right translation? "Era a San Francisco da quindici giorni quando lo incontrai".
a) He had been in San Francisco a fortnight when I met him
b) He had been in San Francisco when I meet him
c) He is in San Francisco for a fortnight when I meet him
d) He was in San Francisco for a fortnight when I met him

Quiz [183]
What is the right translation? "Che ore sono?".
a) What time is it?
b) What are the hours?
c) What's the clock?
d) What are the time?

Quiz [184]
Indicate the exact form of the plural: "life".
a) lives
b) lieves
c) lifes
d) live

Quiz [185]
Indicate the exact form of the plural: "hero".
a) heroes
b) hereos
c) heros
d) hero

Quiz [186]
Indicate the exact form of the plural: "half".
a) halves
b) halfs
c) halfes
d) halvs

Quiz [187]
Which form is correct?
a) Paul runs
b) Paul rans
c) Paul run
d) Paul runned

Quiz [188]
Which form is correct?
a) It is going to rain  
b) It is rain
  c) It has gone to rain
  d) It will be going to rain

Quiz [189]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "The London underground is far bigger … to Rome's".
  a) compared
  b) in confront
  c) contradicted
  d) confronted

Quiz [190]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "All the delegates were asked to … the General Assembly".
  a) take part in
  b) take part at
  c) assist to
  d) assist

Quiz [191]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Sam had … money".
  a) enough
  b) fewer
  c) any
  d) many

Quiz [192]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "… today's young people learn Latin".
  a) Few of
  b) Fewer
  c) Little
  d) Small

Quiz [193]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Judy, Terence and … I can't remember telephoned last night".
  a) someone
  b) some who
  c) anyone
  d) any who

Quiz [194]  
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Liz always needs … money".
  a) so much
  b) several
  c) a few
  d) too many
Quiz [195]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "The potato is not indigenous to Europe and ... is the tomato".
   a) neither
   b) not
   c) either
   d) nor

Quiz [196]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Did you hear ... Paul did?".
   a) what
   b) that
   c) who
   d) which

Quiz [197]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Isn't that the boy ... mother works in Germany?".
   a) whose
   b) which
   c) the
   d) whom

Quiz [198]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "... hotel are your parents staying?".
   a) In which
   b) Whose
   c) How far
   d) Which

Quiz [199]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "Three candidates will be selected for the post, but we don't know ...".
   a) which ones
   b) those
   c) what ones
   d) who

Quiz [200]
Choose the correct form to complete the sentence: "... hours do you study every day?".
   a) How many
   b) Too much
   c) Any
   d) How much

Quiz [201]
Put in the missing verb form: "I ... tomorrow at 7.30".
   a) am leaving
   b) shall to leave
   c) will leave
   d) ought leave
Quiz [202]
Put in the missing verb form: "I want to go to the cinema with my friends this evening, …?".
  a) will you come
  b) you come
  c) are you coming
  d) are you going

Quiz [203]
Fill in the blank: "They … tell Tom what you said".
  a) won't
  b) won't to
  c) wan't
  d) shall

Quiz [204]
Fill in the blank: "I think I … stay at home next summer; my parents have invited me to Paris".
  a) will not
  b) won't to
  c) don't
  d) am not going to

Quiz [205]
Fill in the blank: "We … by train, but it depends on the strike".
  a) are going to travel
  b) are going travel
  c) going to travel
  d) will to leave

Quiz [206]
Put in the correct verb form: "Yesterday Jim … the newspaper all the day".
  a) read
  b) has read
  c) reads
  d) were reading

Quiz [207]
Put in the correct verb form: “Bruce … all around Europe last year”.
  a) travelled
  b) has been travelling
  c) have travelled
  d) had travelled

Quiz [208]
Put in the correct verb forms into the gaps: "When you … to school you … very hard".
  a) went; studied
  b) came; study
  c) go; was studying
  d) went; had studied
Quiz [209]
**Put in the correct verb form: “Today I … ten cigarettes”.**
- a) have smoked
- b) was smoking
- c) smoked
- d) am smoking

Quiz [210]
**Put in the correct verb forms into the gaps: “Peter ... married with Susan; now they ...”.**
- a) was; are separated
- b) had; are separated
- c) is; separated
- d) were; are separate

Quiz [211]
**Put in the correct verb form into the gap: "What time ...?". "Only one hour ago".**
- a) did you arrive
- b) have you arrived
- c) do you arrive
- d) are you arrived

Quiz [212]
**Put in the correct verb form into the gap: "What time ... yesterday?".**
- a) did you leave
- b) left you
- c) do you leave
- d) did you live

Quiz [213]
**Put in the correct verb forms into the gaps: "He ... me he ... in love with Brenda".**
- a) told - had fallen
- b) have told - had fallen
- c) had told - had fallen
- d) say - fell

Quiz [214]
**Put in the correct verb form into the gap: "While I ... someone knocked at the door".**
- a) was sleeping
- b) was sleepying
- c) am sleeping
- d) slept

Quiz [215]
**Put in the correct verb form into the gap: "Where do you keep the butter?". "The butter is ... here".**
- a) kept
- b) keep
- c) keeped
- d) keeping
Quiz [216]
Complete the following sentence: "Romeo and Juliet is a play ... Shakespeare".
a) by
b) from
c) to
d) of

Quiz [217]
Fill in the blank: "She came to Naples ... train".
a) by
b) in
c) on
d) with

Quiz [218]
Fill in the blank: "The room was filled ... smoke".
a) with
b) from
c) by
d) of

Quiz [219]
Complete the following sentence with the correct comparative form: "My hair is ... yours".
a) less curly than
b) least curly than
c) less curly
d) less curly of

Quiz [220]
Complete the following sentence with the correct comparative form: "This summer is ... last year".
a) warmer than
b) more warm of
c) more warm than
d) warmer that

Quiz [221]
Choose the correct option: "My English book is ... I have ever had".
a) the most useful
b) more useful
c) the most useful than
d) most useful

Quiz [222]
Choose the correct option: "His ... son is still at school".
a) younger
b) oldest
c) bigger
d) little

Quiz [223]
Complete the following sentence with the correct superlative form: "This is the … film I have ever seen".

a) worst
b) worse
c) worsts
d) worstest

Quiz [224]
Complete the following sentence with the correct comparative form: "A boy of sixteen is often … his father".

a) as tall as
b) as tall
c) tall as
d) so tall so

Quiz [225]
Choose the correct option: "Joe and Ted are good friends. The … lives in England, the … lives in America".

a) former; latter
b) one; other
c) first; last
d) first; second

Quiz [226]
Fill in the blank: "They can speak … English … French".

a) both; and
b) both; than
c) both; like
d) both; as

Quiz [227]
Fill in the blank: "She becomes … beautiful every day".

a) more and more
b) always more
c) always much
d) much more

Quiz [228]
Complete the following sentence: "… knows what to do".

a) Each
b) Every
c) Any
d) All

Quiz [229]
Complete the following sentence: "You can take … book. … of them are interesting".

a) either; Both
b) neither; Both
c) both; Either
d) the; Both
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "When they entered the room, the children were … TV".
a) watching  
b) gazing  
c) looking at  
d) seeing  

Choose the correct option: "He … me with a very strange expression".  
a) looked at  
b) look at  
c) saw  
d) watched  

Complete the following sentence: "I got up late and I … the train".  
a) missed  
b) miss  
c) lost  
d) lacked  

Fill in the blank: "He'll … you very much".  
a) miss  
b) miss to  
c) lack  
d) missing  

Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: “They … me a nice present".  
a) brought  
b) buyed  
c) took  
d) fetched  

Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "... the children to school, please".  
a) Take  
b) Let take  
c) Carry  
d) Fetch  

Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "He often … dark suits".  
a) wears  
b) put on  
c) carries  
d) takes
Quiz [237]
Put in the correct alternative: "She was … a very heavy case".
a) carrying  
b) carring  
c) wearing  
d) leading

Quiz [238]
Put in the right alternative: "Your friend … me of my uncle".
a) reminds  
b) remind  
c) remember  
d) suggests

Quiz [239]
Put in the right alternative: "You know … I spend my time".
a) how  
b) that  
c) as  
d) like

Quiz [240]
Fill in the blank: "… Sundays Robert is in the country".
a) On  
b) In  
c) -  
d) At

Quiz [241]
Fill in the blank: "I always feel happier … the spring".
a) in  
b) at  
c) over  
d) on

Quiz [242]
Fill in the blank: "I was born … 1969".
a) in  
b) on  
c) the  
d) at

Quiz [243]
Complete the following sentence: "I have eaten nothing … bread and cheese since Saturday".
a) but  
b) than  
c) of  
d) other

Quiz [244]
Complete the following sentence: "My brother is very brilliant … speaking Japanese".
   a) in
   b) at
   c) by
   d) when

Quiz [245]
Fill in the blank with the right word: "It is very kind … you to help me".
   a) of
   b) about
   c) from
   d) to

Quiz [246]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "They have gone out with …".
   a) some friends of theirs
   b) some friends of their
   c) some friends of them
   d) some of theirs friends

Quiz [247]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: “During the fourteen days on cruise, seven days will be spent … the sea, and seven in port”.
   a) on
   b) at
   c) to
   d) by

Quiz [248]
Choose the right sentence.
   a) Who said it? It's not true
   b) Who did say it? It is not true
   c) Who does say it? It's not true
   d) Who do say it? It isn't true

Quiz [249]
Choose the correct sentence.
   a) Swimming is a very tiring sport
   b) The swimming is a very tiring sport
   c) To swim is a very tiring sport
   d) To swimming is a very tiring sport

Quiz [250]
Choose the correct sentence.
   a) Don't write
   b) Let go out
   c) Speak not with him
   d) Don't let come in

Quiz [251]
Choose the correct sentence.
- a) You can stay as long as you like
- b) You can stay so soon as you like
- c) You can stay as far so you like
- d) You can’t to stay so long as you like

Quiz [252]
Choose the right sentence.
- a) You have never been to London, have you?
- b) You have never been to London, haven't you?
- c) You are never been at London, have you?
- d) You have never been to London, did you?

Quiz [253]
Choose the right sentence.
- a) It's the first time I've met such nice people in my life
- b) It's the first time I met such nice people in my life
- c) It's the first time I am meeting such nice people in my life
- d) It's the first time I have been meeting such nice people in my life

Quiz [254]
Choose the correct sentence.
- a) His two daughters are very alike
- b) He's got two similar-looking daughters
- c) He's got two alike-looking daughters
- d) He's got two daughters alikes

Quiz [255]
Choose the correct sentence.
- a) He has married a twenty-one year old girl
- b) He is married a twenty-one years old girl
- c) He has married a twenty-one years old girl
- d) He has marryed a twenty-one year old girl

Quiz [256]
Put in the missing preposition: "Jill was very disappointed … her examination".
- a) with
- b) on
- c) of
- d) at

Quiz [257]
Put in the correct option: "I won't wait … him a minute more".
- a) for
- b) at
- c) -
- d) to

Quiz [258]
Put in the missing preposition: "He was charged … murder".
Quiz [259]
Fill in the gap with the suitable preposition: "He often listens … some music before sleeping".
  a) to
  b) at
  c) -
  d) for

Quiz [260]
Fill in the gap with the suitable preposition: "What are you looking …?".
  a) for
  b) from
  c) of
  d) to

Quiz [261]
Fill in the gap with the suitable preposition: "Would you take care … my cats, please?".
  a) of
  b) to
  c) on
  d) for

Quiz [262]
Put in the missing preposition: "I'm very interested … history".
  a) in
  b) on
  c) of
  d) at

Quiz [263]
Complete the following sentence: "I don't live with … parents anymore".
  a) my
  b) theirs
  c) the
  d) hers

Quiz [264]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "It is important … here".
  a) for them to live
  b) them live
  c) for them live
  d) for they should live

Quiz [265]
Use the correct possessive adjective: "I want to introduce you to Rebecca and … brother".
  a) her
b) his
c) mine
d) hers

Quiz [266]
Use the correct possessive pronoun: "Whose book is this?". "It is …".
  a) his
  b) her
  c) hims
  d) its

Quiz [267]
Fill in the correct personal pronoun: "Mike is going to the cinema and I want to go with …".
  a) him
  b) his
  c) her
  d) he

Quiz [268]
Fill in the correct personal pronoun: "Walter and … share a very small flat in the centre".
  a) I
  b) me
  c) us
  d) them

Quiz [269]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I have … my best, but he hasn't changed his mind".
  a) done
  b) made
  c) to do
  d) had

Quiz [270]
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "You can have one pair of shoes only; … your choice".
  a) take
  b) do
  c) have
  d) give

Quiz [271]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I'll … a bath before going to sleep".
  a) have
  b) do
  c) have had
  d) take

Quiz [272]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I have … a lot of pictures this summer".

a) taken  
b) made  
c) done  
d) been taking

Quiz [273]
Fill in the gap of the following sentence: "She wants … her back her dictionary tomorrow".

a) me to give  
b) I give  
c) that I give  
d) me give

Quiz [274]
Choose the right sentence.

a) Is he still waiting for the bus?  
b) He is waiting for the bus yet  
c) Is he waiting still for the bus?  
d) He isn't still waiting for the bus

Quiz [275]
Which sentence is correct?

a) She isn’t a student any longer  
b) She isn’t a student no longer  
c) She isn’t a student no more  
d) She isn’t a student any long

Quiz [276]
Which sentence is correct?

a) My parents don’t want me to go out in the evening  
b) My parents don’t want me go out in the evening  
c) My parents don’t want that I go out in the evening  
d) My parents doesn’t want me to go out in the evening

Quiz [277]
Which sentence is correct?

a) She lets her children stay up very late  
b) She lets her children staying up very late  
c) She lets her children to stay up very late  
d) She left hers child to stay up very late

Quiz [278]
Which sentence is correct?

a) Allison’s shyness makes her blush all the time  
b) Allison’s shyness makes blush her all the time  
c) Allison’s shyness makes to blush her all the time  
d) Allison’s shyness make her blush all the time

Quiz [279]

Choose the right sentence.

a) It’s only half past ten. He can't have arrived
b) It’s half past ten. He must have been arrived
c) It is half past ten. He doesn't have been arrived
d) It's only half past ten. He can't have arrived

Quiz [280]

Choose the correct sentence.

a) They stopped typing
b) They stopping to type
c) They stop type
d) They stopped to typing

Quiz [281]

Choose the correct sentence.

a) They stopped typing
b) They stopping to type
c) They stop type
d) They stopped to typing

Quiz [282]

Which sentence is correct?

a) Carol and Ingrid always help each other
b) Carol and Ingrid always helps one another
c) Carol and Ingrid help always each other
d) Carol and Ingrid always help each both

Quiz [283]

Choose the correct sentence.

a) As it was raining I stayed at home
b) For it was raining I stayed at home
c) Because it was raining I stay at home
d) But it were raining I stay at home

Quiz [284]

Which sentence is correct?

a) Neither I nor he is responsible
b) Neither I nor him is responsible
c) Neither I nor he are responsible
d) Neither I and he are responsible

Quiz [285]

Choose the right sentence.

a) Bob and Yara have been married since July
b) Bob and Yara are married since July
c) Bob and Yara were married since July
d) Bob and Yara have married from July

Quiz [286]

Choose the right sentence.
a) How long have you been living in Buenos Aires?  
b) How longer will you live in Buenos Aires?  
c) How long are you living in Buenos Aires?  
d) How longer have you been living at Buenos Aires?

Quiz [287]  
**Which sentence is correct?**  
a) I have been studying French for five years  
b) I'm studying French since five years  
c) I've been studying French for five years  
d) I've been studying French from five years

Quiz [288]  
**Complete the following sentence: "I always forget … my cheques".**  
a) to sign  
b) to signing  
c) signing  
d) sign

Quiz [289]  
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "He went into the room and saw them ...".**  
a) sleeping  
b) to sleep  
c) sleepy  
d) sleep

Quiz [290]  
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If you go to Japan you'll have to get used … with chopsticks".**  
a) to eating  
b) to eat  
c) eating  
d) for eating

Quiz [291]  
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Have you ever considered … a job abroad?".**  
a) getting  
b) get  
c) to get  
d) of getting

Quiz [292]  
**Choose the correct alternatives to complete the following sentence: "I saw him … the road and … the shop".**  
a) cross; enter  
b) crossing; enter  
c) to cross; to enter  
d) cross; entering
Quiz [293]  
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I'm looking forward ... you again".  
a) to seeing  
b) to see  
c) having seen  
d) seeing  

Quiz [294]  
Complete the following sentence: "It was nice ... your voice on the phone yesterday".  
a) hearing  
b) hear  
c) to listen  
d) listening  

Quiz [295]  
Choose the right alternative to complete the following sentence: "I have ... ingredients for my cake. I need some more".  
a) few  
b) either  
c) little  
d) a little  

Quiz [296]  
Complete the following sentence: "That shop hardly ever has ... tea".  
a) any  
b) some  
c) much  
d) a little  

Quiz [297]  
Complete the following sentence: "In Italy there are only ... people who can speak Portuguese".  
a) a few  
b) less  
c) a little  
d) many  

Quiz [298]  
Choose the right option to complete the following sentence: "... people enjoy travelling".  
a) Most  
b) Most of  
c) The more  
d) The most  

Quiz [299]  
Choose the correct alternatives to complete the following sentence: "When I ... a child I ... two rabbits".  
a) was; had  
b) was; have  
c) be; have  
d) were; had
Quiz [300]
Choose the right alternatives to complete the following sentence: "... they at school yesterday?". "No they ...".
a) Were; weren't
b) Were; don't
c) Was; were not
d) Did; weren't

Quiz [301]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "I meant ... the book, but the shop was shut".
a) to buy
b) buy
c) buying
d) that I buy

Quiz [302]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "His doctor advised him ... smoking".
a) to give up
b) giving up
c) give up
d) that giving up

Quiz [303]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "It was a difficult problem, but he worked ... a solution".
a) out
b) of
c) out of
d) by

Quiz [304]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "At school I wasn't very keen ... studying".
a) on
b) to
c) in
d) by

Quiz [305]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "The two thieves ... in a stolen car".
a) got away
b) brought away
c) took away
d) carried away

Quiz [306]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "Yesterday Bill ... us a lift in his car".
   a) gave  
   b) caught  
   c) made  
   d) took  

Quiz [307]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "By next year we ... to speak Swedish fluently".
   a) will be able  
   b) can  
   c) used  
   d) could  

Quiz [308]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "Under no circumstances ... this light switch!".
   a) you must turn on  
   b) you must put in  
   c) you must to turn on  
   d) you must turn onto  

Quiz [309]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "She's a typical ... teenager who just thinks about what's best for herself!".
   a) selfish  
   b) selfmost  
   c) self  
   d) self-service  

Quiz [310]
Choose the most appropriate item to fill the gap from the alternatives below: "It's very late, it's time ...!".
   a) we left  
   b) to leaving  
   c) we leave  
   d) we will leave  

Quiz [311]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "She was ... out of 115 applications for the position of Managing Director".
   a) short-listed  
   b) short-sighted  
   c) short-taken  
   d) short-handed  

Quiz [312]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "My brother was always picking ... me when we were children".
   a) on  
   b) against
Quiz [313]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "It was kind … to warn you".
  a) of him
  b) for him
  c) as to him
  d) from him

Quiz [314]
Give the right answer to the following question: "Which is the closest English equivalent of the Italian idiomatic expression 'In bocca al lupo'?".
  a) Break a leg!
  b) Enter the lion's den!
  c) The best of happiness!
  d) Cry wolf!

Quiz [315]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "Larger companies sometimes … smaller, often loss-making companies".
  a) take over
  b) put down
  c) put over
  d) take up

Quiz [316]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "He's been … with manslaughter".
  a) charged
  b) accused
  c) sentenced
  d) found guilty

Quiz [317]
"There's a knock on the door of your flat. Your brother, sitting next to you, says: 'That'll be Jerry'.". What does the modal verb 'will' express here?
  a) Likelihood/Probability
  b) Desire/Wish
  c) Future intention
  d) Promise

Quiz [318]
"To make someone unhappy" is to:
  a) "get somebody down"
  b) "get over somebody"
  c) "get on someone's nerves"
  d) "get across somebody"

Quiz [319]
Transform this sentence keeping exactly the same meaning: "I will never go to Paris again", she said.
a) She said she would never go to Paris again
b) She said again she would never have gone to Paris
c) She says she will go to Paris again
d) She would never go to Paris again

Quiz [320]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "She still hasn't got … in Berlin".
a) used to living
b) used to live
c) use to live
d) use to living

Quiz [321]
Choose the alternative that best completes the following sentence: "Due to extreme weather conditions the mountain road was …".
a) impassable
b) impossible
c) inoperable
d) impermissible

Quiz [322]
"Ellipsis" in grammatical analysis refers to:
a) a part of a structure which has been omitted
b) a part of a structure to be underlined
c) any part of a structure
d) a pronoun or an adjective

Quiz [323]
Find out the word which does not rhyme with the others.
a) through
b) enough
c) bluff
d) rough

Quiz [324]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "He has a … to think he knows best in every situation".
a) tendency
b) mode
c) pretence
d) move

Quiz [325]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "They made several attempts to arrange a meeting but they could never … him down to a definite time".
a) pin
b) stick
c) track
d) rub

Quiz [326]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "He was able to give a ... account of the accident since he had been a witness to it".
   a) first-hand
   b) forefinger
   c) first-class
   d) preview

Quiz [327]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "Her failure in the examination was a great ... to her pride".
   a) blow
   b) attack
   c) hit
   d) strike

Quiz [328]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "I think it's better not to ... on unpleasant things but try to be optimistic".
   a) dwell
   b) recall
   c) think
   d) rest

Quiz [329]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "He gave a ... of astonishment when he saw her because he had thought she was in Australia".
   a) gasp
   b) breath
   c) puff
   d) sigh

Quiz [330]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "I've got a stiff neck from sitting in a ... from that window".
   a) draught
   b) drought
   c) breath
   d) wind

Quiz [331]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "There is going to be a ... of television programmes on the great artists of the Renaissance".
   a) series
   b) production
   c) serial
   d) edition

Quiz [332]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "His first ... to the news was one of total disbelief".
   a) reaction
   b) sensation
   c) report
   d) action
Quiz [333]
Fill in the blank with the correct item: "The police … a good deal of criticism over their handling of the affair".
  a) went down through
  b) came out for
  c) passed through to
  d) came for in

Quiz [334]
Choose the correct sentence.
  a) The mission was well planned, so everything went smoothly
  b) The mission was well planned, as soon as everything went smoothly
  c) The mission was well planned everything went smoothly
  d) The mission was well planned, however everything went smoothly

Quiz [335]
Select the right meaning of the phrasal verb in the following sentence: "Arthur looked up the date in the almanac".
  a) saw
  b) found
  c) knew
  d) copied

Quiz [336]
Complete the following sentence: "I'm afraid I … your invitation".
  a) can't accept
  b) wouldn't accept
  c) should not accept
  d) might not accept

Quiz [337]
Complete the following dialogue:
Lucy: "Oh, that's a pity! I'm so sorry you cannot come".
Jack: "So am I, but Bob … me to dinner tonight".
  a) has invited
  b) invites
  c) has been invited
  d) had invited

Quiz [338]
Complete the following sentence: "Well, I guess you … out with Bob than with me".
  a) would rather go
  b) had rather go
  c) won't go
  d) should rather go

Quiz [339]
Fill in the blanks with the right words: "Have they … accepted your invitation?". "Yes, it seems that … is coming. We are spending the … night together".
a) all; everybody; whole
b) each; all; full
c) everyone; every; all
d) all; everybody; full

Quiz [340]
Complete the following sentence: "Really? Then why … out with him?".
a) are you going
b) will you to go
c) have you go
d) have you going

Quiz [341]
Fill in the blanks with the right alternatives: "If I … richer, I … travel around the world".
a) were; would
b) be; would
c) will be; will
d) am; should

Quiz [342]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "She's extremely rich; …, she's not snobbish".
a) however
b) consequently
c) furthermore
d) hence

Quiz [343]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "You'd better take a taxi; …, you'll arrive late".
a) otherwise
b) consequently
c) furthermore
d) but

Quiz [344]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "I enjoy reading this new magazine; …, it has good articles".
a) moreover
b) in spite of
c) nevertheless
d) whereas

Quiz [345]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "Phil was not thirsty; …, he drank five glasses of water".
a) however
b) moreover
c) furthermore
d) consequently
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "Brad wasn't tired; …, he took a nap".

a) nevertheless
b) but
c) hence
d) because

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "The kids didn't study; …, they failed the course".

a) therefore
b) otherwise
c) nonetheless
d) whereas

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "You must buy the tickets; …, we won't be able to see that play".

a) otherwise
b) consequently
c) besides
d) although

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "The weather was terrible; …, we decided to delay our trip".

a) therefore
b) and
c) besides
d) furthermore

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "The neighbourhood isn't very interesting. I like the house, …".

a) though
b) nonetheless
c) thus
d) whereas

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "We live in the same building; …, we hardly see each other".

a) however
b) therefore
c) because
d) furthermore

Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "We have plenty of money and workers; …, we hope to finish the house remodelling soon".
a) thus
b) whereas
c) nevertheless
d) and

Quiz [353]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "He didn't earn enough money; ..., his wife decided to get a job".
a) therefore
b) although
c) moreover
d) and

Quiz [354]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "It was a windy and rainy night; ..., I decided to go out".
a) nevertheless
b) because
c) even if
d) hence

Quiz [355]
Use one of the 'link words' to complete the following sentence: "That house isn't big enough for us and, ..., it's too expensive".
a) furthermore
b) hence
c) whereas
d) although

Quiz [356]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "When do you write to your friends?'.
a) I do it whenever I have time
b) I'd write when I have time
c) I didn't know
d) I write to my friends at home

Quiz [357]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "How about going to the theatre tonight?".
a) Sorry, I have a business meeting tonight
b) I'm sorry to hear that
c) Sure. Maybe some other time
d) I'm afraid I can

Quiz [358]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Can I see your ticket, please?'.
a) I'm afraid I can't find it
b) Yes, you would
c) Yes, you could
d) No, it's mine
Quiz [359]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "What is your city like?".
a) It's small, but nice
b) You have no idea
c) I like it a lot
d) I haven't been living there

Quiz [360]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Excuse me, can you tell me where the museum is?".
a) It's at the end of this street
b) Why do I have to tell you?
c) It's a modern museum
d) You have to know the ropes

Quiz [361]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Can I pay by check? I don't have any cash on me".
a) Sorry, we only take hard cash
b) Sorry, that's not fair
c) Sorry, the checks were stolen
d) No, you didn't

Quiz [362]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "How would you like your steak?".
a) Rare, please
b) A slice, please
c) No, I don't like
d) With sugar please

Quiz [363]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "What are you going to do on your summer vacation?".
a) I haven't thought about it
b) I travelled last summer
c) I went to New York
d) You are going to live in winter time

Quiz [364]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Have you studied English before?".
a) Yes, but I need practice in speaking
b) No, I not have studied
c) Yes, I'm interested in your English course
d) Yes, I have studied French when I was young

Quiz [365]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "How long does it take you to get to class?".
a) It takes fifteen minutes
b) I take medicine
c) It took fifteen minutes
d) I take the bus
Quiz [366]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Did she leave a message?".
a) No, she said she'd call later
b) No, she says she would call later
c) Yes, she'll leave one
d) Yes, he did

Quiz [367]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "May I borrow your car next Thursday? My friend is coming to visit me and I'd like to show her around".
a) Sure, anytime
b) Why should you?
c) Sure, Thursday was good
d) Sure, maybe some other time

Quiz [368]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Do you still feel homesick?".
a) Well, I'm getting over it a little
b) Well, I feel dizzy
c) No, I didn't
d) Yes, I have problems back home

Quiz [369]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Are you planning to buy an apartment?".
a) No, I just want to rent one
b) No, I just want a big one
c) Yes, I have already sold one
d) Yes, I've already bought one

Quiz [370]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Don't you have the right change?".
a) No, I only have two nickels
b) No, I don't want to change
c) No, let's change it here
d) No, I don't want to look strange

Quiz [371]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "How much do you weigh?".
a) I weigh a hundred pounds
b) That girl is twice my weight
c) I want to wait for you
d) I'm not on a diet

Quiz [372]
Choose the right answer to the following question: "Why is Mick so angry?".
a) No wonder. The teacher made him study the verbs
b) No wonder. The teacher gave him a good grade
c) He doesn't know
d) No wonder. The teacher excused him for being late
Quiz [373]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
"I love chocolate", Mary said. → Mary said (that) she ... chocolate.
a) loved  
b) loves  
c) is loving  
d) have loved

Quiz [374]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
"I went skiing", Jill said. → Jill said (that) she ... skiing.
a) had gone  
b) has gone  
c) went  
d) was

Quiz [375]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
He promised: "I will eat steak for dinner". → He promised (that) he ... eat steak for dinner.
a) would  
b) want  
c) will  
d) should have

Quiz [376]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
Alex: "I have been to Sydney". → Alex said (that) she ... to Sydney.
a) had been  
b) has been  
c) was  
d) was being

Quiz [377]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
Vincent said: "I have had three cars". → Vincent said (that) he ... three cars.
a) had had  
b) has had  
c) has  
d) have had

Quiz [378]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
"I'm going to Long Beach", Brenda said. → Brenda said (that) she ... going to Long Beach.
a) was  
b) were  
c) is  
d) has been

Quiz [379]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
Serena said: "I don't like spinach". → Serena said (that) she ... like spinach.
Quiz [380]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
Deborah: "I have never been to L.A.". → Deborah said (that) she … never been to L.A.
a) had
b) have
c) hasn't
d) hadn't

Quiz [381]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the indirect sentence:
"I was swimming", Carol said. → Carol said (that) she … swimming.
a) was
b) had been
c) has been
d) were

Quiz [382]
Choose the right comparative to complete the following sentence: "The … I study the … I know".
a) more; less
b) less; more
c) more; much
d) much; more

Quiz [383]
Choose the right comparative or superlative to complete the following sentence: "This exercise is … than the previous one".
a) harder
b) the harder
c) hardest
d) the most hard

Quiz [384]
Choose the right comparative to complete the following sentence: "Riding a horse is not … riding a bike".
a) as easy as
b) easier then
c) so easy than
d) more easy than

Quiz [385]
Choose the right comparative to complete the following sentence: "These computers are … than those".
a) newer
b) as newer
c) newest
d) so newer
Quiz [386]
Choose the right superlative to complete the following sentence: "You are … teacher I've ever had".
  a) the best
  b) worst
  c) the better
  d) the worse

Quiz [387]
Choose the right comparative or superlative to complete the following sentence: "The world problems are getting … and … difficult to solve".
  a) more; more
  b) most; most
  c) much; much
  d) the more; the more

Quiz [388]
Complete the following 'if clause': "If she calls me, …".
  a) tell her to leave a message
  b) I stay at home
  c) tell him to leave a message
  d) tell them to leave a message

Quiz [389]
Complete the following 'if clause': "If he had studied, …".
  a) he'd have passed
  b) he'll have passed
  c) she'd have passed
  d) I wouldn't do it

Quiz [390]
Complete the following 'if clause': "If I were you, …".
  a) I wouldn't do it
  b) I'll play
  c) I won’t do it
  d) you shouldn't do it

Quiz [391]
Choose the right 'tag question': "Brandon, the teacher, should explain the lesson, …".
  a) shouldn't he?
  b) should he?
  c) could he?
  d) did he?

Quiz [392]
Choose the right 'tag question': "The boy didn't know what love was, …".
  a) did he?
  b) could he?
  c) should he?
  d) does he?
Quiz [393]
Choose the right *tag question*: "Bob frightened you, …".
  a) didn't he?
  b) will you?
  c) can he?
  d) doesn't he?

Quiz [394]
Choose the right *tag question*: "You won't tell him, …".
  a) will you?
  b) can you?
  c) do you?
  d) would you?

Quiz [395]
Choose the right *tag question*: "She couldn't arrange that, …".
  a) could she?
  b) can she?
  c) should she?
  d) did she?

Quiz [396]
Choose the right punctuation: "... is used to indicate possession".
  a) An apostrophe
  b) A quotation
  c) A semicolon
  d) A hyphen

Quiz [397]
Choose the right punctuation: "When a subordinate clause is followed by the main clause, ... is required".
  a) a comma
  b) a colon
  c) a dash
  d) a semicolon

Quiz [398]
Choose the right punctuation: "When no connecting word is used to connect two independent clauses, one should use ...".
  a) a semicolon
  b) a comma
  c) a full stop
  d) a question mark

Quiz [399]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "Cars and insurance are hard to ...".
  a) sell
  b) well
  c) belt
  d) bell
Quiz [400]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "Decaying fish makes an extremely … smell".
a) foul
b) fowl
c) foetal
d) foaming

Quiz [401]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "Every night I like to read … to my children".
a) aloud
b) loud
c) along
d) aloudy

Quiz [402]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "The fisherman … to shore as soon as the storm clouds appeared on the horizon".
a) rowed
b) rogued
c) robbed
d) roamed

Quiz [403]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "Watch the hens as they begin to … eggs!".
a) lay
b) lag
c) laid
d) lead

Quiz [404]
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "The metal pipe in a chimney through which the smoke and heat pass is called a …".
a) flue
b) flew
c) flab
d) fluwe

Quiz [405]
Complete the sentence correctly: "A woman can become a … or a priest in the Anglican Church".
a) nun
b) nub
c) nurse
d) noun

Quiz [406]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Every night before bedtime, grandfather would … his watch".
a) wind
b) wince
c) whine
d) wimble

Quiz [407]  
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "The congress passed a vote of … against the president".
- a) censure
- b) censor
- c) census
- d) censorial

Quiz [408]  
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "She wanted to give her baby a natural … at home instead of in the hospital".
- a) birth
- b) born
- c) berth
- d) borne

Quiz [409]  
Complete the sentence correctly: "An important spice is made from … seeds".
- a) fennel
- b) fenny
- c) fen
- d) phenol

Quiz [410]  
Choose the right word to fill in the gap: "The horse’s … needs to be brushed daily".
- a) mane
- b) teeth
- c) main
- d) tail

Quiz [411]  
Fill in the blank with the right word: "That foreign girl can't … understand or speak Italian".
- a) either
- b) both
- c) or
- d) neither

Quiz [412]  
Fill in the blank with the right word: "My new car, … I have just brought home, is very fast".
- a) which
- b) who
- c) whom
- d) whose

Quiz [413]  
Fill in the blank with the right word: "… wants to come will be welcome".
- a) Whoever
- b) Somebody
- c) Everyone
d) Anyone

Quiz [414]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "I'm afraid your test is not good enough; you … all the exercises".
a) should have done
b) will have done
c) might do
d) ought to do

Quiz [415]
Fill in the blank with the right correct alternative: "There are a lot of nice things to buy here. I … more money, but I left my cheque-book at the hotel".
a) wish I had
b) wish to have
c) wish I have had
d) would wish to have

Quiz [416]
Fill in the blank: "Where … next week-end?".
a) are you going
b) do you go
c) did you go
d) have you gone

Quiz [417]
Fill in the blank: "Is there … news from Peter yet?".
a) any
b) no
c) some
d) none

Quiz [418]
Fill in the blank: "Moscow is … city in Europe".
a) the coldest
b) colder
c) the colder
d) more cold

Quiz [419]
Fill in the blank: "I … my holiday abroad".
a) often spend
b) spend often
c) have often spend
d) am often spending

Quiz [420]
Fill in the blank: "I'm inviting … friends tonight. Will you come too?".
a) a few
b) few
Quiz [421]
Fill in the blank: "Have you ever been to the USA?". "Yes, I … there last summer".
  a) went
  b) had gone
  c) have gone
  d) am gone

Quiz [422]
Complete the following sentence: "They will … study hard if they want to succeed".
  a) have to
  b) must
  c) must to
  d) have

Quiz [423]
Put in the right preposition: "You cannot rely … that person. He is not trustworthy".
  a) on
  b) for
  c) to
  d) at

Quiz [424]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Don’t put that rubbish on the table! ...".
  a) Throw it away!
  b) Throw away it!
  c) Throw away!
  d) Throw it!

Quiz [425]
Fill in the blank: "Would you like … you to the airport?".
  a) me to take
  b) that I take
  c) me take
  d) I to take

Quiz [426]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "If you had told us before we … you".
  a) would have helped
  b) would have help
  c) should help
  d) would help

Quiz [427]
Fill in the blank: "It's always important to do … best".
  a) one's
b) its
c) one
d) her

Quiz [428]
**Fill in the blank: "They were … good boys that I enjoyed staying with them".**
a) such
b) so
c) such a
d) a such

Quiz [429]
**Fill in the blank: "The guests are coming in half an hour and I've got a lot of things to do". "… lay the table?".**
a) Shall I
b) Can I to
c) May I to
d) Shall I to

Quiz [430]
**Complete the following sentence: "Before … it you should read the instructions".**
a) using
b) to use
c) use
d) to have used

Quiz [431]
**Fill in the blank: "In this town you can find … shops in this area".**
a) the least expensive
b) the fewer expensive
c) fewest expensive
d) least expensive

Quiz [432]
**Fill in the blank: "I can't speak English fluently. My brother can't speak it …".**
a) either
b) neither
c) so
d) too

Quiz [433]
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Is your mother at home?". "No, she … a few days in the country".**
a) is spending
b) spends
c) spend
d) spent

Quiz [434]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Let me … you to get everything ready for the party".
   a) help
   b) helped
   c) helping
   d) to help

Quiz [435]
Fill in the blank: "These shoes are ... than those I've just tried on".
   a) larger
   b) more large
   c) the most large
   d) largest

Quiz [436]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "Why didn't you come to the theatre last night?". "I ... finish some work".
   a) had to
   b) want
   c) must
   d) had

Quiz [437]
Put in the right preposition: "I don't like going to work ... bicycle".
   a) by
   b) with
   c) on
   d) from

Quiz [438]
Fill in the blank: "Remember ... me a postcard".
   a) to send
   b) sending
   c) of sending
   d) send

Quiz [439]
Choose the right phrase to complete the following sentence: "The traffic is getting ...".
   a) heavier and heavier
   b) always more heavy
   c) the more and more heavy
   d) more and more heavy

Quiz [440]
Fill in the blank: "Are you going away with ... next weekend?".
   a) anybody
   b) somebody
   c) nobody
   d) someone
Quiz [441]
Fill in the blank: "We don't mind … early in the morning".
a) getting up  
b) to get up  
c) of getting up  
d) get up  

Quiz [442]
Complete the following sentence: "I hope they … working".
a) won't stop  
b) not to stop  
c) will stop not  
d) shall not stop  

Quiz [443]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "Don't forget to give me your address before …".
 a) you leave  
b) you will leave  
c) that you leave  
d) you would leave  

Quiz [444]
Fill in the blank: "He hasn't got … records. Can you lend him some?".
a) many  
b) much  
c) a lot of  
d) very  

Quiz [445]
Fill in the blank: "Your house is a palace … my house".
a) beside  
b) besides  
c) next  
d) against  

Quiz [446]
Fill in the blank: "Does she like playing cards?". "No, she …".
a) doesn't  
b) isn't  
c) doesn't like  
d) does  

Quiz [447]
Fill in the blank: "It's very cloudy. It …".
a) may rain  
b) can rain  
c) may raining  
d) may to rain
Quiz [448]  
**Fill in the blank: “I never have … in the morning”.
** 
- a) breakfast  
- b) a breakfast  
- c) the breakfast  
- d) breakfasts

Quiz [449]  
**Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: “The children … in the garden for two hours”.
** 
- a) have been playing  
- b) have played  
- c) are playing  
- d) play

Quiz [450]  
**Complete the following sentence: “I can't find any tea … . Can you buy some?”.
** 
- a) at home  
- b) in house  
- c) in the house  
- d) home

Quiz [451]  
**Complete the following sentence: “When Joanna first met her husband she … twenty-two”.
** 
- a) was  
- b) is  
- c) had  
- d) has

Quiz [452]  
**Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: “George cannot come because he got cold and now he has …”.
** 
- a) a terrible headache  
- b) terrible headache  
- c) one terrible headache  
- d) the terrible headache

Quiz [453]  
**Fill in the blank: “… my students are interested in learning English”.
** 
- a) Most of  
- b) The most  
- c) Most  
- d) The most of

Quiz [454]  
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: “I'm too tired to wash up. I … it for you. I have plenty of time”.
** 
- a) 'll do  
- b) do  
- c) did  
- d) 'd do
Quiz [455]
**Fill in the blank: “You attend a school for accountants, …?”**.
- a) don't you
- b) do not you
- c) isn't it
- d) aren't you

Quiz [456]
**Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: “… her homework when you came back?”**.
- a) Was Claudia doing
- b) Had Claudia been doing
- c) Did Claudia
- d) Claudia was doing

Quiz [457]
**Fill in the blank: “… grow on apple trees”**.
- a) Apples
- b) An apple
- c) The apples
- d) The apple

Quiz [458]
**Fill in the blank: “We had … when we were on holiday”**.
- a) very bad weather
- b) a very bad weather
- c) the very bad weather
- d) very bad weathers

Quiz [459]
**Fill in the blank: “Why did you take off your sweater?”. “Because I …”**.
- a) was hot
- b) am hot
- c) have hot
- d) had hot

Quiz [460]
**Fill in the blank: “I don't want to know … telephone number”**.
- a) Peter's
- b) Peter
- c) Peter'
- d) the Peter's

Quiz [461]
**Fill in the blank: “When … to Italy?”**.
- a) did your Australian cousin come
- b) did come your Australian cousin
- c) came your Australian cousin
- d) did your Australian cousin came
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "Do you know who this novel was ... by?".

a) written
b) writing
c) wrote
d) write

Complete the following sentence: "Cyprus is a large island ...".

a) in the Mediterranean
b) of Mediterranean
c) of the Mediterranean
d) in Mediterranean

Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "I expected you ... part in the game".

a) would take
b) will take
c) would have taken
d) took

Complete the following sentence: "She enjoys ... a lot".

a) walking
b) in walking
c) walk
d) to walk

Put in the missing pronoun: "I quarelled with Mary. I don't want to speak to ... anymore".

a) her
b) she
c) him
d) hers

Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "Are they used ... the housework?".

a) to doing
b) doing
c) do
d) to do

Fill in the blank: "... do not deserve to succeed".

a) The lazies
b) The lazy
c) Lazy
d) The lazier
Quiz [469]
**Fill in the blank: "I can't choose ... these three books".**
- a) among
- b) between
- c) -
- d) around

Quiz [470]
**Fill in the blank: "I cannot go on waiting ... he phones".**
- a) as long as
- b) till
- c) as far as
- d) since

Quiz [471]
**Fill in the blank: "You should ... to your parents like that".**
- a) not have spoken
- b) not have spoke
- c) have not spoken
- d) not spoke

Quiz [472]
**Choose the right adverb to complete the following sentence: "Have you ... got your old school books?".**
- a) still
- b) already
- c) yet
- d) again

Quiz [473]
**Choose the right alternative to complete the following sentence: "I will meet you ... midday".**
- a) at
- b) to
- c) in
- d) on

Quiz [474]
**Fill in the blank: "This is ... of these two books".**
- a) the cheapest
- b) the more cheap
- c) cheaper
- d) the most cheap

Quiz [475]
**Complete the following sentence: "I wonder why ... so much money on clothes".**
- a) Jane spends
- b) spends Jane
- c) did Jane spent
- d) does Jane spend
Quiz [476]
Fill in the blank: "I'll send this parcel ... lorry".
   a) by
   b) by the
   c) with the
   d) on

Quiz [477]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "It's time that the children ... to bed".
   a) go
   b) went
   c) are going
   d) have gone

Quiz [478]
Fill in the blank: "My friends always enjoy ... at my parties.
   a) themselves
   b) theirselves
   c) oneself
   d) one another

Quiz [479]
Choose the correct comparative or superlative: "This cake is good, but the one I ate at your house was ...".
   a) better
   b) best
   c) more good
   d) the most good

Quiz [480]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "If he ... within ten minutes he will miss the train.
   a) does not arrive
   b) shall not arrive
   c) will not arrive
   d) didn't arrive

Quiz [481]
Fill in the blank: "She never stops ... about her job".
   a) complaining
   b) to complain
   c) complain
   d) of complaining

Quiz [482]
Fill in the blank: "We arrived ... town when it was already dark".
   a) in
   b) to
   c) at
   d) on
Quiz [483]
**Fill in the blank:** "They ... their exams last months".
- a) were able to pass
- b) can pass
- c) could to pass
- d) 'll be able to pass

Quiz [484]
**Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence:** "That is the only kind person we ... here".
- a) have met
- b) met
- c) meet
- d) had met

Quiz [485]
**Fill in the blank:** "Those people are in Venice ... a conference".
- a) to attend
- b) attend
- c) for attending
- d) for attend

Quiz [486]
**Put in the missing preposition:** "How much did you pay ... this bag?".
- a) for
- b) -
- c) on
- d) with

Quiz [487]
**Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence:** "Have you finished ... your science fiction book?".
- a) reading
- b) read
- c) of reading
- d) to read

Quiz [488]
**Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence:** "Can you post this letter for me when you ...?".
- a) go out
- b) will go out
- c) would go out
- d) went out

Quiz [489]
**Fill in the blank:** "... we were tired we continued to walk".
- a) Even if
- b) In spite of
c) Also

d) Also if

Quiz [490]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "According to the survey carried out last month, ... so many people been unemployed in your country".
a) never before have
b) more than ever
c) more than ever before
d) there has never

Quiz [491]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "I saw ... in the street".
a) a poor man begging
b) a poor begging man
c) one poor man begging
d) one poor begging man

Quiz [492]
Complete the following sentence: "This Chinese course is ... the previous one".
a) as interesting as
b) as interesting than
c) so interesting as
d) as interesting of

Quiz [493]
Complete the following sentence: "I ... a kind person".
a) don't think he is
b) think he not
c) am not thinking he is
d) am thinking he is not

Quiz [494]
Put in the missing preposition: "Many students are not good ... English".
a) at
b) for
c) to
d) with

Quiz [495]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Did you see the boy ... away in your car?".
a) drive
b) was driving
c) drove
d) to drive

Quiz [496]
Fill in the blank: "The man followed by the police went ... a shop".
a) into
b) by
c) in
d) at

Quiz [497]
Fill in the blank: "... time I saw Paris was in 1989".
(a) The last
(b) Last
(c) The next
(d) Next

Quiz [498]
Fill in the blank: "I hope I ... do it myself".
(a) will be able to
(b) will be able
(c) shall be able
(d) am capable

Quiz [499]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Do not stop until I ... you".
(a) tell
(b) will tell
(c) would tell
(d) do not tell

Quiz [500]
Put in the right preposition: "When I give advice to my children they never listen ... me".
(a) to
(b) -
(c) at
(d) for

Quiz [501]
Fill in the blank: "... interesting books you have!".
(a) What
(b) How
(c) What a
(d) Which

Quiz [502]
Put in the right interrogative pronoun: "... of these apples do you want?".
(a) Which
(b) What
(c) Whose
(d) Why

Quiz [503]
Complete the following sentence: "Two ... have just left for Argentina".
(a) friends of my parents'
(b) my parents' friends
c) friends of my parents

d) friends’ my parents

Quiz [504]
Fill in the blank: "The … politician apologised for his angry outburst".
a) contrite
b) control
c) controvert
d) contrive

Quiz [505]
Fill in the blank: "Many families bore the … of the governments decision to withdraw necessary funding".
a) brunt
b) bruise
c) brunch
d) brush

Quiz [506]
Fill in the blank: "He had … with the idea for some time before finally making a decision".
a) toyed
b) tried
c) ployed
d) tied

Quiz [507]
Fill in the blank: "The old lady was in … good form after her recent illness".
a) reasonably
b) feasibly
c) seasonably
d) receptively

Quiz [508]
Fill in the blank: "The … was good and he would soon be fighting fit".
a) prognosis
b) hypnosis
c) myosis
d) synopsis

Quiz [509]
Complete the following sentence: "He was … from hospital after the operation".
a) discharged
b) discharging
c) discharge
d) dischargeable

Quiz [510]
Complete the following sentence: "A … statement was made announcing the vice president's retirement".
a) formal
Quiz [511]
Complete the following sentence: "There was no … that he intended to retire".
   a) indication
   b) indicative
   c) index
   d) indicator

Quiz [512]
Complete the following sentence: "The latest revelations will … what has been until now a very successful career".
   a) jeopardise
   b) sympathise
   c) prioritise
   d) traumatise

Quiz [513]
Complete the following sentence: "He was a remarkably popular figure with the …".
   a) electorate
   b) election
   c) elected
   d) electoral

Quiz [514]
Fill in the blank: "The ship they took has the … equipment and system to guarantee their safety".
   a) most modern
   b) less modern
   c) modernest
   d) more modern

Quiz [515]
Fill in the blank: "Alleged injuries to the man responsible of the accident; the side of his face was …".
   a) swollen
   b) swoll
   c) swallen
   d) swolled

Quiz [516]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Sometimes the truth is difficult to hear. Please keep … it".
   a) speaking
   b) spoke
   c) spoken
   d) speak

Quiz [517]
Fill in the blank: "However … I try, however … they treat me; I know this is not my country".
a) hard; well
b) harsh; more
c) harder; better
d) hardest; well

Quiz [518]
Complete the following sentence: "She has become the first woman to win the Fields Medal, which is seen … the Nobel Prize for Math".
a) as being
b) like being
c) like be
d) as be

Quiz [519]
Complete the following sentence: "Paris Fashion Week has enlisted the director to write a one-act play to … in place of a runway show".
a) be staged
b) staged
c) have staged
d) stage

Quiz [520]
Fill in the blank: "This besieged city, which once had a million people, is now a … town".
a) ghost
b) ghosted
c) to haunt
d) ghosts

Quiz [521]
Fill in the blank: "Two people … to death last night in New York".
a) froze
b) freezed
c) frozen
d) freeze

Quiz [522]
Complete the following sentence: "Prisoners spend a long time languishing in prison before their sentence is finally carried …".
a) out
b) by
c) in
d) on

Quiz [523]
Complete the following sentence: "The notion of a … in Ukraine has evaporated amid a relentless offensive by government troops".
a) ceasefire
b) ceasedfire
c) stopfire
d) stopping fire
Quiz [524]
Fill in the blank: "Don't expect them to cry … this loss. They don't care about it".
a) over
b) for
c) about
d) from

Quiz [525]
Fill in the blank: "Their parents … want them … watch this movie".
a) don't; to
b) don't; for
c) doesn't; for
d) doesn't; to

Quiz [526]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "The government gave total amnesty to them 40 years ago. I wonder how they would feel if the opposition … thing today?".
a) did the same
b) has the same
c) do the same
d) does the same

Quiz [527]
Fill in the blank: "Ukraine is now … open to invasion".
a) wide
b) widely
c) closed
d) complete

Quiz [528]
Fill in the blank: "Los Angeles is preparing to … water as California's record drought strangles its cities".
a) ration
b) rationally
c) rationed
d) rational

Quiz [529]
Complete the following sentence: "As he had been offered early retirement, Arthur agreed to … at the age of sixty".
a) stop working
b) stopping work
c) finish to work
d) stopped working

Quiz [530]
Complete the following sentence: "It had been a … day but the wind was expected to drop during the night".
a) blustery
b) gusting
c) fluttery
d) blowing

Quiz [531]
Complete the following sentence: "As they neared the summit, the temperature dropped suddenly and they all felt … cold".
a) bitterly
b) buttery
c) glacially
d) basically

Quiz [532]
Complete the following sentence: "The police charged the suspect with … as there was clear evidence the fire had been started deliberately".
a) arson
b) treason
c) incendiary
d) blazing

Quiz [533]
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "The prisoner feigned illness and … during his hospital visit".
a) absconded
b) ran
c) abseiled
d) disappeared

Quiz [534]
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "Having heard all the evidence, the judge … the accused from all charges, and he was subsequently released".
a) absolved
b) admonished
c) adjudicated
d) arrested

Quiz [535]
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "In order to … the patient’s suffering, the doctor administered powerful painkillers".
a) alleviate
b) increase
c) elevate
d) allocate

Quiz [536]
Fill in the blank: "By following a narrow … beneath the cliffs, it was possible to reach a beautiful beach".
a) path
b) chimney
c) sentry
d) course
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "The lottery winner … away his wealth and ended his life in poverty".
   a) frittered
   b) chipped
   c) lost
   d) chiselled

Choose the correct adjective to complete the following sentence: "The clouds had cleared by the end of the day and they all enjoyed a … evening on the terrace".
   a) balmy
   b) soft
   c) barmy
   d) mild

Fill in the blank: "The … health minister had already faced a number of calls to quit over the chaos in the health service".
   a) beleaguered
   b) beggarly
   c) beholden
   d) beneficial

Complete the following sentence: "The … was particularly tense at the meeting".
   a) mood
   b) feeling
   c) manner
   d) situation

Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "More strikes … at the company as talks broke down".
   a) loomed
   b) lurked
   c) doomed
   d) lingered

Complete the following sentence: "The minister faced some … attacks from those who had once been among his most loyal supporters".
   a) stinging
   b) stringent
   c) striking
   d) stunning

Fill in the blank: "He intended to run in the … elections".
   a) forthcoming
   b) forthright
Quiz [544]
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "Storms … the coastline causing severe damage".
a) ravaged  
b) ravelled  
c) raved  
d) rallied

Quiz [545]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "The company remained … on plans relating to its expansion".
a) tight-lipped  
b) hard-nosed  
c) skin-deep  
d) open-armed

Quiz [546]
Complete the following sentence: "She was a very … individual".
a) laid-back  
b) laid-down  
c) laid-up  
d) laid-bare

Quiz [547]
Fill in the blank: "The government was accused of … its feet on the matter".
a) dragging  
b) hanging  
c) waving  
d) rocking

Quiz [548]
Fill in the blank: "The weather was overcast for … of the day".
a) much  
b) mostly  
c) many  
d) mainly

Quiz [549]
Fill in the blank: "They were aware of the … involved".
a) risks  
b) racks  
c) rocks  
d) rusks

Quiz [550]
Fill in the blank: "Marianne had been an … campaigner for social justice for many years".
a) avid
b) available  
c) awful  
d) awkward

Quiz [551]  
**Complete the following sentence: "Over a thousand jobs are under threat at the local factory … its takeover"**.  
a) since  
b) because  
c) due to  
d) resulting

Quiz [552]  
**Complete the following sentence: "They were powerless to prevent the company's ..."**.  
a) closure  
b) closet  
c) close  
d) closable

Quiz [553]  
**Fill in the blank: "The company noted a huge ... in sales following its latest marketing campaign".**  
a) spike  
b) spire  
c) spill  
d) spin

Quiz [554]  
**Fill in the blank: "It was the first day of the New Year sales and everybody was looking for a ...".**  
a) bargain  
b) affair  
c) occasion  
d) market

Quiz [555]  
**Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "In country areas, where money was scarce, people would often ... in order to obtain goods they needed".**  
a) barter  
b) blether  
c) exchange  
d) spend

Quiz [556]  
**Fill in the blank: "John had not been to Paris for many years and soon lost his ...".**  
a) bearings  
b) marbles  
c) money  
d) coordinates

Quiz [557]
Complete the following sentence: "Wendy was desperate for a drink and made a … for the bar when she returned to the hotel".
   a) beeline
   b) deadline
   c) airline
   d) hotline

Quiz [558]
**Fill in the blank: "It took some time for Derek to live … his appalling wedding speech".**
   a) down
   b) out
   c) up
   d) over

Quiz [559]
**Complete the following sentence: "Edward was at a … to explain why he had done so badly in the exam".**
   a) loss
   b) letdown
   c) failure
   d) deficit

Quiz [560]
**Complete the following sentence: "After a … romance the young couple ran away to be married".**
   a) whirlwind
   b) typhoon
   c) hurricane
   d) windy

Quiz [561]
**Fill in the blank: "The shipwrecked sailor started by constructing a … shelter on the desert island".**
   a) makeshift
   b) mobile
   c) man-made
   d) bus

Quiz [562]
**Fill in the blank: "In the … girls do better at school than boys".**
   a) main
   b) whole
   c) overall
   d) general

Quiz [563]
**Complete the following sentence: "As a … of fact I never take the bus when I can walk instead".**
   a) matter
   b) statement
   c) question
   d) case
Quiz [564]
Fill in the missing preposition: "There is an interview … Suzanne Collins on TV, who wrote young-adult novels".
   a) with
   b) to
   c) of
   d) on

Quiz [565]
Choose the alternatives which best complete the following sentence: "The White House … set … reverse a ban on registered lobbyists serving in government".
   a) is/ to
   b) was/ from
   c) be/ on
   d) has/ by

Quiz [566]
Fill in the blank: "He isn't … a bad boy after all".
   a) such
   b) by
   c) less
   d) so

Quiz [567]
Complete the following sentence: "Two artists have claimed responsibility … two white flags onto the top of the Brooklyn Bridge".
   a) for hoisting
   b) by hoisting
   c) to host
   d) with hoist

Quiz [568]
Fill in the blank: "Suicide isn't freedom, and it isn't the message we should … the depressed".
   a) send to
   b) send by
   c) sends for
   d) sent to

Quiz [569]
Fill in the blank: "A mid-afternoon … of just 10 minutes can help you stay alert for more than two hours".
   a) nap
   b) tap
   c) gap
   d) rap

Quiz [570]
Choose the alternative which best completes the following sentence: "This actor is one of the planet's … recognizable talents".
   a) most
   b) better
   c) good
Quiz [571]
Put in the correct pronoun: "The virus has claimed … first European casualty".
   a) its
   b) her
   c) their
   d) his

Quiz [572]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Their mother … a lot of secrets these days".
   a) is keeping
   b) is kept
   c) keep
   d) have kept

Quiz [573]
Fill in the blank: "A toxic algae bloom larger than Rhode Island is headed straight … the coast of Florida".
   a) for
   b) to
   c) on
   d) by

Quiz [574]
Fill in the blank: "After all of the heavy rain the rugby pitch was completely …".
   a) waterlogged
   b) waterproof
   c) watershed
   d) watertight

Quiz [575]
Complete the following sentence: "Having whittled the shortlist down to three candidates it was time to weigh … the qualities of each applicant".
   a) up
   b) over
   c) down
   d) in

Quiz [576]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "The sale of the house had been placed in … pending completion of repairs to the roof".
   a) abeyance
   b) suspension
   c) limbo
   d) waiting

Quiz [577]
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "James had worked hard to ... good results and deserved a fitting reward".
   a) achieve
   b) exploit
   c) accomplish
   d) attain

Quiz [578]
Fill in the blank: "There was no immediate ... for alarm, but all passengers were required to put on their lifejackets".
   a) cause
   b) need
   c) requirement
   d) reasons

Quiz [579]
Fill in the blank: "The judge was asked by the defence lawyer to take the prisoner's previous good behaviour ... account before passing sentence".
   a) into
   b) under
   c) out of
   d) over

Quiz [580]
Complete the following sentence: "The coffee machine had been out of ... for several days and the employees were becoming increasingly belligerent".
   a) action
   b) working
   c) functioning
   d) marching

Quiz [581]
Fill in the blank: "I would like a short holiday but I cannot ... to take the time off work".
   a) afford
   b) procure
   c) allow
   d) permit

Quiz [582]
Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence: "Chris was a bit of a gambler so he was not ... to an occasional bet on the horses".
   a) averse
   b) opposed
   c) affect
   d) favourable

Quiz [583]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right superlative to fit into the blank: "Even the political party's ... supporters were shocked by the change in policy announced by its leader".
   a) staunchest
   b) surest
c) strongest

d) best

Quiz [584]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right adjective to fit into the blank: "The town had been badly affected by the recession and due to lack of public funds its municipal buildings were beginning to look a bit ...".
a) shabby
b) shady
c) sloppy
d) shaky

Quiz [585]
Fill in the blank: "The cake had been divided up and the pieces were shared ... amongst the guests".
a) out
b) over
c) together
d) all

Quiz [586]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct verb to fit into the blank: "When the farmer saw the damage caused to his crops by the storm he could only ... his shoulders and carry on".
a) shrug
b) shuffle
c) shake
d) heave

Quiz [587]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct word to fit into the blank: "The students had finished their exams so they had lots of ... time".
a) spare
b) extra
c) loose
d) holiday

Quiz [588]
Complete the following sentence: "Mary had been told many ghost stories as a child so she was a little ... by the weird noises coming from the attic room".
a) scared
b) scarred
c) scary
d) affray

Quiz [589]
Fill in the blank: "How could a ... man from New York end up living in another country?".
a) grown
b) grow
c) gowned
d) gowled
Quiz [590]
Fill in the blank: "Mental health is still one of the … areas of medicine".
  a) least understood
  b) less understand
  c) less understanding
  d) least understand

Quiz [591]
Look at the following sentences and choose the correct option to fit into the blank: "You can still buy a seat in 2015. But …! They're going fast".
  a) quick
  b) quickest
  c) quicker
  d) lowlier

Quiz [592]
Look at the following sentences and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "They helped create this program. That … they shouldn't try to correct the errors".
  a) doesn't mean
  b) don't mean
  c) mean
  d) didn't meant

Quiz [593]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "About forty years ago, Richard Nixon … office".
  a) resigned from
  b) resign for
  c) has resigned at
  d) resigned by

Quiz [594]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right adjective to fit in to the blank: "Just … students were good, but none of them were excellent".
  a) some
  b) many
  c) any
  d) no

Quiz [595]
Fill in the blank: "They are challenging …".
  a) each other
  b) one
  c) at one
  d) each else

Quiz [596]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "Follow our Facebook page for more … on the science news".
  a) analysis
  b) analysing
c) to analyse

d) analysed

Quiz [597]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternatives to fit into the blanks: "President’s strategy just got … ambitious … they thought".

a) more; than
b) best; of
c) less; then
d) most; that

Quiz [598]
Complete the following sentence: "The U.S. has agreed to send doses of an experimental Ebola drug to Liberia … treat infected doctors".

a) to
b) by
c) at
d) into

Quiz [599]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct alternative to fit into the blank: "She … estranged from her father for many years".

a) had been
b) has had
c) will be
d) having been

Quiz [600]
Complete the following sentence: "They showed no remorse … for the crimes they had committed".

a) whatever
b) whereby
c) wherever
d) whenever

Quiz [601]
Complete the following sentence: "Coverage of the game was beamed in … definition all over the world".

a) high
b) highest
c) higher
d) highly

Quiz [602]
Fill in the blank: "There was much … between the two opponents".

a) rivalry
b) revival
c) rival
d) revive

Quiz [603]
Fill in the blank: "They were … to assist in an investigation into the matter".
a) willing
b) willingly
c) willful
d) willingness

Quiz [604]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct verb to fit into the blank: "Many were … at the treatment they received".
a) appalled
b) applied
c) applauded
d) approached

Quiz [605]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct verb to fit into the blank: "A plaque was … to commemorate those who have lost lives at sea".
a) unveiled
b) revealed
c) concealed
d) appealed

Quiz [606]
Fill in the blank: "Her … research had uncovered some valuable information".
a) tireless
b) tiresome
c) tearless
d) tearful

Quiz [607]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct verb to fit into the blank: "It was difficult to … what the outcome would be".
a) ascertain
b) associate
c) develope
d) detect

Quiz [608]
Fill in the blank: "Strikes … caused much disruption at the factory".
a) had
b) could
c) would
d) having

Quiz [609]
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "He was determined to … the record straight".
a) set
b) get
c) show
d) let
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "Sizzling temperatures were ... for the week ahead".
a) predicted  
b) prohibited  
c) promoted  
d) permitted

Fill in the blank: "She was distraught ... hearing the news".
a) on  
b) for  
c) while  
d) to

Fill in the blank: "Jeff is the man ... wife won the Academy award for costume design".
a) whose  
b) his  
c) who  
d) whom

Fill in the blank: "He appealed the decision but the dismissal was ...".
a) upheld  
b) withheld  
c) unheard  
d) foretold

Fill in the blank: "The employee attended a ... meeting where management dismissed him".
a) disciplinary  
b) disciplined  
c) disciplinarian  
d) discipline

Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "He was ... to reconsider his position on the matter".
a) urged  
b) forged  
c) purged  
d) splurged

Complete the following sentence: "Sporting ... play an important role in binging people together".
a) events  
b) advent  
c) event  
d) even
Quiz [617]
Complete the following sentence: "The country had experienced … flooding in recent weeks".
  a) widespread
  b) windswept
  c) spreadsheet
  d) wide-open

Quiz [618]
Complete the following sentence: "The game commenced to blue skies but the action was interrupted …
  by showers".
  a) throughout
  b) through
  c) throw
  d) thought

Quiz [619]
Complete the following sentence: "Their … priorities include creating longterm jobs".
  a) main
  b) mainly
  c) most
  d) manly

Quiz [620]
Fill in the blank: "After initial treatment the lady was rushed to a … hospital".
  a) nearby
  b) standby
  c) layby
  d) passerby

Quiz [621]
Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: "He … into the river to save the young boy
  from drowning".
  a) waded
  b) waved
  c) wafted
  d) waddled

Quiz [622]
Fill in the blank: "A number of flights to and from Rome were cancelled due to strike … by ground staff".
  a) action
  b) act
  c) activity
  d) auction

Quiz [623]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "It was a … moment in what had been an incredible career".
  a) defining
  b) defined
c) deafening
d) deformed

Quiz [624]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "In devastated countries, the dead are accounted for, but there's no search for the ...".
a) missing
b) miss
c) missed
d) misses

Quiz [625]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "The United States Postal Service suffered a $2 billion ...".
a) loss
b) lost
c) lose
d) loses

Quiz [626]
The parts of the following sentence between square brackets contain one or more errors; choose the correct forms: "Their father [not works] anymore, [he's pensioner]".
a) doesn't work; he's a pensioner
b) is not work; is a pensioner
c) not work; he's a pension
d) don't work; he is the pensioner

Quiz [627]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "This actor had many faces, but he was ...".
a) one of a kind
b) one
c) two of a kinds
d) only

Quiz [628]
Fill in the blank: "... appeals for calm, the streets of the town were bathed in tear gas and the crack of rubber bullets being fired".
a) Despite
b) Despite on
c) Despite with
d) Despite by

Quiz [629]
Fill in the blank: "For the ... part, the participants were satisfied with the conference".
a) most
b) major
c) best
d) majority
Quiz [630]
Fill in the blank: "By all ..., please come back and see us again".
a) means
b) occasions
c) sorts
d) possibilities

Quiz [631]
Complete the following sentence: "The desk was full of nooks and ... where all sorts of small items could be stored".
a) crannies
b) grannies
c) corners
d) drawer

Quiz [632]
Complete the following sentence: "I do not take any water in my whisky, I drink it ...".
a) neat
b) strong
c) straight
d) dry

Quiz [633]
Fill in the blank: "Charles tried engaging Penelope in conversation but she gave him the ... off".
a) brush
b) break
c) move
d) push

Quiz [634]
Fill in the blank: "The view of the city from the top of the Eiffel Tower was breath-..."
.a) taking
b) moving
c) cutting
d) making

Quiz [635]
Choose the appropriate verb to complete the following sentence: "The painting ... a pastoral scene from the 17th century".
a) depicted
b) described
c) disposed
d) divulged

Quiz [636]
Complete the following sentence: "The teacher was very easy... and would not complain if homework was submitted late".
a) going
b) being
c) coming
d) pleased
Complete the following sentence: "Frank tried to argue the case but he could not get a word in ways".

Quiz [637]

a) edge
b) side
c) all
d) any

Fill in the blank: "During the autumn most trees lose their leaves but not the greens".

Quiz [638]

a) ever
b) either
c) never
d) always

Choose the appropriate verb to complete the following sentence: "Michael was shocked to hear his thesis was rejected. He had taken it for that it would be accepted".

Quiz [639]

a) granted
b) passed
c) awarded
d) acquired

Choose the appropriate word to complete the following sentence: "During the debate it was clear the politician had not come to with the key issues".

Quiz [640]

a) grips
b) hand
c) grasp
d) hold

Choose the appropriate word to complete the following sentence: "When he heard he had won the big cash prize a huge spread across his face".

Quiz [641]

a) grin
b) grim
c) expression
d) beam

Choose the appropriate word to complete the following sentence: "The armed robbers were arrested and taken at gun to the nearest police station".

Quiz [642]

a) point
b) man
c) powder
d) shot

Fill in the blank with the right word: "The group was very high as only those with an IQ above 130 were admitted".

Quiz [643]
Quiz [644]
Fill in the blank with the right word: "Many European countries' regulations include ICT ... the initial education of teachers".
   a) in
   b) at
   c) by
   d) on

Quiz [645]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "In most European countries, at least 50% of students are in schools where one computer is available ... students".
   a) for every two
   b) all two
   c) out of two
   d) in two

Quiz [646]
Complete the following sentence: "Every morning when the class starts the teacher ...".
   a) calls the register
   b) makes the appeal
   c) calls the students
   d) makes the call

Quiz [647]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "Children learned all of the songs ... for the school play".
   a) by heart
   b) by mind
   c) by memory
   d) with heart

Quiz [648]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "If Josh and Rose ..., now they ...".
   a) hadn't got married; wouldn't be quarrelling
   b) didn't marry; wouldn't quarrel
   c) hadn't married; wouldn't have been quarrelling
   d) don't marry; aren't quarrelling

Quiz [649]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If I ... the chance, I'd study abroad".
   a) had
   b) have
   c) has
   d) were
Quiz [650]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Class 2D … to the theatre this morning".
a) is being taken
b) are taken
c) will take
d) does take

Quiz [651]
Complete the following sentence with the right 'tag question': "He can be a very patient teacher, …".
a) can't he?
b) isn't it?
c) isn't he?
d) can he?

Quiz [652]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "Montessori … engineering before deciding to study medicine instead".
a) had studied
b) have studied
c) had been studied
d) has studied

Quiz [653]
Fill in the blank: "A headteacher … willing to listen to the opinions of others".
a) should be
b) can
c) ought to
d) might

Quiz [654]
Choose the right preposition to complete the following sentence: "One molecule of pure water is composed … two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom".
a) of
b) with
c) from
d) for

Quiz [655]
"Shall I send it tomorrow?" would be reported as:
a) She asked whether she should send it the following day.
b) She asked if she sends it the following day.
c) She enquired whether she should have sent it the next day.
d) She said if she will send it tomorrow.

Quiz [656]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If the government gave us a grant we … some new computers".
a) could buy
b) would have bought
c) can buy
Quiz [657]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Cristiano Ronaldo, one of the …, was born in the same year as my elder brother".
- world's greatest football players
- worlds' greatest football players
- worlds greatest football players
- world's greatest football player

Quiz [658]
Which sentence is correct?
- After experimenting with hypnosis on his neurotic patients, Freud abandoned it as ineffective
- After to experiment on his neurosis patients with hypnotic, Freud abandoned it as uneffective
- After to experiment on his neurotic patients with hypnosis, Freud abandoned it as ineffective
- After experimenting with hypnosis on his neurotic patients, Freud abandoned it as uneffective

Quiz [659]
Which sentence is correct?
- A bully is someone who systematically victimises another person, perceived as physically or intellectually different from himself
- A bully is one who systematically victimise another person, perceived as physically or intellectually different from himself
- A bully is someone that victimises systematically another person, perceived as different physically or intellectually than himself
- A bully is somebody that systematically victimises another, perceived as physical or intellectual different to himself

Quiz [660]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Celine has an … the most fantastic lies".
- amazing ability to invent
- ability amazing to invent
- capability of inventing
- able capacity to inventing

Quiz [661]
Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "I'll never forget … in The Tempest at school".
- acting
- act
- acted
- to act

Quiz [662]
Which sentence is correct?
- Art therapy uses the process of making art to improve a person's mental and emotional well-being
- Art therapy uses the process of making art for improve a person's mental and emotional well-being
- Art therapy uses the process of making art to improving a person's mental and emotional well-being
- Art therapy uses the process of making art for to improve a person's mental and emotional well-being
Quiz [663]
**Which sentence is correct?**
- a) Nowadays, classes are too big and there aren't enough experienced teachers
- b) Nowadays, classes are too big and there aren't teachers enough experienced
- c) Classes are too big and there are enough teachers unexperienced, nowadays
- d) Classes are too big and there aren't experienced teachers enough, nowadays

Quiz [664]
**Complete the following sentence: “Piaget described four stages of cognitive development ...”.**
- a) and related them to a person's ability to understand and assimilate new information
- b) and related them to a person's able to understand and assimilate new information
- c) and related them to a person's ability to understanding and assimilating new information
- d) and related them to a person's able for understand and assimilate new information

Quiz [665]
**Which sentence is correct?**
- a) It's very difficult to teach adolescents
- b) To teach adolescents it's very difficult
- c) Teaching adolescents it's very difficult
- d) It's very difficult teaching to adolescents

Quiz [666]
**Fill in the blank with the right verb: "A famous Italian educator ... that teachers should be like social engineers".**
- a) claimed
- b) wanted
- c) made
- d) told

Quiz [667]
**Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "We ... your aunt to the station. Paul had just gone and picked her up".**
- a) didn't need to drive
- b) needn't drive
- c) don't need to drive
- d) don't drive

Quiz [668]
**Complete the following sentence with the right word: "I'm sorry I did it. It's all my ...".**
- a) fault
- b) blame
- c) guilt
- d) charge

Quiz [669]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb: "The pupils will have to be ... into three equal classes".**
- a) divided
- b) shared
- c) segmented
- d) portioned
Quiz [670]
Fill in the blank with the right verb: "That boy's always … on those who are smaller or weaker than himself".
   a) picking
   b) pick
   c) tells
   d) put

Quiz [671]
Fill in the blank with the best option: "We had been waiting for the coach for ages. …, he arrived two hours late".
   a) Eventually
   b) At the end
   c) After
   d) Unexpectedly

Quiz [672]
Fill in the blank with the right option: "Blackboards are …; we need to change them all for interactive whiteboards".
   a) out of fashion
   b) backdated
   c) up to date
   d) expired

Quiz [673]
Complete the following sentence with the best alternative: "Our teachers are all highly …".
   a) qualified
   b) taught
   c) prepared
   d) instructed

Quiz [674]
Fill in the blank with the right word: "I'm very busy. I have to write an end of year … for each of my pupils".
   a) report
   b) relations
   c) relationship
   d) relation

Quiz [675]
Replace the words in square brackets with the right ones: "[We have met each other] at a modern art exhibition many months ago".
   a) We met
   b) We were met one another
   c) We met them
   d) We have been meeting

Quiz [676]
"Why don't we organise the school dance in the gym?" is an example of:
   a) a suggestion
b) a complaint

c) an obligation

d) an order

Quiz [677]
A headteacher who is regarded as "politically correct":
a) avoids offending any minority group through anything he says or does
b) follows ministerial guidelines
c) regularly puts new policies into practice
d) supports local politics regardless of his own ideas

Quiz [678]
Fill in the blank: "Roberto … speak Dutch, …?".
a) can't; can he
b) cannot; does he
c) can; can he
d) couldn't; can he

Quiz [679]
Complete the following sentence with the right alternative: "Johnny! You've been watching TV all day. Go and tidy your room. Don't be such a …!".
a) couch potato
b) lounge lizard
c) baked potato
d) idle child

Quiz [680]
Which of these phrases does PC not stand for?
a) People Carrier
b) Police Constable
c) Politically Correct
d) Personal Computer

Quiz [681]
To "get the sack" means:
a) to lose your job
b) to do the shopping
c) to put things in order
d) to win a prize

Quiz [682]
"Junk food" is:
a) food which is low in nutritional value
b) food which is prepared quickly
c) leftovers after a meal
d) food of Chinese origin

Quiz [683]
If you think "outside the box", you:
a) think laterally and creatively
b) do not follow generally accepted rules
  c) are generally considered eccentric
  d) are limited in ideas

Quiz [684]  
**Something which is "well-designed, easy to use and functional" is described as:**
  a) user-friendly
  b) design utilitarian
  c) utility friendly
  d) use friendly

Quiz [685]  
**If I ask you "to take my word for it", you should:**
  a) believe me
  b) take a message
  c) write it down
  d) copy what I do

Quiz [686]  
**A man to his girlfriend: "Why don't we go to the cinema?". The communicative function of the sentence is:**
  a) suggesting
  b) explaining
  c) requesting
  d) reminding

Quiz [687]  
"I'm so sorry I couldn't come to your party". The communicative function of the sentence is:
  a) apologising
  b) giving instructions
  c) explaining
  d) giving advice

Quiz [688]  
**Decide which category the sign "No cycling on this path" belongs to.**
  a) Prohibition
  b) Information
  c) Instruction
  d) Warning

Quiz [689]  
"To prevent accidents please keep this door closed": which kind of sign is it?
  a) Instruction
  b) Prohibition
  c) Warning
  d) Information

Quiz [690]  
**Choose the right function for the following sentence: "It was really kind of you to invite me to the meeting".**
a) Thanking
b) Offering
c) Reminding
d) Suggesting

Quiz [691]
"It's a good opportunity, but I've decided not to accept your offer". The communicative function of the sentence is:
a) refusing
b) suggesting
c) apologizing
d) thanking

Quiz [692]
"I have been trying to get an appointment for over a week. I don't understand why it's so difficult". In this sentence the speaker is:
a) complaining
b) suggesting
c) apologizing
d) warning

Quiz [693]
Put in the right preposition: "Why were you so unfriendly … Francis?".
a) to
b) of
c) for
d) at

Quiz [694]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Nobody believed Tom at first but he … to be right".
a) turned out
b) went out
c) came out
d) work out

Quiz [695]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "Keep … the edge; it could be dangerous".
a) away from
b) along with
c) too near
d) far by

Quiz [696]
Put in the right alternative: "If I were you, I … demand an apology".
a) would
b) may
c) will
d) must

Quiz [697]
Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "It … all day and the road was slippery".
  a) had been raining  
  b) rains  
  c) is raining  
  d) will rain

Quiz [698]
Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "This time tomorrow we … to Amsterdam".
  a) will be flying  
  b) would fly  
  c) flying  
  d) aren't flying

Quiz [699]
Put in the right alternative: "Apples have become England's … popular fruit".
  a) most  
  b) best  
  c) more  
  d) much

Quiz [700]
Put in the correct indefinite adjective: "Just … students were good, but none of them were excellent".
  a) some  
  b) any  
  c) no  
  d) many

Quiz [701]
Put in the right alternative: "She doesn't look like … her father or her mother".
  a) either  
  b) both  
  c) neither  
  d) or

Quiz [702]
Fill in the blank with the right phrase: "Tell the students … about the exam".
  a) not to worry  
  b) don't worry  
  c) not worry  
  d) not worrying

Quiz [703]
Complete the following sentence by using the correct form: "I … go to the beach, but I like it now".
  a) didn't use to  
  b) don't use  
  c) didn't used to  
  d) used not to

Quiz [704]
Put in the right alternative: "Jane went … speaking for hours".
a) on
b) off
c) in
d) up

Quiz [705]
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "The letter should … delivered yesterday".
a) have been
b) be
c) have
d) had been

Quiz [706]
Select the appropriate linking word and fill in the blank: "… all his efforts, he still hasn't managed to pass the exam".
a) Despite
b) However
c) As well as
d) In spite

Quiz [707]
Put in the missing alternative: "She speaks neither German … French".
a) nor
b) neither
c) either
d) both

Quiz [708]
Which sentence is correct?
a) He wishes he hadn't left home
b) He wishes he hasn't left home
c) He wishes he haven't left home
d) He wishes he didn't left home

Quiz [709]
Which sentence is correct?
a) You should have told the truth
b) You ought to has told the truth
c) You should to have told the truth
d) You ought have told the truth

Quiz [710]
A student says: "I have already done the homework". Which of the following sentence is correct?
a) The student said he/she had already done the homework
b) The student said he/she was already doing the homework
c) The student said he/she would already do the homework
d) The student said he/she has already done the homework

Quiz [711]
Correct the underlined part of sentence with one of the following solutions: "Let we not insist on the matter".
a) Let us not  
b) Don't let us  
c) Let not us  
d) Don't we insist

Quiz [712]  
Fill in the blank: "The ... of a particular situation are the things you should and should not do in that situation".
a) dos and don'ts  
b) pros and cons  
c) advantages and disadvantages  
d) fors and againsts

Quiz [713]  
In the sentence "Everyone recognized her down-to-earth approach to life", 'down-to-earth' means:  
a) practical  
b) hopeless  
c) depressed  
d) sad

Quiz [714]  
"The company is at the cutting edge of aeronautics":
a) this expression refers to the newest, most advanced stage in the development of something  
b) this expression implies that the company is cutting salaries  
c) this expression implies that the company is suffering from declining sales  
d) this expression implies that the company is going bankrupt

Quiz [715]  
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "She started a course at college, but she ... after two months".
a) dropped out  
b) went out  
c) fell out  
d) turned out

Quiz [716]  
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "Why are all the students in the garden? What's ...?". 
a) going on  
b) going off  
c) getting on  
d) getting off

Quiz [717]  
Complete the following sentence by using the right verb: "She was forced to ... early from teaching because of ill health".  
a) retire  
b) stop  
c) recover
d) retrieve

Quiz [718]
In the sentence "I couldn't agree more. That's a very sensible idea", 'sensible' means:
a) practical
b) tender
c) delicate
d) sensitive

Quiz [719]
"To record" means:
a) to make a note
b) to read
c) to mention
d) to seem

Quiz [720]
A synonym for "actual" is:
a) real
b) fashionable
c) relevant
d) topical

Quiz [721]
Choose the most appropriate word to complete the following sentence: "The students got a bad ...".
a) mark
b) punctuation
c) point
d) vote

Quiz [722]
Choose the most appropriate word to fill in the blank: "Your energy level is at its ... in the morning".
a) peak
b) top
c) edge
d) summit

Quiz [723]
Choose the most appropriate word to fill in the blank: "She can't afford an expensive holiday; she is on a ... budget".
a) tight
b) loose
c) short
d) straight

Quiz [724]
"The nearest library is in Oxford Street. Go straight down here. Turn right at the traffic lights, then take the second on the left" is:
a) an indication
b) a prescription
Quiz [725]
"Focus on picking one particular aspect of the media to discuss". This sentence is:
a) an instruction
b) a command
c) a piece of information
d) a prohibition

Quiz [726]
"I'm sorry to disturb you, but could you please help me with my homework?" is:
a) a request
b) a suggestion
c) an offer
d) an apology

Quiz [727]
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "When I went to London last year, it was the first time I ... anywhere by plane".
a) had been
b) go
c) have gone
d) was

Quiz [728]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Teachers from schools and registered training organisations ... in the Board's consultation on the draft Primary Industries and Financial Services syllabuses during term 2".
a) have been taking part
b) has been taking part
c) have taking part
d) was taking part

Quiz [729]
Put in the correct indefinite adjective: "Keynes warned in the 1930s that ageing societies with high levels of saving, and not ... investment opportunities, face a deflationary nightmare".
a) many
b) too much
c) much
d) lots

Quiz [730]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I am afraid I ... keep the appointment I made for Friday 14th July".
a) will not be able to
b) should not be able to
c) must not be able to
d) would not be able to
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "The Council ... ensure that issues such as policy measures and reforms in the field of education and training are fully addressed".

a) should
b) would have
c) must be to
d) will to

Choose the right option to complete the following sentence: "Please speak a little more ...".

a) slowly
b) slower
c) slowlier
d) slow

Choose the right word to complete the following sentence: "The teacher was angry because Tom kept asking lots of stupid ...".

a) questions
b) answers
c) answer
d) question

Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "Please speak a little ...".

a) louder
b) aloud
c) stronger
d) lower down

Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "Oral language is of particular importance throughout the curriculum, as it is central to the ... of the child's general language ability".

a) development
b) commitment
c) increment
d) involvement

Put in the missing preposition: "This book is especially aimed ... teachers who are preparing their students for English examinations".

a) at
b) with
c) for
d) to

Complete the following sentence: "If she had studied hard, she ...".

a) wouldn't have failed the exam
b) didn't fail the exam
c) could have not failed the exam
d) hadn't failed the exam

Quiz [738]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "Compulsory school education in Italy produces poor results in terms of 15-year old students' performances on Pisa tests, ... other OECD countries".

a) compared with
b) compared on
c) compared by
d) compared at

Quiz [739]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "If you don't mind, I ... with my supervisor and get back to you by the end of the day".

a) will check
b) may check
c) would check
d) check

Quiz [740]
Fill in the blank: "Schools should set their pupils on the path to a lifetime of learning, if they ... prepare them for the modern world".

a) will
b) will be able to
c) are to
d) are able to

Quiz [741]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "The headmaster ... changes in staffing for the last six months".

a) has been discussing
b) is discussing
c) had discussed
d) was discussing

Quiz [742]
I can't make these split-second decisions. State which sentence refers to the expression "split-second".

a) I can't take these decisions so rapidly
b) I can take no decisions at the moment
c) I can't split my decisions
d) I can't take these decisions in separate moments

Quiz [743]
He'd got completely hooked on the new video game. "Hooked" is used to indicate that:

a) he had become addicted to the new video game
b) he had played a new video game
c) he had bought a new video game
d) he'd been interested in a new video game
Quiz [744]
Choose the alternative which means the same as this sentence: "That food totally grossed me out".
- a) That food really disgusted me
- b) That food really pleased me
- c) That food really tasted fatty to me
- d) That food really delighted me

Quiz [745]
"A teacher asks you, her principal, to approve a project for the European LABEL she would like to launch". Which answer provides the correct response politely?
- a) I can only put it on the Agenda for the next staff meeting
- b) The Ministry encourages those things but I don't
- c) I can't understand why you teachers sometimes want to do more than is strictly necessary
- d) We don't need any labels: our school is good by definition

Quiz [746]
"Some parents are complaining because the school will be closed the next day due to a strike". Which answer provides the correct explanation politely?
- a) Those of you who are workers know that striking is a constitutional right
- b) A school is not a parking lot. Use grandparents for that
- c) Why are you telling me? Complain to the Trade Unions
- d) Well, this is a state school. If you don't like it, send your children to a private school

Quiz [747]
From a letter to a provider: "The desks and chairs should be delivered by August 28th at the latest". The sentence is a/an:
- a) binding request
- b) excuse
- c) hypothesis
- d) suggestion

Quiz [748]
"Dear student, you are about to reach the maximum number of no-school days allowed". This sentence is part of a/an:
- a) warning
- b) request
- c) suggestion
- d) information

Quiz [749]
"I couldn't care less about your bad marks!". How would you describe this answer of a student to his teacher?
- a) arrogant
- b) submissive
- c) uninterested
- d) easy-going

Quiz [750]
"I regard my school as a community of educators". Which alternative describes this sentence best?
- a) It is probably part of a formal talk to colleagues
b) It is said during an informal chat with friends who are not educators  
c) It is a rebuke to a rebellious student  
d) It frequently comes up during a family conversation  

Quiz [751]  
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Don't go into the chemistry lab: someone … some glass".  
a) has just broken  
b) already broke  
c) just got broke  
d) has already broken  

Quiz [752]  
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "My group mates weren't at the workshop yesterday, … we couldn't write our report".  
a) so  
b) thus  
c) anyway  
d) but  

Quiz [753]  
Complete the following sentence by using the correct verb form: "Our school … extra courses of French, Spanish and German since 2002".  
a) has offered  
b) offered  
c) offers  
d) is offering  

Quiz [754]  
Complete the following sentence by using the right alternative: "Our school is good at sports. Our team plays … very well".  
a) football  
b) the football  
c) at football  
d) at the football  

Quiz [755]  
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "Parents shouldn't … stay out late at night before schooldays".  
a) let their children  
b) allow their children  
c) let their children to  
d) allow that their children  

Quiz [756]  
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "Principals … to be ashamed if they cannot communicate in English with foreign students and their parents".  
a) ought  
b) should  
c) must  
d) are
Quiz [757]
Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "The notice says 'NO TRESPASSING', so you ... go beyond this point".
- a) mustn't
- b) needn't
- c) don't have to
- d) aren't allowed

Quiz [758]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "The students ... the room when the roof collapsed and nobody was hurt".
- a) had just left
- b) had left just
- c) were about to leave
- d) were just left

Quiz [759]
Complete the following sentence with the correct adverb: "Where are you going? The staff meeting hasn't finished ...".
- a) yet
- b) now
- c) already
- d) just

Quiz [760]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "The C.L.I.L. approach ... all over Europe".
- a) is being adopted
- b) is going to adopt
- c) is adopting
- d) will be adopting

Quiz [761]
Complete the following sentence with the correct alternative: "Motivation makes ...".
- a) the students work harder
- b) the students harder work
- c) work harder the students
- d) work the students harder

Quiz [762]
Fill in the gap using the correct phrase: "The initiative was successful ... the shortage of funds".
- a) in spite of
- b) by virtue of
- c) although
- d) whether

Quiz [763]
Fill in the gap using the correct phrase: "Problems related to immigration are getting ...".
- a) more and more complex
- b) moreover complex
c) always complexer
d) evermore complex

Quiz [764]
Fill in the blank with the appropriate verb: "The school psychologist … the pupils talk about their fears".
a) had
b) expected
c) allowed
d) got

Quiz [765]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "Does … agree with the principal's suggestions?".
a) everyone
b) any people
c) all persons
d) all of you

Quiz [766]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "The new principal does not want … our students about their families".
a) us to ask
b) our asking
c) we ask
d) that we ask

Quiz [767]
Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "The prohibition to violate privacy rules is effective … classes".
a) both during and after
b) either during neither after
c) from during to after
d) either during or after

Quiz [768]
Fill in the gap with the correct form of the verb 'to be': "I wish my teachers … more cooperative last term".
a) had been
b) would be
c) would have been
d) were

Quiz [769]
Complete the following sentence by using the correct alternative: "Two groups visited …".
a) the Science Museum with interest last week
b) with interest last week the Science Museum
c) last week's Science Museum with interest
d) last week the Science Museum with interest

Quiz [770]
Look at the following sentences and choose the right phrase to fit into the blank: "We cannot delay the adoption of textbooks. Please … and submit a proposal by the end of April".
a) make up your minds 
b) toss a coin
c) start from scratch
d) beat about the bush

Quiz [771]  
Choose the phrase which best completes the following sentence: "You smoked in the staff room. …, you broke a strict rule".
a) In other words
b) In spite of that
c) For a change
d) Frankly speaking

Quiz [772]  
Choose the best alternative to complete the following sentence: "One good mark in a series of bad performances is not significant: …".
a) one swallow doesn't make a summer
b) it's a needle in a haystack
c) one swallow doesn't make spring
d) it's a cat out of the bag

Quiz [773]  
Choose the best alternative to complete the following sentence: "A teacher’s attitude should always be encouraging: never let a student …".
a) lose heart
b) make a mountain out of a mole-hill
c) paint the town red
d) play fast and loose

Quiz [774]  
Choose the best alternative to fill in the blank: "When the principal is not in, there's an … message on her answering machine".
a) out-of-office
b) away-for-the-moment
c) in-pause
d) ask-the-secretary

Quiz [775]  
Choose the best alternative to fill in the blank: "An educator never … anyone".
a) looks down on
b) gets on well with
c) sets in for
d) puts up with

Quiz [776]  
Choose the right alternative to complete the following sentence: "If it allows only one correct answer to each item, it is a/an …".
a) objective test
b) closed quiz
c) normal score
d) multiple question

Quiz [777]  
Choose the right phrase to fill in the blank: "Education, ..., is any act or experience that has a formative effect on the mind, character, or physical ability of an individual".
a) in the widest sense
b) all over
c) every now and then
d) as a meaning

Quiz [778]  
Choose the correct word to fill in the blank: "A school ... is used to transport students who cannot walk to school".
a) bus
b) van
c) limousine
d) carriage

Quiz [779]  
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "Last March 17th was an ... holiday. The 150th anniversary of any event only happens once!".
a) unprecedented
b) unexpected
c) irregular
d) anomalous

Quiz [780]  
Choose the correct verb to fill in the blank: "Some children living in poor districts haven’t seen the Coliseum: they have never ... to the centre of Rome".
a) been
b) visited
c) passed
d) gone in

Quiz [781]  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: "Statistics are very useful to interpret test ... correctly".
a) scores
b) points
c) votes
d) tasks

Quiz [782]  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: "A school ... is given to families at the end of each term".
a) report
b) page
c) statement
d) paper
Quiz [783]
Choose the right word to fill in the blank: "As it corresponds to both the running of an organization and the people in charge of it, … is an ambiguous term".
   a) management
   b) gesture
   c) business
   d) direction

Quiz [784]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: "Jeremy Harmer (username-harmer), the ELT (English Language Teaching) guru, … about 4,000 people on Twitter".
   a) is followed by
   b) is followed from
   c) is following by
   d) is following from

Quiz [785]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right word to fit into the blank: "Software such as Skype can be used for … sessions with colleagues all around the world for free".
   a) brainstorming
   b) thoughtstorming
   c) headstorming
   d) mindstorming

Quiz [786]
Which sentence is correct?
   a) The social networking site Facebook is often used to create groups for people with similar interests
   b) The social networking site Facebook is often used to creating groups for people with similar interests
   c) The social networking site Facebook is often using to create groups for people with similar interests
   d) The social networking site Facebook is often use to create groups for people with similar interests

Quiz [787]
What is "podcasting"?
   a) A podcast is an audio or video file that is stored on the Internet and downloaded to a computer and/or mobile device
   b) A podcast is an audio or video file that is stored on the Internet and downloading to a computer and/or mobile device
   c) A podcast is an audio or video file that is stored on the Internet and loaded to a computer and/or mobile device
   d) A podcast is an audio or video file that is stored on the Internet and uploaded to a computer and/or mobile device

Quiz [788]
Choose the word which best completes the following sentence: "The open source browsers Firefox and Chrome are becoming more and more popular as people want safer and faster ways to … the Internet".
   a) surf
   b) look
   c) cross
   d) sail

Quiz [789]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "The use of employment agencies … more and more popular as they allow companies and organizations to hire staff on a short term basis".

a) has become  
b) have become  
c) is become  
d) became

Quiz [790]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right word to fit into the blank: 
"… is any type of abuse that is based on a person's sex, race, colour, religion, national origin, age, socio-economic status, physical or other disabilities".

a) Harassment  
b) Stalking  
c) Disturbing  
d) Mobbing

Quiz [791]
Which sentence is correct?

a) Human Resource Management is the management of an organization's employees  
b) Human Resource Management is the organization of an employees management  
c) Human Resource Management is the organization of management employees  
d) Human Resource Management is the organization of a management employees

Quiz [792]
What does "notice period" mean?

a) The period of time you must continue working before you can leave a job  
b) The time when an organization releases information to the press and news agencies  
c) The period when organizations look for new employees  
d) The period of time you must work before you are offered a permanent contract

Quiz [793]
Look at the following sentence and choose the correct alternative to fit into the blank: 
"The Human Resources Department is generally responsible for the … of staff and personnel".

a) hiring and firing  
b) giving jobs and sacking  
c) giving jobs and firing  
d) hire and sack

Quiz [794]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right alternative to fit into the blank: 
"You … be an expert in ICT in order to register with an eTwinning project".

a) don't have to  
b) mustn't to  
c) mustn't  
d) shouldn't

Quiz [795]
Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate option: 
"When you want to join a new group or organisation, it is often necessary to fill in a/an …".

a) application form  
b) joining letter
c) joining module
d) application memo

Quiz [796]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right phrase to fit into the blank: "There are several ways of … with schools in different countries".
   a) getting in touch
   b) putting in contact
   c) put in contact
   d) get in touch

Quiz [797]
Look at the following sentence and choose the right verb form to fit into the blank: "The general criteria for … a European 'Label' award are agreed at continental level".
   a) winning
   b) to win
   c) win
   d) to winning

Quiz [798]
Which sentence is correct?
   a) A European Language Portfolio is a document in which learners can record their language learning and cultural experiences
   b) A European Language Portfolio is a document in which learners can recording their learning language and cultural experiences
   c) A European Language Portfolio is a document in which learners can to record their learning language and cultural experiences
   d) A European Language Portfolio is a document in which learners can record their learning language and cultural experiences

Quiz [799]
In the context of education, what does "best practice" mean?
   a) The implementation of methods and techniques that are successfully used by people or organisations
   b) The repetition of a single idea until it is proven to work
   c) A competition to see which team or individual is the best
   d) The copy of good ideas from other people or organisations

Quiz [800]
Choose the alternative which best completes the following sentence: "A language portfolio can be useful for both … and potential employers".
   a) job seekers
   b) job finders
   c) work lookers
   d) work finders

Quiz [801]
Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "European funds are available for … awareness of the importance of linguistic skills and developing language learning, and teaching materials".
   a) raising
   b) raised
   c) have raised
Choose the right word to complete the following sentence: "The European Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme enables people to take part in stimulating learning …".

a) experiences
b) benchmarks
c) endorsements
d) drafts

Fill in the blank: "… is the weather like today?".

a) What
b) Where
c) Why
d) When

Look at the following sentence and choose the right word to fit into the blank: "Progress towards the Lisbon objectives in education is going through a … time".

a) challenging
b) challenge
c) challenger
d) challenged

Look at the following sentence and choose the right verb form to fit into the blank: "Computers and the Internet will become an integral part of our learning process if current trends …".

a) continue
b) continues
c) would continue
d) will continue

Look at the following sentence and choose the right word to fit into the blank: "Whiteboards, projectors and computer screens can all help … learners, who usually enjoy reading and prefer to see the words that they are learning".

a) visual
b) impulsive
c) reflective
d) auditory

What is an "auditory learner"?

a) Someone who prefers hearing and speaking as a main way of learning
b) Someone who learns by touching and manipulating objects
c) Someone who is more concerned with speaking fluently than speaking accurately
d) Someone who likes to concentrate on the details of language, such as writing and reading
Fill in the blank by using the most appropriate alternative: "There are many … to help learners understand which type of learner they are".

a) online surveys  
b) Internet interrogations  
c) online competitions  
d) Internet questions

Quiz [809]

Fill in the blank by using the right verb form: "Italian Education Minister, Stefania Giannini, claims new reforms … millions of euros".

a) save  
b) saves  
c) has saved  
d) were saving

Quiz [810]

Choose the best alternative to complete the following sentence: "As competition in the job market increases, it will become increasingly important for young people to continue their education and …".

a) to get a degree  
b) to degree themselves  
c) to make a career  
d) to reach a diploma

Quiz [811]

Choose the best alternative to fill in the gap: "Our personal information … social media companies in order to target us with specific Internet advertising".

a) is analysed by  
b) is analysed from  
c) are analysed from  
d) are analysed by

Quiz [812]

Which sentence is correct?

a) A number of Internet sites admit that some applications pass personal information to marketers without the users' knowledge  
b) A number of Internet sites admit that some applications pass information personal to marketers without the users' knowledge  
c) A number of Internet sites admit that some applications personal information pass to marketers without the users' knowledge  
d) A number of Internet sites admit that some personal information pass applications to marketers without the users' knowledge

Quiz [813]

Choose the correct word to fill in the gap: "Several multinational companies, such as Sony, have felt the heat from … over the last few months".

a) hackers  
b) nerds  
c) trolls  
d) flammers

Quiz [814]
Choose the right alternative to fill in the gap: "The first trade unions … founded around the time of the Industrial Revolution".

a) were  
b) have been  
c) has been  
d) was

Quiz [815]  
Choose the right word to complete the following sentence: "The main focus of trade unions is to organize, maintain or improve the conditions of the workers' …".

a) employment  
b) employed  
c) employer  
d) employee

Quiz [816]  
Which sentence is correct?

a) A trade union is an organised association of workers formed to protect and further their rights and interests  
b) A trade union is an organised association formed of workers to protect and further their rights and interests  
c) A trade union is an association organised of workers formed to protect and further their rights and interests  
d) A trade union is an organised of workers association formed to protect and further their rights and interests

Quiz [817]  
In the context of employment, what is a "strike"?

a) A form of organised protest when workers and employees refuse to work  
b) A riot  
c) The closure of schools or other public services  
d) The formation of a new political party

Quiz [818]  
In American English, a "trade union" is known as a "… union".

a) labor  
b) slave  
c) job  
d) career

Quiz [819]  
Choose the right alternative to fill in the gap: "In a multi-cultural school, there … be students whose nationality status prohibits their ability to travel abroad".

a) may  
b) must not  
c) need  
d) should

Quiz [820]  
Choose the best word to fill in the gap: "European students don't need a/an … to travel within the Schengen area".

a) visa  
b) pass  
c) licence  
d) entry
Quiz [821]
**Which sentence is correct?**
a) Who should the students travel with on a school trip?
b) With who should the students travel on a school trip?
c) With who the students should travel on a school trip?
d) Who with should the students travel on a school trip?

Quiz [822]
**In the context of travel, what does “off peak” mean?**
a) Off peak generally refers to the “cheapest” time of day to travel on public transport
b) Off peak generally refers to travelling with less than 10 people on public transport
c) Off peak generally refers to travelling with more than 10 people on public transport
d) Off peak generally refers to the “most expensive” time of day to travel on public transport

Quiz [823]
**Choose the best alternative to complete the following sentence: "An educational day trip is often known as a …".**
a) field trip
b) field vacation
c) field break
d) field holiday

Quiz [824]
**Choose the correct word or phrase to complete this sentence: "Don't buy that jacket: it's … for you".**
a) too big
b) too much big
c) too big size
d) bigger

Quiz [825]
**Choose the right alternative to complete the following sentence: "Your purse? … in your office?".**
a) Isn't it
b) Isn't
c) Aren't
d) Haven't you

Quiz [826]
**Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: "The busy terminal is now returning …".**
a) to normal
b) normally
c) to the norm
d) to the normal

Quiz [827]
**Which of the following is not a place in a house?**
a) Chicken
b) Living room
c) Bathroom
d) Hall
Quiz [828]
Choose the best word to complete the following sentence: "He never knows where things are and his desk is always in such a mess! He leaves papers everywhere and is always losing his keys. He's just so …".
   a) untidy
   b) undone
   c) neat
   d) fussy

Quiz [829]
Complete the following question: "Do you know …?"
   a) whose smart-phone is this
   b) whose smart-phone this is
   c) the smart-phone to whom is
   d) the smart-phone whose this is

Quiz [830]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "I am not leaving; I am not staying here … longer".
   a) any
   b) some
   c) few
   d) never

Quiz [831]
Choose the right alternative to complete this sentence: "Several people … his suggestion and some emails were exchanged about this".
   a) responded to
   b) replied
   c) answered him
   d) told

Quiz [832]
Choose the right option to complete this sentence: "Sorry, Sandra isn't here at the moment; she's …".
   a) gone out
   b) been away
   c) went home
   d) came back

Quiz [833]
Fill in the blank: "Why … some plants for your flat?"
   a) don't you get
   b) you don't get
   c) don't get you
   d) don't they get

Quiz [834]
Choose the right alternative to complete this sentence: "My brother's housewife … thirty-five".
   a) is
b) is old

c) aged

d) have

Quiz [835]
Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: "To improve our balance of payments, we must increase productivity and … expenditure".

a) cut down on
b) pull lower
c) put under
d) drop out of

Quiz [836]
Which alternative CANNOT be used to complete the following sentence? "The Prime Minister had to … his talks with world leaders to return to the capital".

a) back out
b) put off
c) break off
d) interrupt

Quiz [837]
Fill in the blank: "I don't need a lift, I have got … own car".

a) my
b) an
c) mine
d) the

Quiz [838]
One way to describe "dishonest accountancy" is "creative accountancy". Which of these idiomatic phrases means the same?

a) To cook the books
b) To pull the strings
c) To bite the bullet
d) To beat the books

Quiz [839]
Which of the following is not a member of the family?

a) Cushion
b) Uncle
c) Niece
d) Grand-daughter

Quiz [840]
Choose the best word to complete the following sentence: "She knows how to get on with people and does all the right things; she is really terribly …".

a) sensible
b) shy
c) moody
d) selfish
Choose the right word or phrase to begin the following sentence: "... I manage to get through all the letters I have to write this morning, I'll be able to start working on the new project this afternoon".

a) As long as  
b) Whether  
c) However  
d) Since

Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "How many questions ... in this test?".

a) are there  
b) they are  
c) there are  
d) are they

Choose the right alternative to complete the following: "My friend Catherine is a journalist; ... job is very interesting".

a) her  
b) she's  
c) their  
d) hers

Which question is correct?

a) What's the weather like in Rome?  
b) How does the weather in Rome?  
c) How the weather is in Rome?  
d) What's like the weather in Rome?

Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "I want to become a judge so I am studying ...".

a) law  
b) the rights  
c) right  
d) jury

Choose the right alternative to fill in the blank: "Hello, reception? ... an external line please?".

a) Can I have  
b) Would I  
c) Can have  
d) Can you give

Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "... the head of your department?".

a) Who's  
b) Which does  
c) Whose is  
d) What's
Quiz [848]
**Fill in the blank: "I'm ... university student in Tokyo".**
- a) a
- b) an
- c) the
- d) -

Quiz [849]
**If you like meeting people, what kind of a person are you?**
- a) Outgoing
- b) Self-conscious
- c) Dependable
- d) Socialist

Quiz [850]
**Choose the group of words which best completes the following sentence: "... to get to Piccadilly Circus". "About 30 minutes".**
- a) How long does it take
- b) How much does it take
- c) What long does it take
- d) How long it takes

Quiz [851]
**Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "Amsterdam is ...".**
- a) a very beautiful city
- b) the city very beautiful
- c) very beautiful city
- d) a city very beautiful

Quiz [852]
**Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "If you are going to be interviewed for a new job, you ... as much as possible about what the interview will be like. Who'll be interviewing you? Does the interview include any tests or exercises?".**
- a) should find out
- b) may find
- c) must look for
- d) have to look after

Quiz [853]
**Choose the right verb to complete this sentence: "Do you think that the government will ever ... back capital punishment".**
- a) bring
- b) fetch
- c) hold
- d) take

Quiz [854]
**Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "... to drive if you have had more than two alcoholic drinks"."
a) Are you allowed
b) Can you
c) Must you
d) Do you permit

Quiz [855]
Choose the right option to complete this question: "Does anyone know how much ... on staff per year?".
a) the department spends
b) is spending the department
c) spends the department
d) does the department spend

Quiz [856]
Choose the best word to complete the following sentence: "He said I was overweight and should go on a diet. After all the problems I've had this year, I think that is so ...!".
a) rude
b) easy-going
c) kind
d) polite

Quiz [857]
Read the following newspaper headline: "Get away for less". The article will be about:
a) a low-cost travel offer
b) increased train fares
c) online trading
d) buying a house

Quiz [858]
Choose the correct verb to complete this sentence: "My boss ... me that the report was due in by Friday".
a) reminded
b) remembered
c) said
d) recalled

Quiz [859]
Choose the correct verb to complete this sentence: "Do you prefer to ... the air conditioning on while you are working?".
a) keep
b) hold
c) take
d) go

Quiz [860]
Choose the correct word to complete this sentence: "I'd like to take six months off work and go on a ... round the world".
a) journey
b) travel
c) travelling
d) trips
Quiz [861]
Which of the following is not a school subject?
   a) Story
   b) Chemistry
   c) Physics
   d) Maths

Quiz [862]
Choose the best word to complete this sentence: "On my first trip abroad, I lived for a month … a
German family".
   a) with
   b) by
   c) at
   d) on

Quiz [863]
Choose the correct conjunction to complete this sentence: "... I like Caroline personally, I don't think
she is the person best qualified for the job".
   a) Although
   b) Nevertheless
   c) Despite
   d) However

Quiz [864]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "Why don't you buy yourself some new clothes? If you
know you look good, you ... more confident".
   a) will definitely feel
   b) will no doubt be felt
   c) would hardly feel
   d) would certainly have felt

Quiz [865]
Choose the correct option to complete this sentence: "The manager thinks we should accept the
contract and I ...".
   a) agree
   b) was agreed
   c) agreeable
   d) am agree

Quiz [866]
Fill in the gap with the correct option: "I do ... work at home".
   a) a lot of
   b) lot
   c) lot of
   d) a lot

Quiz [867]
Choose the correct verb form to fill in the blank: "Who ... this afternoon? I heard that someone was
looking for me".
   a) rang
b) rung
c) rings
d) did ring

Quiz [868]
Choose the correct verb form to fill in the blank: "I wish I … the small print before I signed the contract".
a) had read
b) would have read
c) read
d) would read

Quiz [869]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "By yesterday night all the forms … to the Commission".
a) had been sent
b) are gone
c) we send
d) were transmitting

Quiz [870]
Complete the following sentence with the correct alternative: "… left after the tourist office and you will see the Marine Hotel on the right".
a) Turn
b) Turn on
c) Take
d) Go to

Quiz [871]
Choose the word which correctly completes the following sentence: "Did you see the … for a sports journalist in yesterday's newspaper?".
a) advertisement
b) slogan
c) header
d) blurb

Quiz [872]
Choose the verb which correctly completes the following sentence: "The passing of this law marks the first step on a road that we hope will … to greater prosperity for all".
a) lead
b) move
c) take
d) bring

Quiz [873]
Choose the alternative which correctly completes the following sentence: "The company … in the red for some years when it was forced to close down".
a) had already been operating
b) already operating
c) was already operated
d) has already operated
Choose the alternative which correctly completes the following question: "Could you … date of birth, please?".
a) tell me your
b) say to me
c) say me your
d) tell to me

Choose the alternative which correctly completes the following sentence: "He's worked in this department …".
a) for a long time
b) since five years
c) when he was 30
d) from 2000 to 2004

Choose the alternative which correctly completes the following sentence: "You … send the original documents, a photocopy will do".
a) don't have to
b) don't need
c) couldn't
d) mustn't

Choose the correct phrase to begin this question: "… money did the government ask them for?".
a) How much
b) A lot of
c) How many
d) Too much

Choose the correct alternative to begin this question: "… to do the training program face-to-face or online?".
a) Is it cheaper
b) Is cheaper
c) Cost less
d) Is it more cheap

Choose the alternative which correctly completes the following sentence: "I have … admiration for working mothers".
a) nothing but
b) nothing than
c) none but
d) nothing other as

Choose the right verb to complete this sentence: "The chancellor said that every child born after September 2002 … a gift of £250 at birth".
a) would receive  
b) would be got  
c) would present  
d) would have given

Quiz [881]  
Choose the best alternative to complete this sentence: "The first thing we need to do is to find … location".  
a) a suitable  
b) a right  
c) a fitful  
d) an adapted

Quiz [882]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "Her sister is expecting a baby in June, so they … a holiday this year".  
a) won’t be having  
b) going to get  
c) is going to have  
d) haven’t

Quiz [883]  
Which sentence means the same as the following? "The train leaves at 8.35".  
a) The train leaves at twenty-five to nine  
b) The train leaves at nine minus twenty-five  
c) The train leaves at twenty-five past eight  
d) The train leaves at thirty-five minutes to eight

Quiz [884]  
Choose the correct phrase to start this sentence: "… Nagoya is in Japan".  
a) I think  
b) My opinion  
c) Supposed  
d) According to mine

Quiz [885]  
Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "Working in the office … dealing with the public".  
a) isn't as tiring as  
b) is as tired than  
c) isn't tiring as  
d) is more tired than

Quiz [886]  
Choose the correct option to complete this sentence: "It rained all last weekend … we didn't go to the seaside".  
a) so  
b) by  
c) though  
d) because
You are telephoning Dr. Watson. What do you say when her secretary answers the phone?

a) Good morning, may I speak to Dr. Watson, please?
b) Good morning, can I speak Dr. Watson, please?
c) Good morning, am I speaking Dr. Watson, please?
d) Good morning, do I speak with Dr. Watson, please?

Choose the correct phrase to start this sentence: "... I listened to a football match on the radio".

a) Yesterday evening
b) Tomorrow night
c) Next week
d) The last night

You are at an office party with your husband and encounter a senior colleague who hasn't met your husband before. What do you say?

a) May I introduce you to my husband?
b) Do you like to meet my husband?
c) Would you mind knowing my husband?
d) Let me present you with my husband

Which of the following sentences is NOT correct?

a) He was redundant because he argued with the boss
b) He was given the sack because he was always late for work
c) He was dismissed for molesting female members of staff
d) He was fired for stealing from his employer

Choose the right alternative to complete this sentence: "There's ... speculation about who will become the new leader of the Labour Party when the Prime Minister retires".

a) too much
b) very
c) a lot
d) many

Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "I like ... news on the radio in the morning".

a) listening to the
b) to listen
c) listening
d) listen to

Choose the correct verb form to complete this sentence: "I think the company's ... a busy year next year".

a) going to have
b) had
c) has
Quiz [894]
Choose the correct verb form to complete this sentence: "Last Monday the Parliament unanimously … the new legislation".
   a) passed
   b) have passed
   c) were passing
   d) was passed

Quiz [895]
Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "Tomorrow morning I … the 6.30 train to Dublin to attend a European conference on world poverty".
   a) am getting
   b) shall go
   c) have taken
   d) going to take

Quiz [896]
Which alternative CANNOT be used to complete this sentence? "Omega Systems announced that it did not support the criminal prosecution of a Russian hacker … last week".
   a) kept
   b) taken into custody
   c) arrested
   d) captured

Quiz [897]
Complete correctly the following sentence: "The budget for next year hasn't been finalized …".
   a) yet
   b) already
   c) always
   d) still

Quiz [898]
Which alternative CANNOT be used as a synonym for 'prevents' in the following newspaper headline?
"France prevents plan to sell arms to African states".
   a) helps
   b) stops
   c) interferes with
   d) blocks

Quiz [899]
Choose the correct verb form to complete this sentence: "Everyone … pay taxes".
   a) has to
   b) have to
   c) doesn't have
   d) don't have

Quiz [900]
Choose the correct word to complete this sentence: "Veronica has three …, Barbara, Helen and Peter".
a) children
b) child
c) sons
d) daughters

Quiz [901]
Complete correctly the following sentence: "I'm quite an ambitious person; I want … general manager in a few years' time".
a) to become
b) that I become
c) becoming
d) I become

Quiz [902]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Angela told me … was said at the meeting".
a) what
b) that
c) who
d) which

Quiz [903]
Choose the right alternative to complete this sentence: "James Chan doesn't live in Hong Kong any…".
a) more
b) time
c) where
d) long

Quiz [904]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "You … the meeting yesterday; it was very important".
a) shouldn't have missed
b) needn't have missed
c) mustn't miss
d) oughtn't to miss

Quiz [905]
Complete correctly the following sentence: "She asked me what …".
a) was the new supervisor like
b) the new supervisor is like
c) was like the new supervisor
d) like the new supervisor was

Quiz [906]
Choose the correct phrase to complete this sentence: "The manager said that all personal telephone calls …".
a) had to be paid for
b) must have paid for
c) should have paid
d) might have to pay
Quiz [907]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "There … a considerable amount of consolidation among suppliers".
   a) has been   b) were   c) going to be   d) was going

Quiz [908]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Large factories are … to produce several models".
   a) able   b) experiencing   c) expert   d) cleverly

Quiz [909]
Fill in the blank with the correct preposition: "I never work … Sundays".
   a) on   b) for   c) in   d) at

Quiz [910]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "I have worked here … 2000".
   a) since   b) from   c) as   d) for

Quiz [911]
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "How much progress … you made so far?".
   a) have   b) might   c) did   d) has

Quiz [912]
Complete correctly the following question: "What are you good …?".
   a) at   b) for   c) on   d) in

Quiz [913]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Did you agree to take … the job?".
   a) on   b) at   c) for   d) in
Quiz [914]
**Complete the following question with the correct alternative: "When you first arrived, what was the business ...?".**
- a) like
- b) about
- c) for
- d) around

Quiz [915]
**Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "We seem to be ... for bankruptcy!".**
- a) heading
- b) concentrating
- c) aiding
- d) dreaming

Quiz [916]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "She can't stand ... by herself!".**
- a) working
- b) worked
- c) to work
- d) work

Quiz [917]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "Firms can avoid ... middle managers".**
- a) paying
- b) to pay
- c) paid
- d) pay

Quiz [918]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb: "The company is thinking about ... some managers".**
- a) removing
- b) disposing
- c) disrupting
- d) rubbing

Quiz [919]
**Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Ian speaks much ... than Roger".**
- a) better
- b) worsen
- c) well
- d) good

Quiz [920]
**Fill in the blank with the appropriate word: "We shall make the payment in due ...".**
- a) course
- b) time
- c) weather
- d) space
Quiz [921]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "I don't suppose I could have a glass of water, …?".
   a) could I
   b) I suppose
   c) couldn't I
   d) do I

Quiz [922]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "She's a … nicer person than I thought she was".
   a) much
   b) such
   c) very
   d) quite

Quiz [923]
Choose the correct phrase to start this sentence: "… other market possibilities, he mentioned a promising deal".
   a) While we were discussing
   b) Suddenly he'd mentioned
   c) During our discussion
   d) While we are having

Quiz [924]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "As it was getting late, we … to go".
   a) decided
   b) decide
   c) deciding
   d) take the decision

Quiz [925]
Choose the right alternative to start this question: "… against the euro in the past month?".
   a) Has the dollar fallen
   b) Is the dollar risen
   c) Will the dollar weaken
   d) Would the dollar fall

Quiz [926]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "… to Mr. Kovac, haven't you?"
   a) You've already spoken
   b) He's still speaking
   c) You already spoke
   d) You'll speak again

Quiz [927]
Complete the following sentence with the appropriate phrase: "The higher the discount, …".
   a) the more you save
   b) as higher the savings
   c) ever higher the savings
   d) the more we pay
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "First of all, you'll have to ... that the signature on these documents is genuine".
   a) make sure
   b) do
   c) accord
   d) comply

Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "What do you like ... in your spare time?".
   a) doing
   b) do
   c) to doing
   d) being done

Complete the following sentence with the correct verb: "Everybody ... her for saving the old man from drowning".
   a) praised
   b) prohibited
   c) congratulations
   d) accused

Choose the correct alternative to complete this question: "How ... did it cost?".
   a) much
   b) -
   c) many
   d) long

Choose the correct alternative to complete this sentence: "Neither you ... Tom should use that knife!".
   a) nor
   b) neither
   c) either
   d) or

Choose the correct alternative to start this sentence: "... signing the contract he made a phone call".
   a) Before
   b) After he had
   c) Since he'll be
   d) Before he is

Choose the correct alternative to 'if clause' with the correct form of 'to be': "I ... really grateful if you could answer my question".
   a) would be
   b) am
   c) have been
   d) would have been
Quiz [935]
*Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "The company took … shortly after the deal".*

a) over
b) down
c) up
d) out

Quiz [936]
*Complete correctly the following sentence: "He works very, very …".*

a) carefully
b) likely
c) in a caring way
d) careful

Quiz [937]
*Fill in the blank with the right option: "I don't work in this sector and … does she!".*

a) neither
b) nor
c) even
d) either

Quiz [938]
*Fill in the blank with the appropriate verb form: "He … here since 1978, and he's still with us".*

a) has worked
b) had worked
c) worked
d) had been working

Quiz [939]
*Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "They sold their house … they could buy a boat".*

a) so that
b) to allow
c) for that
d) in order

Quiz [940]
*Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "Do you really enjoy … that sort of music?".*

a) listening to
b) listen to
c) listening
d) to listen

Quiz [941]
*Complete the following 'if clause' using the correct alternative: "If this rain … soon, we'll run around and go back home".*

a) doesn't stop
b) isn't stopping
c) won't stop
d) don't stop
Quiz [942]
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "I've never ... anything like it before".
a) seen
b) to see
c) saw
d) see

Quiz [943]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "The door of the plane is open; is everybody ready? Ok, ... jump!".
a) let's
b) let you
c) let's go
d) let

Quiz [944]
Complete the sentence using the correct adverb: "I've asked the waiter for the bill, but he hasn't brought it ...".
a) yet
b) still
c) already
d) now

Quiz [945]
Complete the following sentence with the correct alternative: "I haven't heard the news ...".
a) today
b) yesterday
c) at one o'clock
d) last night

Quiz [946]
Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "There's a choice of two colours; you can buy them in ... red or green".
a) either
b) both
c) or
d) whether

Quiz [947]
Choose the alternative which best completes the following sentence: "You ... have a driver's license to ride a bike".
a) don't need to
b) shouldn't
c) mustn't
d) aren't allowed to

Quiz [948]
Fill in the gap with the correct word or phrase: "A flashlight is a battery-powered light ... you can carry around with you".
Choose the adverb which best completes the following sentence: "It wasn't too bad; I was able to answer most of the questions ...".
   a) easily
   b) carefully
   c) quietly
   d) clearly

Fill in the gap with the correct form of the verb: "The dish is normally ... at Christmas time".
   a) eaten
   b) eat
   c) eating
   d) ate

Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "All boarding passes ... to the flight attendant before boarding".
   a) must be given
   b) must have given
   c) must be giving
   d) must give

Fill in the blank with the correct preposition: "The cottage is ... fire".
   a) on
   b) at
   c) up
   d) in

Fill in the gap with the right form of the verb: "She suggested I ... you a call".
   a) give
   b) will give
   c) giving
   d) to give

Choose the correct alternative to start the following sentence: "... is bad for you".
   a) Smoking
   b) To smoke
   c) Having smoked
   d) The smoking

Fill in the blank with the right phrase: "I want ... to the store".

Quiz [949]
Quiz [950]
Quiz [951]
Quiz [952]
Quiz [953]
Quiz [954]
Quiz [955]
a) you to go
b) that you went
c) you'd go
d) who you go

Quiz [956]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "I usually enjoy ... to training courses".
a) going
b) for going
c) to go
d) go

Quiz [957]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "I'll ... have to go to Hong Kong next month for a meeting".
a) probably
b) perhaps
c) maybe
d) might

Quiz [958]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "What time ... we start work?". "Let's start at about nine o'clock".
a) shall
b) would
c) are
d) did

Quiz [959]
Choose the correct adverb to complete the following sentence: "We've delivered it, but we haven't installed it ...".
a) yet
b) still
c) already
d) now

Quiz [960]
Choose the correct phrase to complete the following sentence: "I'm checking the translation; I've found three spelling mistakes ...".
a) so far
b) as long
c) so many
d) as now

Quiz [961]
Choose the correct phrase to fill in the blank: "I'm responsible ... with complaints".
a) for dealing
b) to dealing
c) for deal
d) to deal
Quiz [962]
Fill in the gap with the correct modal verb: "Perhaps we … check the figures again to make sure we haven't made any mistakes".
  a) should
  b) shall
  c) ought
  d) must

Quiz [963]
Choose the correct phrase to start the following request: "… signing here, please?".
  a) Would you mind
  b) Would you care
  c) Would you like
  d) Would you want

Quiz [964]
Choose the right phrase to fill in the blank: "Planes travel … than trains, but getting on and off planes at airports is very slow".
  a) more quickly
  b) more quick
  c) the quickest
  d) less quickly

Quiz [965]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "The company spent over six million dollars on improving safety. The scheme was a big success. Now, the firm has … accidents".
  a) fewer
  b) more
  c) little
  d) lesser

Quiz [966]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "All the hydrochloric acid … in this tank".
  a) is stored
  b) is storing
  c) is store
  d) are store

Quiz [967]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Before … the letter we ought to contact the client".
  a) writing
  b) to write
  c) we have written
  d) we are writing

Quiz [968]
Fill in the blank with the appropriate verb form: "I'd ask if I … you!".
  a) were
  b) has been
  c) was
d) had been

Quiz [969]
**Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "I wish it … rain!".**

a) would  
b) had  
c) will  
d) may

Quiz [970]
**Fill in the gap with the correct preposition: "He's very good … languages!".**

a) at  
b) about  
c) on  
d) in

Quiz [971]
**Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "I regret … my job".**

a) leaving  
b) to leave  
c) left  
d) the leaving

Quiz [972]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "When they got to the station, the train … already left!".**

a) had  
b) had been  
c) was  
d) has

Quiz [973]
**Fill in the blanks with the right alternatives: "It's … since I last … them!".**

a) years; saw  
b) months; will see  
c) a lot; seen  
d) much; would see

Quiz [974]
**Choose the correct adjective to fill in the blank: "He's terribly …; he doesn't remember anything you tell him".**

a) forgetful  
b) easygoing  
c) stable  
d) outgoing

Quiz [975]
**Choose the correct verb form to fill in the blank: "If I … I'd tell you right now".**

a) knew  
b) to know  
c) know
d) had known

Quiz [976]
Select the right alternative to fill in the gap: "No names have yet ... made".
a) been 
b) to 
c) had 
d) being

Quiz [977]
Select the right alternative to fill in the blank: "A new wall ... built".
a) is being 
b) has 
c) is been 
d) have been

Quiz [978]
Select the right alternative to fill in the blank: "The man was ... for questioning".
a) detained 
b) traumatised 
c) away 
d) drunk

Quiz [979]
Complete the following sentence with the correct passive form of the verb: "Some new shares have just ...".
a) been issued 
b) being issued 
c) had issued 
d) been issuing

Quiz [980]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "The race was ... due to the bad weather".
a) called off 
b) spiced up 
c) done up 
d) enlivened

Quiz [981]
Select the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "She's the ... intelligent of the girls".
a) least 
b) less 
c) best 
d) more

Quiz [982]
Select the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "He ... it!".
a) made me do 
b) made me to do 
c) made me done
d) made me doing

Quiz [983]
Select the correct alternative to start the following sentence: "... you nor your wife will have to work this weekend!".
a) Neither  
b) Nor  
c) Either  
d) Not

Quiz [984]
Fill in the gap with the correct form of the 'future in the past': "I knew you ... up!".
a) wouldn't show  
b) didn't show  
c) won't show  
d) wouldn't have showed

Quiz [985]
Select the correct alternative to complete the following 'if clause': "If she caught the 7.30 flight, she ...".
a) would arrive on time  
b) would have arrived on time  
c) will arrive on time  
d) was arrived on time

Quiz [986]
Select the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "If you ..., I would understand you much better".
a) spoke up  
b) had spoken up  
c) were speaking up  
d) will speak up

Quiz [987]
Select the correct alternative to start the following sentence: "... if he doesn't call you by tomorrow afternoon."
a) I'll let you know  
b) I'd have let you know  
c) I'd let you know  
d) I'll have let you know

Quiz [988]
Choose the right alternative to complete the following 'if clause': "If you don't write down the date and time of the message, ...".
a) Tony will never know  
b) Tony would never know  
c) Tony never knows  
d) Tony never knew

Quiz [989]
Choose the correct option to fill in the blank: "I wish she ... married me then".
a) had
b) has  
c) was  
d) were

Quiz [990]  
Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "She admitted to … the handbag".  
a) stealing  
b) stolen  
c) stole  
d) steal

Quiz [991]  
Choose the correct 'question tag' to complete the following sentence: "Shut the door on your way out, …?".  
a) will you  
b) did you  
c) can you  
d) do you

Quiz [992]  
Complete the following 'idiomatic expression' correctly: "Of course! It goes without …".  
a) saying  
b) doing  
c) telling  
d) speaking

Quiz [993]  
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "Leave everything as it …".  
a) is  
b) will  
c) might  
d) could

Quiz [994]  
Fill in the gap with the right verb form: "What about … out?".  
a) going  
b) to go  
c) go  
d) gone

Quiz [995]  
Choose the correct 'question tag' to complete the following sentence: "Let's go out, …".  
a) shall we?  
b) do we?  
c) shan't we?  
d) don't we?

Quiz [996]  
Choose the right verb to complete the following sentence: "Telling lies never …".  
a) pays
Quiz [997]
Choose the right adjective to complete the following sentence: "She can't play the piano! In fact, she's ...".
a) hopeless
b) sly
c) artful
d) cunning

Quiz [998]
Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "I do hope she's … time!".
a) on
b) out
c) over
d) at

Quiz [999]
Complete the following sentence correctly: "Of all my friends, Andrew is the one I like the …".
a) most
b) less
c) more
d) better

Quiz [1000]
Complete the following sentence using the appropriate word: "In the US, shares are also known as ...".
a) stocks
b) securities
c) assets
d) bonds

Quiz [1001]
Complete the following sentence using the right alternative: "If you buy shares you become a ...".
a) stockholder
b) bonded person
c) sparring partner
d) shared man

Quiz [1002]
Choose the correct verb form to complete the following 'idiomatic expression': "It's no use … over spilt milk!".
a) crying
b) to cry
c) having cried
d) cry

Quiz [1003]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following expression: "The more the ...".
a) better
b) most
c) best
d) less

Quiz [1004]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following 'short answer': "Does she play basket?". "Yes, she ...".
a) does
b) do
c) can
d) did

Quiz [1005]
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "Roger ... badminton since 12 o'clock".
a) has been playing
b) played
c) had played
d) has been played

Quiz [1006]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following answer: "Would you like a drink?". "Yes, ...".
a) please
b) thanks
c) welcome
d) all right

Quiz [1007]
Complete the following sentence using the correct verb form: "I was leaving the house when my father ...".
a) showed up
b) had got back
c) would show up
d) had showed up

Quiz [1008]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "I have never ... the Andes".
a) visited
b) been
c) went to
d) gone

Quiz [1009]
Fill in the blank with the correct 'phrasal verb': "He's a good man; they all ... him".
a) look up to
b) look out to
c) look into
d) look at

Quiz [1010]
Complete the following sentence using the correct phrase: "If you are not in the sun, you are ...".

a) in the shade
b) at sea
c) in the shadow
d) on the moon

Quiz [1011]

Choose the correct 'question tag' to complete the following sentence: "He won't be here, ...".

a) will he?
b) shan't he?
c) does he?
d) would he?

Quiz [1012]

Which alternative can complete the sentence correctly? "You can stay out late ... that you go with your elder brother".

a) provided
b) when
c) even
d) however

Quiz [1013]

"We want to throw a party before summer vacation". What is the right translation?

a) Vogliamo organizzare una festa prima delle vacanze estive
b) Vogliamo cancellare la festa prima delle vacanze estive
c) Vogliamo fissare una data per la festa prima delle vacanze estive
d) Vogliamo andare a una festa prima delle vacanze estive

Quiz [1014]

"What do these initials stand for?". Select the right translation.

a) Che cosa significano queste iniziali?
b) Cosa fanno per sé prima di tutto?
c) Fa qualcosa per sé prima di iniziare?
d) Qual è il principio di tutto?

Quiz [1015]

"That theory will never hold water". What is the right translation?

a) Quella teoria non reggerà mai
b) È una teoria inutile
c) Quella teoria non piacerà mai a nessuno
d) Quella teoria non sarà mai pubblicata

Quiz [1016]

"Did you know that Maria has been hanging out with Steve?". Select the right translation.

a) Sapevi che Maria frequenta Steve?
b) Sapevi che Maria fuori casa non parla con Steve?
c) Sapevi che Maria e Steve vivono fuori casa?
d) Hai saputo che Maria ha cacciato Steve fuori di casa?
"You look puzzled". What is the right translation?

a) Sembri confusa
b) Guarda questo puzzle
c) Appari come una persona difficile
d) Sei stanco

Quiz [1018]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "... you be so kind as ... the window?".**

a) Would; to open
b) Should; opening
c) Could; open
d) Will; to open

Quiz [1019]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "... the play is set in Italy, ... the characters are Italian".**

a) Although; few of
b) However; little of
c) Though; most of
d) As; a few

Quiz [1020]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "Mr. Smith doesn't work ... Fridays or ... weekends".**

a) on; at
b) until; at
c) by; till
d) at; in

Quiz [1021]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "We have ... time but not ...".**

a) some; much
b) much; a lot
c) any; many
d) a lot of; much

Quiz [1022]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct verb forms: "I ... studied physics if the teacher ... interesting".**

a) wouldn't have; hadn't been
b) would have; hadn't been
c) wouldn't; haven't been
d) wouldn't have; was

Quiz [1023]
**Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "We look ... to ... from you".**

a) forward; hearing
b) glad; hear
c) happily; listen
d) delighted; listening

Quiz [1024]
**Fill in the gaps with the correct alternatives: "I forgot my keys, so I ... break the window and climb ...".**
a) had to; through it
b) must; through it
c) have to; across it
d) could; over it

Quiz [1025]
**Fill in the gaps using the correct options: "They have put … the meeting … next week".**
a) off; until
b) ahead; during
c) up; for
d) on; by

Quiz [1026]
**Fill in the gap using the correct 'helping verb': "The Metropolitan Police … issued a warrant for Jackson's arrest".**
a) has
b) must
c) were
d) was

Quiz [1027]
**Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "The football coach wanted to improve the … fitness".**
a) players'
b) players
c) player
d) players's

Quiz [1028]
**Fill in the blank with the right preposition: "Italian people differ … other nationalities I know".**
a) from
b) about
c) as
d) to

Quiz [1029]
**Choose the correct alternative to start this sentence: "… is very much a part of Barbara's character".**
a) Helpfulness
b) Helpful
c) Helping
d) Help

Quiz [1030]
**Fill in the blank with the correct phrase: "Jenna's coffee bar was … she decided to franchise it".**
a) so successful that
b) such successful as
c) so successful than
d) such successful which

Quiz [1031]
**Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Will you … about the job next month?".**
Quiz [1032]
Choose the right phrase to complete the following sentence: "Tomorrow I have an appointment …".

a) to have my haircut
b) to get cut my hair
c) to cut my hair
d) to have cut my hair

Quiz [1033]
Complete the following ‘if clause’ with the correct verb form: "The soccer game might have been played if the hurricane … approaching us".

a) had not been
b) has not been
c) isn't
d) wasn't

Quiz [1034]
Complete the following ‘if clause’ with the correct verb form: "If he knows the answer, he … it".

a) will repeat
b) is repeating
c) can to repeat
d) repeated

Quiz [1035]
"He threw away a chance to go to Japan". What is the right translation?

a) Ha sprecato l'occasione di andare in Giappone
b) Ha dato un'occasione a qualcuno per andare in Giappone
c) Ha invitato qualcuno ad andare in Giappone
d) Ha mandato qualcuno in Giappone

Quiz [1036]
"On second thought, your solution seems the best". What is the right translation?

a) Ripensandoci bene, la tua soluzione sembra la migliore
b) Non voglio pensare di nuovo alla tua soluzione
c) Senza pensarci due volte, la tua soluzione sembra la migliore
d) Non ho pensato a una soluzione migliore della tua

Quiz [1037]
"The milk has gone off". What is the right translation?

a) Il latte non è più buono
b) Il prezzo del latte è aumentato
c) Il latte è finito
d) Il latte è fuori dal frigorifero

Quiz [1038]
"I tried to come, but I couldn't make it". What is the right translation?
a) Ho provato a venire, ma non ce l'ho fatta
b) Potevo venire, ma non volevo farlo
c) Volevo proprio venire, ma non ce l'ho fatta
d) Sono venuto lo stesso, anche se non potevo

Quiz [1039]
"He turned up just as the meeting was ending". What is the right translation?
a) È arrivato proprio quando la riunione stava per concludersi
b) Si è voltato solo alla fine della riunione
c) Alla fine della riunione si è sentito male
d) Lui ha concluso la riunione con un riassunto

Quiz [1040]
Complete the following 'if clause' with the correct verb form: "If you had been there, we … a good time".
a) would have had
b) 'd had
c) could have
d) would have

Quiz [1041]
Fill in the gaps with the correct alternatives: "… the wedding guests … sitting and playing cards".
a) Few of; were
b) Most; was
c) A bit of; be
d) Some; were

Quiz [1042]
Complete the following 'if clause' with the correct alternatives: "If you tell … the truth, he … upset with you".
a) him; will become
b) he; will become
c) his; is becoming
d) him; is to be

Quiz [1043]
Fill in the blanks with the correct verbs: "I'm really quite lost. … you … showing me how to get out of here?".
a) Would; mind
b) Ought to; want
c) Must; mind
d) Would; be

Quiz [1044]
Fill in the gaps using the right alternatives: "… information … our company is now possible on line".
a) Obtaining; about
b) Obtain; about
c) To obtain; from
d) For obtaining; of
Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "I'm working two jobs to ... some ... money".
a) earn; extra  
b) gaining; extra  
c) gain; more  
d) win; more

Quiz [1046]
Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "She regards ... as a failure for having dropped out ... university".
a) herself; of  
b) her own self; of  
c) herself; at  
d) himself; in

Quiz [1047]
Fill in the gaps using the best alternatives: "I'm sorry, I ...; I ... about Jim".
a) wasn't concentrating; was thinking  
b) was concentrating; didn't think  
c) didn't concentrate; was thinking  
d) was thinking; was concentrating

Quiz [1048]
Fill in the gaps using the right verb forms: "I had been ... what to cook for dinner when the telephone ...".
a) wondering; rang  
b) asking; was ringing  
c) studying; rings  
d) guessing; had been ringing

Quiz [1049]
Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "The boy admitted ... the toy".
a) breaking  
b) broken  
c) to break  
d) he breaks

Quiz [1050]
Choose the correct alternative to start the following sentence: "... my family knew about my boyfriend".
a) None of  
b) No one  
c) Not any  
d) Anybody of

Quiz [1051]
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "Please, hurry up! I have to call John ... 9 o'clock".
a) by  
b) until  
c) to  
d) from
Quiz [1052]
Choose the correct 'relative pronoun' to complete the following sentence: "There was a woman ... was looking for you".
   a) who
   b) whose
   c) whom
   d) which

Quiz [1053]
Choose the correct option to complete the following sentence: "Can I give you ... advice?".
   a) some
   b) a
   c) a lot
   d) a piece

Quiz [1054]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following question: "Could you tell me ...?".
   a) how long it takes to get to Seattle
   b) how long to get to Seattle it takes
   c) how long do it take to get to Seattle
   d) how long takes it to get to Seattle

Quiz [1055]
Choose the correct verb form to fill in the blank: "Life would be much simpler if you ... worrying so much".
   a) stopped
   b) will stop
   c) have stopped
   d) stop

"I know I made a mistake, but you don't have to rub it in". Select the right translation.
   a) Lo so che ho sbagliato, ma tu non farla lunga
   b) Sapevo di sbagliare, ma l'ho fatto lo stesso
   c) Lo so che ho fatto uno sbaglio, ma tu non devi cancellarlo
   d) Sbagliando s'impara

"They went over my work with a fine-toothed comb". What is the right translation?
   a) Hanno passato al vaglio il mio lavoro
   b) Hanno continuato il mio lavoro con un pettine più fine
   c) Hanno soppresso il mio posto di lavoro con cattiveria
   d) Hanno rifatto il mio lavoro con più precisione

"She fainted, but came to shortly afterward". What is the right translation?
   a) È svenuta, ma ha ripreso conoscenza poco dopo
   b) È svenuta e poco dopo è svenuta di nuovo
   c) È svenuta, ma ricorda tutte le cose recenti
   d) È svenuta, ma non ricorda niente delle cose recenti
Quiz [1059]
“Alice is sincere through and through…”. What is the right translation?
a) Alice è del tutto sincera…
b) Alice qualche volta è sincera…
c) Alice non è completamente sincera…
d) Alice non è sempre sincera…

Quiz [1060]
“Everyone was surprised when he turned down the offer”. Select the right translation.
a) Tutti erano sorpresi quando lui ha rifiutato l'offerta
b) Si sono tutti sorpresi che la sua offerta fosse così bassa
c) Lui ha sorpreso tutti quando ha cambiato l'offerta
d) Sono rimasti tutti senza parole quando lui ha abbassato l'offerta

Quiz [1061]
“Alfred is now hanging around only with well-to-do people!”. Select the right translation.
a) Alfred frequenta solamente gente altolocata!
b) Alfred è alla ricerca di brava gente!
c) Alfred vuole conoscere gente importante e per questo viaggia molto!
d) Alfred spera un giorno d'incontrare gente che ami viaggiare!

Quiz [1062]
Fill in the blanks with the correct 'pronouns': "His ex-wife denied … access … children".
a) him; to his
b) her; its
c) to him; his
d) him; his

Quiz [1063]
Fill in the gaps with the correct alternatives: "Once a list of suitable candidates … we can contact … to arrange interviews".
a) has been drawn up; them
b) has drawn up; their
c) have been drawn up; they
d) is drew up; to them

Quiz [1064]
Fill in the blanks with the correct 'pronouns': "It’s … … I told the news".
a) he; whom
b) he; whose
c) him; who
d) his; that

Quiz [1065]
Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "The jump was such a daunting prospect that he decided … doing it".
a) against
b) on
c) about
d) off
Quiz [1066]
Complete the following 'if clause' with the correct verb forms: "If I … to university, I … the possibility to work in this field".
a) hadn't gone; wouldn't have had
b) hadn't gone; had had
c) had gone; wouldn't have
d) hadn't been; would had

Quiz [1067]
Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives: "What a year! If it weren't … you, I would never have got … it!".
a) for; through
b) with; through
c) for; to
d) about; over

Quiz [1068]
Fill in the gaps with the correct alternatives: "To … it may concern, I hereby designate Mrs. Jones … my attorney".
a) whom; as
b) who; as
c) whoever; such as
d) whom; like

Quiz [1069]
Complete the following sentence using the correct verb form: "Call me at 11 p.m.; by that time my parents …".
a) will have left
b) have left
c) will leave
d) will have been leaving

Quiz [1070]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "He's been out three days in a row. He … be here today or the boss will have his head".
a) had better
b) should
c) will better
d) would

Quiz [1071]
Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "It took me twenty minutes to realise I … in the wrong file".
a) had been looking
b) had looked
c) looked
d) have been looking

Quiz [1072]
Complete the following sentence using the right alternative: "I really regretted my mistake; it was one that I …".

a) oughtn't to have made  
b) ought not to be making  
c) have not to make  
d) mustn't make

Quiz [1073]  
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "I thought it was a waste of time … that movie".

a) seeing  
b) see  
c) seen  
d) saw

Quiz [1074]  
Choose the correct option to start the following sentence: "… her illness, Linda continued to play squash".

a) Despite  
b) Although  
c) Even though  
d) In spite

Quiz [1075]  
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "I … not to mention it".

a) was told  
b) told  
c) was telling  
d) were said

Quiz [1076]  
"The results of the test were doctored up". What's the right translation?

a) I risultati dell'esame sono stati falsificati  
b) I risultati dell'esame sono stati firmati dal dottore  
c) I risultati dell'esame sono stati mandati al dottore  
d) I risultati dell'esame sono stati pubblicati

Quiz [1077]  
"The engine is still working; so far so good". What is the right translation?

a) Il motore funziona ancora; fino ad ora è andata bene  
b) Il motore funziona; andiamo bene e lontano  
c) Il motore non funziona più; speriamo di andare lontano  
d) Il motore funziona e d'ora in poi andrà meglio

Quiz [1078]  
"I never expected him to let us down that way". Select the right translation.

a) Non mi sarei mai aspettato che lui ci deludesse così  
b) Non mi sarei mai aspettato che lui ci lasciasse in quella strada  
c) Non l'avrei mai aspettato giù per quella strada  
d) Non avrei mai aspettato il suo permesso
Quiz [1079]
"I'm sick and tired of this affair". What's the right translation?
a) Sono stufo di questo affare
b) Questo affare mi confonde
c) Sono nervoso per questo affare
d) Quest'affare mi causa malessere

Quiz [1080]
"He drove off without saying a word". What is the right translation?
a) Lui se ne andò in macchina senza dire una parola
b) Lui ha guidato la macchina in modo strano
c) Lui ha parlato poco mentre guidava
d) Lui ha guidato la macchina senza parlare

Quiz [1081]
"They set off before daybreak". Select the right translation.
a) Sono partiti prima dell'alba
b) Questa mattina hanno messo tutto in disordine
c) Sono arrabbiati da stamattina
d) Si sentono male da stamattina

Quiz [1082]
Choose the correct word to fill in the blank: "The market demand is now … due to a major slowdown".
a) stagnating
b) bright
c) looking up
d) downing

Quiz [1083]
Choose the correct alternatives to fill in the blanks: "At first, my friend didn't want to hire Wendy; since I had previously worked with Wendy, I told my friend that she … take another look at her C.V. and reconsider … for the job".
a) ought to; her
b) 'd had to; she
c) must; her
d) has to; she

Quiz [1084]
Choose the correct alternatives to fill in the gaps: "I'm really worried … you. You don't seem to care … anything anymore".
a) about; about
b) for; toward
c) toward; for
d) with; for

Quiz [1085]
Choose the correct alternatives to fill in the gaps: "When I see Chandler, … him … you said".
a) I'll tell; what
b) I tell; that
c) I'm telling; whose
d) I told; which
Choose the correct alternatives to fill in the blanks: "She felt … when she first arrived because she had … to talk to".
a) lonely; nobody
b) alone; somebody
c) alone; neither
d) lonely; anybody

Choose the best alternatives to fill in the gaps: "Well, I'd rather you … invite the Administrator, if you don't …".
a) didn't; mind
b) wouldn't; mind
c) shouldn't; care
d) -; have

Choose the best alternatives to fill in the blanks: "If only I … taller, life would be … easier".
a) were; so much
b) was; a lot of
c) am; so many
d) had been; so

Fill in the gap using the right verb form: "Red wine … to benefit circulation".
a) has been found
b) founded
c) has found
d) was being found

Fill in the blank with the right alternative.
Serena: "My daughter's been promoted to General Manager".
Tomas: "…? You must be so proud!".
a) Has she
b) Is she
c) Had she
d) Hasn't she

Fill in the blanks with the right alternatives: "My name … Viola. I … a teacher".
a) is; am
b) is; are
c) has; am
d) are; am

Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "Maggie always … elegant dresses".
a) buys
b) buies
c) is buying
d) buyes

Quiz [1093]
Choose the correct verb form to complete this sentence: "Paul is in the garden, he … some flowers".
a) is picking
b) picks
c) picking
d) pick

Quiz [1094]
Choose the right verb form to complete this sentence: "I … to any political party".
a) don't belong
b) am not belonging
c) not belong
d) doesn't belong

Quiz [1095]
Choose the correct verb form to fill in the blank: "My grandparents … a wonderful garden".
a) haven't got
b) hasn't got
c) have got not
d) don't have got

Quiz [1096]
Choose the right alternative to complete this sentence: "He … speak Korean very well".
a) can
b) cans
c) be able to
d) is able

Quiz [1097]
Choose the right 'article' to complete this sentence: "Peter is … honest man".
a) an
b) -
c) the
d) a

Quiz [1098]
Choose the correct 'demonstrative adjective' to fill in the gap: "Who is … man over there?".
a) that
b) this
c) these
d) those

Quiz [1099]
Choose the right words to complete this sentence: "I have three …: a son and two …".
a) children; daughters
b) childrens; daughter
c) childs; daughters
d) childrens; daughters

Quiz [1100]
**Choose the right verb forms to complete the following sentence: "I like … to parties and …".**
a) going; dancing
b) go; dance
c) going; dance
d) go; to dance

Quiz [1101]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) Is your brother a clerk? 
b) Catch you the train at 6.00 every morning? 
c) Don't you are a teacher? 
d) Come not to see me tomorrow?

Quiz [1102]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) Do you really have to go? 
b) Have you really to go? 
c) Do you really have going? 
d) Does you really have to go? 

Quiz [1103]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) I love red roses 
b) I love reds roses 
c) I love roses red 
d) I love roses reds

Quiz [1104]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) What a lovely girl! 
b) What lovely girl! 
c) She is a such lovely girl! 
d) What girl lovely!

Quiz [1105]
**Complete the following sentence: "I want to introduce you to Jana and … brother".**
a) her 
b) his 
c) the 
d) hers

Quiz [1106]
**Fill in the gap: "Gary and … share a very small flat in the centre".**
a) I 
b) mine 
c) me
d) my

Quiz [1107]
**Complete the following sentence using the right alternatives: "Next August they … to Paris because they want to improve … French".**

a) are going; their
b) should go; their
c) will go; theirs
d) have been going; his

Quiz [1108]
**Choose the correct alternatives to fill in the blanks: "How long … here?". "I … here … 3 years".**

a) have you lived; ’ve lived; for
b) has you lived; ’s lived; since
c) you have lived; ’ve lived; about
d) did you live; ’ve lived; from

Quiz [1109]
**Complete the following sentence using the right alternatives: "Jeff loves … music … the garage".**

a) listening to; in
b) to listen to; at
c) hearing; into
d) listening; in

Quiz [1110]
**Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: "Fred's house has 3 bedrooms and Carol's has 1. Carol's house is … Fred's".**

a) smaller than
b) not big as
c) more small than
d) smallest of

Quiz [1111]
**Find the right translation of the following sentence: "Most of the Americans I know are from California".**

a) La maggior parte degli Americani che conosco sono della California
b) La maggior parte degli Americani conoscono la California
c) Molti Americani conoscono la California
d) Molti Americani che conosco sono della California

Quiz [1112]
**Find the right translation of the following sentence: "Despite the fact that James is very rich and successful, he isn't happy".**

a) Nonostante il fatto che James sia molto ricco e di successo, non è felice
b) Non essendo molto ricco e di successo, James non è felice
c) Anche se James fosse molto ricco e di successo, non sarebbe felice
d) Quando di fatto James sarà molto ricco e di successo, lui sarà felice

Quiz [1113]
**Find the right translation of the following sentence: "Would you like me to drive you home".**

a) Vuoi che ti porti a casa?
b) Vuoi portarmi a casa?
c) Vorresti portarmi a casa?
d) Vorresti guidare fino a casa?

Quiz [1114]
Find the right translation of the following sentence: "The man who's speaking to Sarah is her new assistant".
a) L'uomo che sta parlando con Sarah è il suo nuovo assistente
b) L'uomo che vorrebbe parlare a Sarah è il suo nuovo assistente
c) L'uomo di cui sta parlando Sarah è il suo nuovo assistente
d) L'uomo che sta parlando di Sarah è il suo nuovo assistente

Quiz [1115]
Insert the correct verb form in the following sentence: "I … tomorrow at 10.30 a.m.".
a) am leaving
b) will leave
c) shall leave
d) would leave

Quiz [1116]
Insert the correct verb form to complete the following sentence: "I want to go to the cinema with my friends this evening, …?".
a) will you come
b) are you coming
c) are you going
d) will you to come

Quiz [1117]
Insert the correct verb form in the following sentence: "We … by train, but it depends on the strike".
a) are going to travel
b) going to travel
c) will to leave
d) have been going to travel

Quiz [1118]
Insert the correct verb form in the following sentence: "Johnny … all around Europe last year".
a) travelled
b) have travelled
c) had travelled
d) travel

Quiz [1119]
Insert the correct verb form in the following sentence: "I don't feel well. You had better … working".
a) stop
b) to stop
c) stopping
d) stopped

Quiz [1120]
Insert the correct verb forms in the following sentence: "He … me he … in love with Susan".
a) told; had fallen  
b) had told; had fallen  
c) told; is falling  
d) told; falls

Quiz [1121]  
**Fill in the gap with the right verb form: "Where do you keep the butter?". "The butter is … here".**  
a) kept  
b) keeped  
c) keep  
d) keept

Quiz [1122]  
**Complete the following sentence correctly: "My hair is … yours".**  
a) less curly than  
b) least curly than  
c) less curly of  
d) less curly

Quiz [1123]  
**Complete the following sentence correctly: "His … son is still at school".**  
a) eldest  
b) bigger  
c) younger  
d) the young

Quiz [1124]  
**Complete the following sentence correctly: "This is the … film I have ever seen".**  
a) worst  
b) better  
c) worstest  
d) worse

Quiz [1125]  
**Complete the following sentence correctly: "A boy of sixteen is often … his father".**  
a) as tall as  
b) tall as  
c) tall like  
d) so tall as

Quiz [1126]  
**Fill in the blanks with the right alternatives: "Joe and Ted are good friends. The … lives in England, the … lives in America".**  
a) former; latter  
b) nearest; furthest  
c) first; last  
d) first; second

Quiz [1127]  
**Complete the following sentence correctly: "She becomes … beautiful every day".**
a) more and more  
b) always more  
c) much more  
d) always much

Quiz [1128]  
Complete the following sentence correctly: "... knows what to do".  
a) Each  
b) All  
c) Every  
d) Some

Quiz [1129]  
Indicate the correct spelling of these numbers: "100, 1000".  
a) one hundred; one thousand  
b) hundred; thousand  
c) a hundred; the thousand  
d) the hundred; a thousand

Quiz [1130]  
Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.  
a) I'll be there in a week  
b) I'll be there in a fortnight  
c) I will be there in two weeks  
d) I'll be there today fortnight

Quiz [1131]  
Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.  
a) I'm annoyed by it  
b) I am fed up with it  
c) I'm bored of it  
d) I have had enough of this

Quiz [1132]  
Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.  
a) She is so rude  
b) She is really down-to-earth  
c) She is not a conceited girl  
d) She is a simple girl

Quiz [1133]  
Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.  
a) It poured down the whole day  
b) It went on raining the whole day  
c) It kept on raining the whole day  
d) It has been raining since this morning

Quiz [1134]  
Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.  
a) I failed to drive my brother's motorcar
b) I was able to drive my brother's motorcar
c) I succeeded in driving my brother's motorcar
d) I managed to drive my brother's motorcar

Quiz [1135]
**Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.**
a) She is expecting a child
b) She longs for a child
c) She is eager for a child
d) She craves for a child

Quiz [1136]
**Complete the sentence correctly: "They will ... study hard if they want to succeed".**
a) have to
b) have
c) must
d) ought

Quiz [1137]
**Complete the sentence with the correct verb form: "I ... him recently".**
a) haven't seen
b) don't see
c) didn't see
d) will not see

Quiz [1138]
**Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "It ... yesterday".**
a) didn't rain
b) hasn't rain
c) wasn't raining
d) hadn't rained

Quiz [1139]
**Fill in the gap with the correct verb form: "I ... TV now".**
a) am watching
b) watch
c) have watched
d) watched

Quiz [1140]
**Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "She can't help ... people what to do".**
a) telling
b) to tell
c) have told
d) tell

Quiz [1141]
**Complete the sentence correctly: "You ... smoke in the classroom".**
a) can't
b) haven't to
c) mustn't
d) don't want

Quiz [1142]
Fill in the gap using the right 'preposition': "The teacher glanced … my homework and realized it was wrong".
a) at
b) to
c) -
d) for

Quiz [1143]
Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "Tell the milkman … us any milk".
a) not to bring
b) to not bring
c) don't bring
d) to bring not

Quiz [1144]
Fill in the blank using the correct 'preposition': "I am happy to be … friends again".
a) among
b) between
c) by
d) in

Quiz [1145]
Choose the right alternative to start the following sentence: "… my uncle, he works hard".
a) Like
b) As
c) How
d) Such as

Quiz [1146]
Complete the sentence correctly: "Do they get … freedom?".
a) much
b) very
c) many
d) a lot of

Quiz [1147]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'preposition': "We are interested … this basket match".
a) in
b) of
c) on
d) at

Quiz [1148]
Fill in the blank with the correct 'preposition': "He is a teacher … Arabic as a foreign language".
a) of
b) in
c) about

d) by

Quiz [1149]
**Complete the sentence correctly: "The concert starts at ...".**
a) half past eight
b) eight and half
c) half eight
d) past eight

Quiz [1150]
**Indicate the sentence that has a different meaning.**
a) I can't see my brother-in-law
b) I cannot bear my brother-in-law
c) I can't stand my brother-in-law
d) I cannot endure my brother-in-law

Quiz [1151]
**Indicate the expression that has a different meaning.**
a) Hello
b) Bye bye
c) Cheerio
d) See you

Quiz [1152]
**Indicate the expression that has a different meaning.**
a) Please
b) You're welcome
c) Don't mention it
d) Not at all

Quiz [1153]
**Indicate the alternative that has a different meaning.**
a) Cheer up!
b) Come on!
c) Go on!
d) Hurry up!

Quiz [1154]
**Indicate the alternative that has a different meaning.**
a) Please
b) I beg your pardon
c) Sorry
d) Excuse me

Quiz [1155]
**Indicate the alternative that has a different meaning.**
a) I hate music
b) I like music
c) I'm keen on music
d) I'm fond of music

Quiz [1156]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'preposition': "Hello there, what can I do ... you?".

a) for
b) to
c) on
d) before

Quiz [1157]
Fill in the blank using the right 'preposition': "I am writing a book ... Italy; it will be published next year".

a) about
b) on
c) from
d) at

Quiz [1158]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'preposition': "They fell ... love as soon as they saw each other".

a) in
b) onto
c) into
d) on

Quiz [1159]
Complete the following sentence with the correct 'preposition': "When I first met him I couldn't stand him, but then I grew fond ... him".

a) of
b) for
c) from
d) on

Quiz [1160]
Fill in the blank using the right 'preposition': "My grandmother died ... the grand old age of 95".

a) at
b) on
c) in
d) to

Quiz [1161]
Fill in the blank with the correct 'preposition': "This book is ... World War I".

a) about
b) from
c) on
d) of

Quiz [1162]
Complete the following sentence with the correct 'preposition': "She couldn't reach the glass, so she asked her mum to pass it ... her".

a) to
b) from
Quiz [1163]
Fill in the blank using the correct 'preposition': "He's one … my friends, I've known him for years".
   a) of
   b) from
   c) to
   d) between

Quiz [1164]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'possessive adjective': "I'm Elisabeth and this is … husband Paul".
   a) my
   b) her
   c) his
   d) its

Quiz [1165]
Fill in the gap using the correct 'possessive adjective': "That woman is my teacher, … name is Mrs. Peters".
   a) her
   b) his
   c) your
   d) our

Quiz [1166]
Fill in the gap using the correct 'possessive adjective': "Johnny and … parents are on holiday, they come back next week".
   a) his
   b) theirs
   c) hers
   d) their

Quiz [1167]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'possessive adjective': "The proud parents brought home … new baby boy".
   a) their
   b) our
   c) his
   d) theirs

Quiz [1168]
Complete the sentence with the correct 'possessive pronoun': "She got a different pizza to mine, so I tried …".
   a) hers
   b) his
   c) her
   d) its
Quiz [1169]
**Put in the correct 'possessive adjective':** "Please fasten ... seat belts as we prepare for take off".
- a) your
- b) yours
- c) their
- d) theirs

Quiz [1170]
**Put in the correct 'possessive adjective':** "This is a beautiful house, ... rooms are very spacious".
- a) its
- b) it
- c) their
- d) her

Quiz [1171]
**Put in the correct 'possessive adjective':** "The boys are doing ... homework".
- a) their
- b) theirs
- c) his
- d) them

Quiz [1172]
**Fill in the gap using the correct 'possessive adjective':** "We live in a small village. You can see ... house as soon as you drive up the hill".
- a) our
- b) them
- c) hers
- d) ours

Quiz [1173]
**Choose the correct translation of the following Italian sentence: "Vi piace la nostra casa?".**
- a) Do you like our house?
- b) Do you likes our house?
- c) Do you like the our house?
- d) You like our house?

Quiz [1174]
**Choose the correct translation of the following Italian sentence: "I miei fratelli sono in discoteca con i loro amici".**
- a) My brothers are at the disco with their friends
- b) The my brothers are at the disco with their friends
- c) The my brothers are at the disco with his friends
- d) My brothers are at the disco with theirs friends

Quiz [1175]
**Choose the correct translation of the following Italian sentence: "Anna fa il medico. Le piace molto il suo lavoro".**
- a) Anna is a doctor. She likes her job very much
- b) Anna is a doctor. She like her job very much
- c) Anna does the doctor. She likes hers job very much
- d) Anna does the doctor. She likes his job very much
Quiz [1176]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate word: "She has got very long … on the edge of her eyelids".
 a) eyelashes
 b) hair
 c) eyebrows
 d) eyes

Quiz [1177]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate word: "Tom decided to cut all his … off. Now he's bald".
 a) hair
 b) hairs
 c) eyebrows
 d) beard

Quiz [1178]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate word: "The man fell off his bike and broke his …; he can't walk for at least 3 months".
 a) knee
 b) arm
 c) shoulder
 d) fingers

Quiz [1179]
Fill in the blank with the appropriate word: "He had such a thick … that you couldn't see his mouth".
 a) moustache
 b) lips
 c) elbow
 d) nose

Quiz [1180]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate word: "My husband places his glasses at the tip of his … when he reads".
 a) nose
 b) sideburns
 c) ears
 d) eye

Quiz [1181]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined phrase without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "My time at work came to an end when I had children".
 a) finished
 b) finish
 c) stop
 d) started

Quiz [1182]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined verb without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "I have kept in contact with all my school friends".
 a) remained
Quiz [1183]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined phrase without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "My colleague is unable to come to work today".

a) can't
b) can
c) may
d) don't

Quiz [1184]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined phrase without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "African elephants are an endangered species".

a) a rare
b) an odd
c) a dangerous
d) a strange

Quiz [1185]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined 'adverb' without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "People often talk about the best days of their lives".

a) usually
b) never
c) always
d) sometimes

Quiz [1186]
Choose the appropriate synonym for the underlined 'adjective' without changing the meaning of the given sentence: "They are very conceited, they think they are the best at everything".

a) big-headed
b) thoughtful
c) big thinkers
d) heady

Quiz [1187]
Choose the appropriate definition to the underlined 'phrasal verb': "All the hard work they put in finally paid off".

a) showed success
b) got money
c) worked out
d) wasn't successful

Quiz [1188]
Choose the appropriate definition to the underlined word: "One of the drawbacks of running your own business is being on call 24 hours".

a) disadvantages
b) returns
c) advantages
d) rewards
Quiz [1189]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Ho un lavoro più interessante adesso".
a) I have a more interesting job now
b) I have a job more interesting now
c) I have a work more interesting now
d) I have now a work more interesting

Quiz [1190]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Leggere è più rilassante che vedere la televisione".
a) Reading is more relaxing than watching television
b) Reading is more relax than watch television
c) Read is more relaxing than watch television
d) Reading is more relaxing then watching television

Quiz [1191]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Tu sei più alta di me, ma non alta come lei".
a) You are taller than me, but not as tall as her
b) You are taller me, but not tall like her
c) You are taller than me, but not as tall as she
d) You are more tall of me, but not tall like her

Quiz [1192]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Prendo sempre lo stesso treno della tua amica per andare a lavoro".
a) I always take the same train as your friend to go to work
b) I take always the same train as your friend to go at work
c) I always take same train of your friend to go to work
d) I take always the same train of your friend to go to work

Quiz [1193]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Lei non è simpatica come lui, lui è molto più simpatico".
a) She isn't as nice as him, he is much nicer
b) She isn't as nice like him, he is more nicer
c) She isn't as nice as him, he is much nicer than she
d) She isn't as nice as him, he is more nice

Quiz [1194]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Sally è la ragazza più intelligente della classe, ed è anche la più bella".
a) Sally is the most intelligent girl in the class, and is also the most beautiful
b) Sally is the girl most intelligent in the class, and is also most beautiful
c) Sally is the more intelligent girl of the class, and is also the more beautiful
d) Sally is the girl most intelligent in class, and is more beautiful

Quiz [1195]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following sentence: "Questa pizza è la migliore che abbia mai mangiato".

a) This pizza is the best I've ever eaten
b) This pizza is the best that I ate
c) This is the best pizza I eat
d) This is the best pizza that I had never eaten

Quiz [1196]
Fill in the blank with the appropriate "prefix": "An …bishop is a bishop of the highest rank".

a) arch
b) up
c) over
d) under

Quiz [1197]
Fill in the gap with the right "prefix": "A …byte is a unit of information equal to one million (1048576) bytes".

a) mega
b) kilo
c) giga
d) tera

Quiz [1198]
Fill in the blank with the appropriate "prefix": "In Britain most people are …paid and overworked".

a) under
b) over
c) super
d) sub

Quiz [1199]
Complete the following sentence using the correct "prefix": "We've gone …budget, so we must make some cutbacks".

a) over
b) under
c) super
d) hyper

Quiz [1200]
Fill in the gap with the right "prefix": "The vase costs €400, but it is …priced; it's worth much less".

a) over
b) more
c) super
d) under

Quiz [1201]
Choose the appropriate verb to complete the following sentence: "Everyone … in the same language".

a) smiles
b) talks
c) sings
d) speaks
Quiz [1202]
Choose the right verb to fill in the blank: "It's much easier to … a horse in the direction it's going".
   a) ride
   b) get
   c) have
   d) take

Quiz [1203]
Choose the appropriate verb to fill in the gap: "An alarm clock is a device that … you up in time to go back to sleep!".
   a) wakes
   b) sleeps
   c) makes
   d) sets

Quiz [1204]
Choose the appropriate verb to complete the following sentence: "Learning from your mistakes is smart, … from the mistakes of others is wise".
   a) learning
   b) breaking
   c) speaking
   d) taking

Quiz [1205]
Choose the appropriate verb to complete the following sentence: "Wisdom does not necessarily come with age, age sometimes … alone".
   a) comes
   b) goes
   c) does
   d) hears

Quiz [1206]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate verb form: "Charles has … Chinese food many times".
   a) eaten
   b) eat
   c) ate
   d) eating

Quiz [1207]
Fill in the blank using the appropriate verb form: "David … Japanese food yesterday".
   a) ate
   b) doesn't eat
   c) has eaten
   d) eats

Quiz [1208]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate verb and tense: "I've … my keys, I can't find them anywhere".
   a) lost
   b) loose
   c) find
d) found

Quiz [1209]
**Fill in the blank with the appropriate verb and tense: **"How long have you ... in this country?".  
a) lived  
b) live  
c) stay  
d) love

Quiz [1210]
**Fill in the gap with the appropriate verb form: **"Have you ... my new sunglasses? I bought them yesterday!".  
a) seen  
b) see  
c) seeing  
d) saw

Quiz [1211]
**Choose the verb form in order to complete the sentence correctly: **"He ... too much wine at the party last night! He's got a terrible headache!".  
a) drank  
b) drunk  
c) drink  
d) drinks

Quiz [1212]
**Fill in the gap with the appropriate verb form: **"They have ... for three hours, I think they should wake up now".  
a) slept  
b) sleep  
c) sleeping  
d) sleeps

Quiz [1213]
**Complete the following 'if clause' with the correct alternative: **"If I win the lottery, ...".  
a) I will buy a new house  
b) I bought a new house  
c) I would buy a new house  
d) I'd bought a new house

Quiz [1214]
**Complete the following sentence using the correct option: **"We'll be late ...".  
a) if you don't hurry up  
b) if you do hurry up  
c) if you'd hurry up  
d) if you didn't hurry up

Quiz [1215]
**Complete the sentence with the correct conditional form: **"If Simon lent us his car, ...".  
a) we could pick you up
b) we couldn't pick you up
c) we will pick you up
d) we mightn't pick you up

Quiz [1216]
Fill in the gap with the appropriate conditional form: "If she had seen the thief, … him in the line up".
  a) she could have identified
  b) she didn't identify
  c) she'll identify
  d) she wouldn't have identified

Quiz [1217]
Complete the following sentence with the correct conditional form: "He wouldn't have missed his plane …".
  a) if he had left the house in good time
  b) if he leaves the house in good time
  c) if he had leaved the house in good time
  d) if he left the house in good time

Quiz [1218]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Se non pioverà, il fine settimana andremo al mare".
  a) If it doesn't rain, we'll go to the beach at the weekend
  b) If it will not rain, the weekend we will go to the beach
  c) If it not rain, we'll go to the beach in the weekend
  d) If it won't rain, we will go the beach at the weekend

Quiz [1219]
Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Lui non avrebbe tanti amici se non fosse così simpatico".
  a) He wouldn't have so many friends if he wasn't so nice
  b) He doesn't have so many friends if he wasn't so nice
  c) He shouldn't have so many friends if was so nice
  d) He wouldn't have so many friends if he was so nice

Quiz [1220]
Choose the correct translation of the following Italian sentence: "Se non riesco a trovare un lavoro, aprirò un ristorante".
  a) If I can't find a job, I'll open a restaurant
  b) If I can't find a work, I'd open a restaurant
  c) If I couldn't find a work, I'll open a restaurant
  d) If I couldn't find a job, I'd open a restaurant

Quiz [1221]
Choose the correct form in order to complete the sentence: "My hair is greasy, … it now".
  a) I'm going to wash
  b) I've washed
  c) I won't wash
  d) will I wash
Quiz [1222]
Choose the right form in order to complete the sentence: "It has started raining, I think ... in this evening".
a) I'll stay  
b) I'm going to stay  
c) will be staying  
d) I'm staying

Quiz [1223]
Choose the appropriate form in order to complete the sentence: "It's my birthday, I'm ... a party at the weekend".
a) having  
b) will be having  
c) will have  
d) going have

Quiz [1224]
Put in the correct alternative: "He ... happy when he sees what you've done to the car".
a) won't be  
b) is not  
c) is not going to  
d) would be

Quiz [1225]
Fill in the blank using the right alternative: "What are you ... this evening if you don't go out?".
a) going to do  
b) coming  
c) will do  
d) going

Quiz [1226]
Put in the right alternative: "... go out for dinner this evening?". "Yes great idea!".
a) Shall we  
b) Will we  
c) Won't we  
d) Shan't

Quiz [1227]
Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice'.
a) The office is cleaned every day  
b) The office has cleaned every day  
c) The cleaned office every day  
d) They are cleaned the office every day

Quiz [1228]
Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice'.
a) How were the windows broken?  
b) How did the windows break?  
c) How were broken the windows?  
d) How broken were the windows?
Quiz [1229]
**Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice'.**
a) This house is not used very often  
b) This house has not used very often  
c) Very often isn't used this house  
d) This house doesn't use very often

Quiz [1230]
**Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice' in present continuous.**
a) The house is being painted  
b) They are painting the house  
c) They paint the house  
d) The house is painting

Quiz [1231]
**Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice' in present continuous.**
a) My motorbike is in the garage; it is being repaired  
b) My motorbike is in the garage; it is being repairing  
c) My motorbike is in the garage; it is repairing  
d) My motorbike is in the garage; it was repairing

Quiz [1232]
**Choose the correct form of the 'passive voice' in present continuous.**
a) The offices are usually cleaned every day, but next week they are being cleaned once  
b) The offices are usually cleaning every day, but next week they are cleaning once  
c) The offices are usually cleaned every day, but next week they are being cleaning once  
d) The offices are usually cleaned every day, but next week they are being clean once

Quiz [1233]
**Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Il pranzo viene sempre servito alle 13.00".**
a) Lunch is always served at 13.00  
b) The lunch is been always served at 13.00  
c) Lunch has always served at 13.00  
d) The lunch comes always served at 13.00

Quiz [1234]
**Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Si stanno vendendo molte case".**
a) Many houses are being sold  
b) Many houses are selling  
c) They are selling many houses  
d) Many houses has been selling

Quiz [1235]
**Choose the appropriate translation of the following Italian sentence: "Quante lingue si parlano in Brasile?".**
a) How many languages are spoken in Brazil?  
b) How much languages are spoken in Brazil?  
c) How many languages is spoken in Brazil?
d) How many languages they speak in Brazil?

Quiz [1236]
*Fill in the blank using the right 'preposition': "George Orwell's books have been translated ... many languages".*
- a) into
- b) in
- c) with
- d) on

Quiz [1237]
*Guess the right 'preposition': "A strange thing happened ... me a few days ago".*
- a) to
- b) into
- c) on
- d) for

Quiz [1238]
*Put in the right 'preposition': "Mark decided to give up sport so that he could concentrate ... his studies".*
- a) on
- b) into
- c) with
- d) in

Quiz [1239]
*Complete the following sentence using the correct 'preposition': "I don't believe ... working very hard: it's not worth it".*
- a) in
- b) into
- c) with
- d) to

Quiz [1240]
*Put in the appropriate 'preposition': "My present job isn't wonderful, but I prefer it ... what I did before".*
- a) to
- b) on
- c) with
- d) in

Quiz [1241]
*Fill in the gap with the correct 'preposition': "As I was coming out of the room, I collided ... somebody who was coming in".*
- a) with
- b) on
- c) in
- d) to

Quiz [1242]
*Fill in the gap with the correct 'preposition': "I managed to put the fire out ... a fire extinguisher".*
Quiz [1243]
Put in the right 'preposition': "He lost the control of his car and crashed … a wall".
  a) into
  b) in
  c) with
  d) by

Quiz [1244]
Guess the correct 'preposition': "Cut the meat … small pieces before frying it".
  a) into
  b) in
  c) with
  d) on

Quiz [1245]
Put in the right 'preposition': "The school provides all his students … books".
  a) with
  b) by
  c) in
  d) to

Quiz [1246]
Complete the sentence correctly: "How much do you spend … food per week?".
  a) on
  b) by
  c) with
  d) in

Quiz [1247]
Fill in the gap: "I hope to succeed … finding the job I want".
  a) in
  b) into
  c) with
  d) by

Quiz [1248]
Guess the right 'preposition': "Shall we get a taxi or shall we go … foot?".
  a) on
  b) in
  c) by
  d) with

Quiz [1249]
Fill in the blank: "How did you get there? Did you go … train?".
  a) by
b) in
c) on
d) with

Quiz [1250]
Complete the following sentence: "These photographs were taken … a friend of mine".
a) by
b) to
c) on
d) with

Quiz [1251]
Complete the following sentence with the right 'preposition': "These photographs were taken … a very good camera".
a) with
b) from
c) on
d) by

Quiz [1252]
Put in the right 'preposition': "What's that music? I know it's a song … Beatles, but I can't remember what it's called".
a) by
b) of
c) on
d) from

Quiz [1253]
Fill in the blank: "Paris is … the river Seine".
a) on
b) at
c) in
d) by

Quiz [1254]
Guess the right 'preposition': "Where shall we seat?". "Over there … the corner".
a) in
b) at
c) on
d) to

Quiz [1255]
Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "We normally use the front entrance, but there is another door … the back".
a) at
b) in
c) on
d) over

Quiz [1256]
Guess the right 'preposition': "It can be dangerous when the children play … the street".
  a) in
  b) on
  c) at
  d) by

Quiz [1257]
Fill in the gap: "The flat I live in is … second floor".
  a) on
  b) in
  c) at
  d) over

Quiz [1258]
Complete the following sentence: "I didn't see you … the party. Where were you?".
  a) at
  b) in
  c) on
  d) to

Quiz [1259]
Guess the right 'preposition': "I don't know where my umbrella is; perhaps I left it … the bus".
  a) on
  b) at
  c) in
  d) to

Quiz [1260]
Choose the right 'preposition' to complete the following sentence: "The river Rhine flows … the North Sea".
  a) into
  b) at
  c) in
  d) to

Quiz [1261]
Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "Marcel is French. He has just returned … his country after two years abroad".
  a) to
  b) at
  c) in
  d) by

Quiz [1262]
Guess the right 'preposition': "Are you going … Linda's party next week?".
  a) to
  b) at
  c) on
  d) into
Quiz [1263]
**Fill in the blank: "Charles was born … Chicago".**
a) in  
b) at  
c) to  
d) into

Quiz [1264]
**Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "I had lost my key, but I managed to climb … the house through a window".**
a) into  
b) at  
c) in  
d) to

Quiz [1265]
**Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "Three people were taken … the hospital after an accident".**
a) to  
b) at  
c) in  
d) by

Quiz [1266]
**Select the correct sentence.**
a) You can use my car as long as you drive carefully  
b) You can use my car unless you drive carefully  
c) You can use my car provided you will drive carefully  
d) You can use my car in order that you drive carefully

Quiz [1267]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) Unless they are with an adult, children aren't allowed to use the swimming pool  
b) As long as they are with an adult, children aren't allowed to use the swimming pool  
c) Provided they are with an adult, children aren't allowed to use the swimming pool  
d) Children aren't allowed to use the swimming pool, so long as they are with an adult

Quiz [1268]
**Select the correct sentence.**
a) I don't watch television unless I've got nothing else to do  
b) I don't watch television as long as I've got nothing else to do  
c) I don't watch television provided I've got nothing else to do  
d) So long as I've got nothing else to do, I don't watch television

Quiz [1269]
**Indicate the correct sentence.**
a) He will be away until Monday  
b) He will be away by Monday  
c) He will be away in Monday  
d) He will be away for Monday
Quiz [1270]
**Select the correct sentence.**
a) I have to be at home by 5 o'clock 
b) I have to be at home until 5 o'clock 
c) I have to be at home from 5 o'clock 
d) I have to be at home to 5 o'clock 

Quiz [1271]
**Indicate the correct sentence.**
a) The shops will be closed by now 
b) The shops will be closed until now 
c) The shops will be closed before now 
d) The shops will be closed about now 

Quiz [1272]
**Choose the correct sentence.**
a) She ran and ran until she could ran no more 
b) She ran and ran by she could ran no more 
c) She ran and ran along she could ran no more 
d) She ran and ran after she could ran no more 

Quiz [1273]
**Fill in the gap using the right 'conjunction':** "It rained … three days without stopping".
a) for 
b) during 
c) by 
d) since 

Quiz [1274]
**Fill in the blank with the right alternative:** "I fell asleep … the film".
a) during 
b) for 
c) by 
d) since 

Quiz [1275]
**Choose the right option to complete the following sentence:** "You have been writing … two hours".
a) for 
b) during 
c) since 
d) by 

Quiz [1276]
**Select the right alternative to start this sentence:** "… I have nothing to do you are even too busy".
a) While 
b) During 
c) After 
d) Therefore 

Quiz [1277]
Choose the right option to complete the following sentence: "We met a lot of people … our holiday".
a) during  
b) while  
c) meanwhile  
d) at

Quiz [1278]  
Indicate the correct 'link word' to fill in the blank: "The phone rang three times … we were having dinner". 
a) while  
b) during  
c) hence  
d) above

Quiz [1279]  
Choose the right alternative to fill in the gap: "I will try to be on time, but don't worry … I am late". 
a) if  
b) when  
c) unless  
d) as

Quiz [1280]  
Select the right alternative to fill in the blank: "Please report to reception … you arrive at the hotel". 
a) when  
b) unless  
c) if  
d) as though

Quiz [1281]  
Choose the right alternative to complete the following sentence: "Jennifer is in her final year at school. She still doesn't know what she's going to do … she leaves". 
a) when  
b) if  
c) unless  
d) if only

Quiz [1282]  
Fill in the gap using the correct alternative: "This baby seldom cries … he is tired". 
a) unless  
b) when  
c) if  
d) either

Quiz [1283]  
Indicate the right option to fill in the gap: "Please sign the contract … you think that the conditions are favourable". 
a) if  
b) unless  
c) why  
d) thus
Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blank: “Everyone is ill at home; our house is … a hospital”.
   a) like
   b) how
   c) similar
   d) as

Choose the right word or phrase to fill in the gap: "Mr. Foster is the manager of a company; … manager he has to make important decisions".
   a) as
   b) like
   c) such a
   d) how a

Fill in the blank using the correct alternative: "A few years ago I worked … a bus driver".
   a) as
   b) like
   c) how
   d) over

Complete the sentence using the right 'phrasal verb': "To be hit by a car or bus is the same as to be … down".
   a) knocked
   b) marked
   c) cooled
   d) crashed

Complete the sentence with the appropriate 'phrasal verb': "To reduce the amount you do something is the same as to … down".
   a) cut
   b) run
   c) fall
   d) scratch

Fill in the blank with the right 'phrasal verb': "To fail to do something when someone is relying on you is the same as to … down someone".
   a) quieten
   b) let
   c) settle
   d) push

Complete the sentence using the right 'phrasal verb': "I’m so tired today because I … up very early".
   a) got
   b) cheer
c) sleep
d) built

Quiz [1291]
Complete the sentence with the correct *phrasal verb*: "I missed a lot of classes so I have to work hard to … up".
a) catch
b) shut
c) lock
d) save

Quiz [1292]
Complete the sentence using the right *phrasal verb*: "I don't know the telephone number so I'll have to … it up".
a) look
b) mix
c) use
d) read

Quiz [1293]
Select the right meaning of the following sentence: "Could he really be as untrustworthy as Hillary claimed in court?".
a) Hillary stated he was untrustworthy but we don't know the truth
b) He will be untrustworthy
c) Hillary stated she could trust him
d) He surely was untrustworthy

Quiz [1294]
Indicate the right meaning of this sentence: "What's the point of his saying that?".
a) What he says is unclear and obscure to me
b) I do understand what he says
c) Why is he shouting at me?
d) The sense in his saying is clear

Quiz [1295]
Fill in the blank using the right *relative pronoun*: "What is the name of the man … car I borrowed?".
a) whose
b) whom
c) who
d) where

Quiz [1296]
Complete the following sentence with the correct *relative pronoun*: "A cemetery is a place … people are buried".
a) where
b) whom
c) which
d) who

Quiz [1297]
Fill in the blank using the right 'relative pronoun': "A pacifist is a person … believes that all the wars are wrong".
a) who  
b) whom  
c) whose  
d) where

Quiz [1298]  
Fill in the gap with the correct 'relative pronoun': "An orphan is a child … parents are dead".
a) whose  
b) that  
c) which  
d) where

Quiz [1299]  
Complete the following sentence with the correct 'relative pronoun': "This is the boy about … they were speaking".
a) whom  
b) who  
c) whose  
d) where

Quiz [1300]  
Fill in the blank using the correct 'relative pronoun': "The book … we bought together is rather interesting".
a) which  
b) whom  
c) whose  
d) what

Quiz [1301]  
Choose the right alternative to fill in the blank: "Everything is going well. We … any problems so far".
a) haven't had  
b) don't have had  
c) didn't have  
d) hasn't had

Quiz [1302]  
Choose the right verb form to fill in the gap: "Look! That man … the same sweater as you".
a) is wearing  
b) wear  
c) wore  
d) wears

Quiz [1303]  
Select the right verb form to complete the following sentence: "Your son is much taller than when I last saw him. He … a lot".
a) has grown  
b) grew  
c) grown  
d) grow
Quiz [1304]
**Choose the right verb form to fill in the blank: “I still don't know what to do; I … yet”.
**
a) haven't decided  
b) didn't decide  
c) don't decide  
d) hadn't decide  

Quiz [1305]
**Put in the correct verb form: “I wonder why Jim … so nice to me today”.
**
a) is being  
b) is  
c) was  
d) is been  

Quiz [1306]
**Put in the right verb form: “Fiona wasn't happy in her new job at first, but she … to enjoy it now”.
**
a) is beginning  
b) has begun  
c) begins  
d) began  

Quiz [1307]
**Choose the correct verb form to fill in the gap: “When Sue heard the news she … very pleased”.
**
a) wasn't  
b) weren't  
c) hadn't been  
d) hasn't been  

Quiz [1308]
**Complete the following sentence using the right verb form: “I need a new job; … the same job for too long”.
**
a) I've been doing  
b) I'm doing  
c) I was doing  
d) I've been to do  

Quiz [1309]
**Complete the following sentence with the right alternative: “I would like to see Lucy again; it is a long time …”.
**
a) since I saw her  
b) that I didn't see her  
c) for I saw her  
d) that I have seen her  

Quiz [1310]
**Complete the following sentence with the right phrase: “Anthony and Alice have been married …”.
**
a) for twenty years  
b) from twenty years  
c) for twenty year
d) since twenty years

Quiz [1311]
Select the right alternative to fill in the gap: "... with that newspaper yet?". "No, I am still reading it".
  a) Have you finished
  b) Did you finish
  c) Should you finish
  d) Do you finish

Quiz [1312]
Complete the following sentence choosing the correct 'phrasal verb': "I don't like people who borrows things and don't ...".
  a) give back
  b) give away
  c) fill in
  d) turn down

Quiz [1313]
Complete the following sentence choosing the right 'phrasal verb': "Kate is going to Australia tomorrow. I am going to the airport to ...".
  a) see off
  b) pick up
  c) take off
  d) set off

Quiz [1314]
Complete the following sentence choosing the right alternative: "When I touched him on the shoulder he ...
  a) turned round
  b) called off
  c) came back
  d) got on

Quiz [1315]
Fill in the blank choosing the correct verb: "Betty is leaving tomorrow and … on Saturday".
  a) coming back
  b) driving off
  c) will get
  d) arriving at

Quiz [1316]
Complete the following sentence choosing the right 'phrasal verb': "How was the exam? How did you ...
  a) get on
  b) take off
  c) get up
  d) cut down

Quiz [1317]
Put in the correct alternative: "It's two years ... Joe".
a) since I saw
b) that I haven't seen
c) since I didn't see
d) that I don't see

Quiz [1318]
Fill in the gap choosing the right verb form: "James … in Canada for ten years; now he lives in Stockholm".
a) lived
b) has lived
c) has been living
d) lives

Quiz [1319]
Fill in the gap choosing the correct verb form: "They … out after lunch and they've just come back".
a) went
b) have gone
c) are gone
d) go

Quiz [1320]
Complete the following sentence choosing the right verb form: "The man sitting next to me on the plane was nervous because he … before".
a) hadn't flown
b) didn't fly
c) hasn't flown
d) wasn't flying

Quiz [1321]
Start the following sentence choosing the right 'interrogative form': "… a car when they were living in Florence?".
a) Did they have
b) Had they
c) Do they have
d) Have they had

Quiz [1322]
Put in the best alternative: "I … television a lot, but I don't anymore".
a) used to watch
b) was used to watch
c) was watching
d) use to watch

Quiz [1323]
Start the following sentence choosing the right verb form: "… on Thursday, so we can go out somewhere".
a) I'm not working
b) I don't work
c) I won't work
d) I've not been working
Quiz [1324]
*Fill in the blank using the correct verb form: "That bag looks heavy. … you with it".*

a) I'll help
b) I help
c) I'm helping
d) I'd help

Quiz [1325]
*Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: "I think the weather … be nice later".*

a) is going to
b) shall
c) was going to
d) would

Quiz [1326]
*Fill in the blank choosing the right verb form: "Eleanor is in hospital. "Yes, I know, … her tomorrow".*

a) I am going to visit
b) I visit
c) I'll visit
d) I'd visit

Quiz [1327]
*Put in the correct alternative: "We are late. The film … by the time we get to the cinema".*

a) will have already started
b) will be already started
c) will already start
d) will have been already started

Quiz [1328]
*Complete the following sentence with the correct alternative: "The fire spread through the building very quickly, but fortunately everybody …".*

a) was able to escape
b) manage to escape
c) could escape
d) were able to escape

Quiz [1329]
*Put in the correct option: "It's late; it's time … home".*

a) we go
b) we must go
c) we should go
d) we went

Quiz [1330]
*Put in the right alternative: "I think all drivers … seat belts".*

a) should wear
b) had better to wear
c) had better wear
d) should to wear
Quiz [1331]
**Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "Jessica … a bicycle".**
- a) suggested that I should buy
- b) suggested me buy
- c) suggested that I buy
- d) suggested to me to buy

Quiz [1332]
**Put in the correct verb form: "It was a great party last night. You … come. Why didn't you?".**
- a) should have
- b) ought to have
- c) had to
- d) must have

Quiz [1333]
**Select the correct alternative to fill in the gap: "There is plenty of time. You … hurry".**
- a) needn't
- b) mustn't
- c) don't need
- d) don't have to

Quiz [1334]
**Put in the right alternative: "What was wrong with you? Why … go to the doctor?".**
- a) did you have to
- b) had you to
- c) must you
- d) do you have to

Quiz [1335]
**Fill in the blank choosing the right 'modal verb': "Take an umbrella with you when you go out; it … rain later".**
- a) might
- b) may
- c) can
- d) 'll be able to

Quiz [1336]
**Choose the sentence written in the right order.**
- a) Bridget walks to work every morning
- b) Bridget walks work every morning to
- c) Bridget every morning walks to work
- d) Bridget walks every morning to work

Quiz [1337]
**Choose the sentence written in the right order.**
- a) Yesterday I fell off my bicycle
- b) I fell yesterday off my bicycle
- c) I fell my bicycle off yesterday
- d) Yesterday I fell my bicycle off
Quiz [1338]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) On my way home, I met a friend of mine
b) I met on my way home a friend of mine
c) A friend of mine on my way home I met
d) On my way home, a friend of mine I met

Quiz [1339]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) Did you learn a lot of things at school today?
b) At school did you learn a lot of things, today?
c) Today did you learn a lot of things at school?
d) Did you learn a lot of things today at school?

Quiz [1340]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) Diane speaks German quite well
b) Diane speaks quite well German
c) Diane quite well speaks German
d) Quite well Diane speaks German

Quiz [1341]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) Tim watches television all the time
b) Tim all the time watches television
c) Tim television watches all the time
d) Tim watches all the time television

Quiz [1342]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) We found some interesting books in the library
b) Some interesting books in the library we found
c) We in the library found some interesting books
d) In the library some interesting books we found

Quiz [1343]
Choose the sentence written in the right order.
a) They are building a new hotel opposite the park
b) They are building opposite the park a new hotel
c) They a new hotel are building opposite the park
d) They opposite the park a new hotel are building

Quiz [1344]
Complete the following sentence choosing the right alternative: "It was a good party; ... enjoyed it".
a) everybody
b) everything
c) someone
d) all
Quiz [1345]
Select the correct alternative to start the following sentence: "... I have eaten today is a sandwich".
  a) All
  b) Everything
  c) Everyone
  d) Anybody

Quiz [1346]
Complete the following sentence correctly: "Nothing has changed; ... is the same as it was".
  a) everything
  b) everybody
  c) anyone
  d) nothing

Quiz [1347]
Complete the sentence with the right 'indefinite pronoun': "Why are you always thinking about money? Money isn't ...".
  a) everything
  b) everybody
  c) everyone
  d) nothing

Quiz [1348]
Fill in the blank with the right 'indefinite pronoun': "When the fire alarm rang, ... left the building immediately".
  a) everyone
  b) everything
  c) everywhere
  d) nothing

Quiz [1349]
Fill in the blank choosing the correct alternative: "We all did well in the examination; ... of us passed".
  a) all
  b) everything
  c) none
  d) everybody

Quiz [1350]
Find the synonym of the underlined 'adjective': "The nurses at this hospital are very efficient".
  a) competent
  b) unable
  c) easy
  d) able

Quiz [1351]
Find the synonym of the underlined 'adjective': "I'm very strong-willed; when I put my mind to something I always do it!".
  a) determined
  b) uncertain
  c) wavering
  d) undetermined
Find the synonym of the underlined 'adjective': "She is really irrational! She goes crazy at the slightest thing".

a) foolish  
b) wise  
c) sane  
d) sound

Select the right alternative to start the following sentence: "... it rained a lot, we enjoyed our holiday".

a) Although  
b) In spite of  
c) Because  
d) Because of

Indicate the correct option to start this sentence: "... all our careful plans, a lot of things went wrong".

a) In spite of  
b) Although  
c) Even if  
d) Because of

Complete the following sentence correctly: "I went home early ... I was feeling unwell".

a) because  
b) whereas  
c) though  
d) despite

Fill in the gap choosing the correct alternative: "She only accepted the job ... the salary, which was rather low".

a) in spite of  
b) although  
c) even  
d) because of

Choose the right alternative to start the following sentence: "... his illness he cannot work".

a) Because of  
b) Whether  
c) Because  
d) Even though

Complete the following sentence correctly: "Jonathan won't sell his car ... you offer him a good price".

a) even if  
b) if  
c) even
d) even though

Quiz [1359]
**Fill in the blank choosing the correct alternative: “Molly refused the offer … she needed the money”.**
a) even though  
b) even if  
c) even  
d) if

Quiz [1360]
**Complete the following sentence correctly: ”We won’t forgive them for what they said … they apologize”.**
a) even if  
b) if  
c) even  
d) even though

Quiz [1361]
**Fill in the blank using the correct alternative: “Come and get your books … you want them”**.
a) if  
b) even if  
c) even  
d) even though

Quiz [1362]
**Fill in the gap with the correct alternative: ”His Spanish isn’t very good … after three years in Spain”**.
a) even  
b) even if  
c) though  
d) even though

Quiz [1363]
**Complete the sentence correctly: ”They give money to charity … they are not rich”**.
a) even though  
b) even if  
c) even  
d) if

Quiz [1364]
**Complete the following sentence: ”The train … arrive at 11.30, but it was an hour late”**.
a) was supposed to  
b) is supposed to  
c) supposed to  
d) were supposed to

Quiz [1365]
**Fill in the blank with the right alternative: ”Do you want … with you or do you want to go alone?”**.
a) me to come  
b) me coming  
c) that I come  
d) that I will come
Quiz [1366]
Complete the following sentence with the correct verb form: "I am sure I locked the door; I clearly remember … it".
a) to have locked
b) to lock
c) locking
d) having lock

Quiz [1367]
Choose the correct alternative to complete the following sentence: "She tried to be serious, but she couldn't help ...".
a) laughing
b) to laugh
c) that she laughed
d) to laughing

Quiz [1368]
Put in the appropriate verb form to complete the following 'if clause': "I am not tired to go to bed yet. I wouldn't sleep if I … to bed now".
a) went
b) go
c) had gone
d) would go

Quiz [1369]
Choose the right verb form to complete the following 'if clause': "If I were you, I … that coat; it's too expensive".
a) wouldn't buy
b) don't buy
c) am not going to buy
d) won't buy

Quiz [1370]
Select the right form of the verb 'to be' to complete the following 'if clause': "I decided to stay at home last night. I would have gone out if I … so tired".
a) hadn't been
b) haven't been
c) wouldn't have been
d) wasn't

Quiz [1371]
Fill in the blank with the right form of the verb 'to have': "I wish I … a car. It would make life so much easier".
a) had
b) have
c) would have
d) have been

Quiz [1372]
Put in the correct alternative: "We ... by a loud noise during the night".
a) were woken up 
b) are woken up 
c) woke up 
d) were waking up

Quiz [1373]
Complete the following sentence using the correct 'passive voice': "There is somebody walking behind us, I think ... ".
a) we are being followed 
b) we are following 
c) we are followed 
d) we are being following

Quiz [1374]
Fill in the gap with the right 'phrasal verb': "Sorry, I'm late; the car ... on the way here".
a) broke down 
b) moved in 
c) showed off 
d) dropped out

Quiz [1375]
Complete the following sentence using the correct 'phrasal verb': "I arranged to meet my boss after work last night, but he didn't ... ".
a) turn up 
b) move in 
c) show off 
d) drop out

Quiz [1376]
Choose the right 'phrasal verb' to fill in the blank: "We have bought a new house". "Oh, have you? When are you ... ?".
a) moving in 
b) dropping out 
c) showing off 
d) turning up

Quiz [1377]
Select the right 'phrasal verb' to fill in the gap: "I ran in a marathon last week, but I wasn't fit enough; I ... after 15 km".
a) dropped out 
b) moved in 
c) showed off 
d) turned up

Quiz [1378]
Complete the following sentence with the right alternative: "He apologised to me ... late".
a) for being 
b) in being 
c) to be 
d) for his to be
Indicate the right alternative to fill in the gap: "Burt tried … her flowers, but it didn't have any effect".
- a) sending
- b) send
- c) in sending
- d) about sending

Put in the missing phrase: "You certainly cannot borrow my car. It’s completely … the question".
- a) out of
- b) not
- c) up against
- d) away with

Fill in the blank with the correct 'modal verb': "They wish they … move to another country, but they haven’t saved enough money yet".
- a) could
- b) can
- c) will
- d) may

Fill in the blank with the right verb form: "My daughters … horses".
- a) love
- b) loves
- c) don’t loves
- d) doesn’t love

Fill in the blank using the correct 'indefinite adjective': "I have got four red pens but … pencil".
- a) no
- b) any
- c) few
- d) none

Fill in the gap with the right alternative: "I … any photos of my puppy".
- a) haven't got
- b) hasn't
- c) have get not
- d) have got not

Fill in the blank with the correct 'passive voice': "That theatre … in 1737".
- a) was built
- b) were built
- c) was builded
- d) has been built
Quiz [1386]
Fill in the blank with the right choice: "Someone's taken my smart-phone! ..., could they give it back to me, please?".
a) Whoever took it  
b) Who has taken it  
c) Whom it is  
d) Who was

Quiz [1387]
Indicate the underlined part of the sentence that contains a mistake: "By this time, in five years I will have got my diploma and will be probably working with my mother". "Do you really think you will be able to cope the situation"?
a) cope the situation  
b) I will have got  
c) will be probably working  
d) By this time

Quiz [1388]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "I'm going to spend a year and a half in Rome". "After spending such a long time in Italy you will ...
 a) have learnt Italian language perfectly  
b) have Italian language learnt perfectly  
c) have learn Italian language perfectly  
d) learn perfectly Italian language

Quiz [1389]
Indicate the underlined part of the following sentences that contains a mistake: "Is Julia there?". "No, she isn't". "But isn't that her coat". "No, her is dark".
a) her  
b) she isn't  
c) isn't that her  
d) Is Julia there?

Quiz [1390]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "Will Amy come with us?". "No, she is ...
 a) a little tired  
b) some tired  
c) a few tired  
d) any tired

Quiz [1391]
Complete the following sentence using the right alternative: "My family always goes on holiday ...
 a) in summer, in June  
b) by summer, by June  
c) on summer, on June  
d) during summer, during June

Quiz [1392]
Fill in the blank with the correct alternative: "Penicillin ... many lives in the past".
Quiz [1393]
Fill in the blank with the right adverb or adjective: "Whitney has … talent to become a good singer".
   a) enough
   b) well
   c) quite
   d) fair

Quiz [1394]
Complete this sentence with the right 'adverb': "It's late and my son hasn't turned up … ".
   a) yet
   b) still
   c) more
   d) again

Quiz [1395]
Fill in the blank with the right alternative: "The film Blade Runner … a Philip K. Dick's novel".
   a) is based on
   b) based by
   c) bases on
   d) has based upon

Quiz [1396]
Choose the right alternative to fill in the gap: "I usually eat every kind of food … milk and dairy products".
   a) but
   b) out
   c) but no
   d) some

Quiz [1397]
Fill in the blank using the right verb form: "Gone With the Wind is the best DVD … as a present".
   a) you've been given
   b) you are given
   c) you were given
   d) you gave

Quiz [1398]
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form: "Please James, would you mind … the radio off?".
   a) switching
   b) switched
   c) switch
   d) to switch

Quiz [1399]
Fill in the blank with the right 'numeral': "I was born on the … of March".
Quiz [1400]
Fill in the gaps with the right alternatives: "I've looked … my scarf everywhere: it isn't in the drawer …".

a) for; either
b) from; neither
c) by; also
d) of; too